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BIOLOGICAL

SCIENCES

International Symposium on Bioelectrochemistry .................... Martin Blank 439

The meeting dealt with a broad range of topics reflecting the current
emphasis on membrane function and structure.

Scottish Development Agency Boosts Biotechnology ............ Thomas C. Rozzell 439

Scotland has started to increase its support of biotechnology research. A
government agency is helping to develop the health-care industry in Scotland
and is fostering the'medica, industrial, and process uses of biotechnology.

ICHEMISTRY

Polymer Research at the University of Salford .............. Vivian T. Stannett 441

Polymer research at the University of Salford (UK) has focused on the use
of gamma radiation to prepare copolymeric crosslinked hydrogels, on polymer
compatibility, and on the behavior of polymers in mixed solvents.

The Dynamics of Polymer Solutions ............................ Vivian T. Stannett 442

A meeting of the Macromolecular Club in Uppsala, Sweden, focused on the
dynamics of polymer solutions.

COMPUTER
' SCIENCES

A General Operator Processor for Image Processing .............. J.F. Blackburn 444

The University of Linkoping, Sweden, has developed a special coraputer, the
General Operator Processor, for processing structural information.

The Alvey Program: Update and Assessment ....................... J.F. Blackburn 447

The Alvey program on fifth generation computer systems is off to a fast
* start. A comprehensive plan exists, and the program is well under way.

However, there are areas of concern.

JEARTH SCIENCE _

Engineering Geology of Tidal Rivers ................................ Robert Dolan 450

The Regional Conference of the UK Geological Society's Engineering Group
dealt with topics ranging from site-specific case studies to the applications
of geotbchnical methods.
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The 18th IUGG: Oceanography, Geodesy,
and Geophysics ................................. D. Conlon and John G. Heacock 452

The 18th International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics met in Hamburg
during August. This article highlights some of the papers dealing with oceano-
graphy, geology, and geophysics.

ENERGY

Egypt's Energy Crisis ............................................ Robert Dolan 453

Because of the present system of subsidies for petroleum and electricity,
Egypt is making little progress in developing alternative sources of energy.

ENGINEERING

Leeds-Lyon Tribology Conference ................................. Harold'G. Elrod 454

Held from 5 through 9 September, in Villeurbanne, France, the symposium
dealt with applications of numerical and experimental methods to tribology.

[GENERAL

Toward a European Research and Science Strategy ............. Thomas C. Rozzell 455

The Commission of European Communities recently proposed a new scientific
and technological strategy designed to build the foundation for a community
research policy.

MATERIAL

Fiber Composite Materials in the UK:
Royal Aircraft Establishment .................................... Tsu-Wei Chou 456

This is the final article in a series reporting research on fiber compo-
site materials in the UK.

First International Symposium on Structural
Crashworthiness ............................................. R.W. Armstrong 458

The First Interntional Symposium on Structural Crashworthiness was held
at the University of Liverpool in September. A special issue of the Interna-
tional Journal of Impact Engineering includes some of the papers presented.
The international conference and exposition "Structural Impact and Crashworthi-
ness" is to be held 16 through 20 July 1984, at Imperial College, London.

Research on Ultrahard Materials at Exeter ....................... R.W. Armstrong 459

Synthetic cubic boron nitride (amborite) and diamond (syndite) are among

the ultrahard tool cutting and machinin4 materials being studied--mostly by
hardness testing methods--at the University of Exeter, Department of Engineer-
ing Science, with support from De Beers Industrial Diamond Division Ltd.
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The Sixth European Sea Horse Institute Meeting:
Materials in Marine Environments ........................... James F. Jenkins 461

The meeting dealt with materials in heat exchangers, design and operation
of heat exchangers, materials in seawater handling systems, biofouling in
seawater systems and heat exchangers, and materials in structural applications.

OCEAN

SCIENCES

A Perspective on the Oceanography of Straits ......................... D. Conlon 464

Although sea straits have been important to economic, social, and military
history, they are among the least-understood aspects of the ocean. This
article examines the status of research on sea straits.

Marine Science of the Northwest Indian Ocean ...................... Robert Dolan 466

The main topics of a conference hosted by the University of Alexandria,
Egypt, were physical, chemical, geological, and biological oceanography; living
and nonliving resources; and marine pollution.

Whitecap Workshop Held in Ireland .............................. Chester McKinney 470

The Whitecap Workshop's central theme was the relation of multiple en-
vironmental factors to the generation of whitecaps at the ocean-atmosphere
interface.

PHYSICS-"

A New Diagnostic Technique for Collective Ion
Acceleration .................................................. David Mosher 472

The Weizmann Institute of Science in Rehovot, Israel, has developed a new
diagnostic tool to probe the structure of the electric field in collective ion
acceleration experiments.

Energy-Transfer Processes in Condensed
Matter .................................... B. Di Bartolo and R.L. Carovillano 475

A NATO advanced study institute considered the basic mechanisms by which
electronic excitation energy, initially localized in a particular constituent
or region of a condensed material, is transferred to other parts of the system.

The Physics of Electronic and Atomic Collisions .................... B.R. Junker 478

The Thirteenth International Conference on the Physics of Electronics and
Atomic Collisions included discussions of clusters, dielectric recombination,
ionization processes, and three-body Coulomb breakups.

Thermal Sputtering in Metals ..................................... I.S.T. Tsong 481

Does thermal sputtering really exist? This question was addressed recent-ly by a panel at the 10th International Conference on Atomic Collisions in

Solids.
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The 11th International Congress on Acoustics .................. Chester McKinney 483

The llth International Congress on Acoustics met in Paris from 19 through
27 July. The meeting covered all the technical areas of the broad field of
acoustics--ranging, for example, from musical to psychological to underwater
acoustics.

ISPACESCIENCE

ESA Holds Spacecraft-Charging Symposium ....................... R.L. Carovillano 485

The 37th ESLAB Symposium, "Spacecraft-Plasma Interactions and Their
Influence on Field and Particle Measurements," was held in Noordwijk, the
Netherlands, from 13 through 16 September.

European High-Energy Astronomy and Cosmology .................... Herbert Gursky 486

A symposium hosted by the Bulgarian Academy of Science dealt with the
observation of collapsed objects and with cosmological investigation involving
high-energy particle physics.

Historical Records in Geophysics ............................... R.L. Carovillano 489

A session at the 1983 International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics dealt
with the theme of historical records in the study of geomagnetism and history.
The papers were on topics such as the earth's core, the rotation axis, eclip-
ses, solar periodicities, noctilucent clouds, and the eruption of Krakatau in
1883.

JNEWS & NOTES I
490

Education cuts, Deltaflume, by Robert Dolan; UK research jobs, exploita-
ticon of inventions, by L.E. Shaffer; satellite symposium, geodynamics journal,
by R.L. Carovillano.

ONRL Cosponsored Conferences .................................................. 493

Military Applications Summary Bulletins ....................................... 493

ONPL Report Abstracts ......................................................... 494

Subject Index, Volume 37, 1983 ................................................ 495
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I L C Lshowed the important effects of electricIB LOGICAL fields. Other studies showed some
SCIENCES evidence for the effects of pulsed

electric fields on the Na K ATPase of
INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON BIOFLECTRO- cells, on plant root development, on
CHEMISTRY mice tumors, and on changes in the

dielectric properties of red blood cells
after exposure to magnetic fields. All

by Martin Blank. Dr. Blank is Associate of these studies raise important ques-
Professor of Physiology at the College tions about the responses of different
of Physicians and Surgeons of Columbia biological systems to external stimula-
University. tion.

The orientation and fusion of cells
in electric fields has received much

The seventh International Symposium attention in the last few years. While
on Bioelectrochemistry took place in "pearl chain formation" has been known
Stuttgart, Federal Republic of Germany, for many years, reversible membrane
from 18 through 22 July; it brought breakdown and cell fusion under special
together over 100 participants from 22 conditions have attracted considerable
countries. Many biological phenomena interest. Despite the fair degree of
involve changes in electrical proper- know-how, there are still many questions
ties; the meeting provided a concentrat- about mechanism. Nobody seems to know
ed exposure to a broad range of topics what happens to the excess membrane
reflecting the current emphasis on material after fusion, especially when
membrane function and structure. The many cells are involved.
major areas covered were small biomole- Bioelectrochemistry meetings differ
cules, electrophvsiology, biopolyriers, significantly from most scientific
biomembranes, bilayers, field effects, meetings. Of course there are the
membrane-bound reactions, cell fusion interdisciplinary discussions that
and gene transfer, oscillating reac- frequently lead to communication across
tions, electrode reactions, medical scientific boundaries. But the special
problems, and photoreactions. The quality I refer to is a coverage of a
presentations included papers on theory broad range of. subjects leading to an
as well as experiments; several devices insight into a whole fkeld and into the
and techniques also were described, relationships between many different

The opening address by M. Losada problems. At - the Bioelectrochemistry
(Seville) provided a clear introduction Symposia one can still get a feeling for
to energy transduction processes in the particular insight electrochemistry
biological systems. He summarized the offers when biological phenomena are
subject in terms of three types of considered.
equi]ibria: redcx, involving electrons;
acid/base, involving protons; and
phosphate bond, involving phosphate
group transfers. Losada went on to show 9/8/83
the relationships between them. These
topics were touched on many times during
the meeting, and the last day on photo-
reactions was devoted entirely to them.

One of the classic interests of SCOTTISH DEVELOPMENT AGENCY BOOSTS
bioelectrochemists has been the detec- BIOTECHNOLOGY
tion, analysis, and elucidation of the
mechanisms of reaction of biologically by Thomas C. Rozzell. Dr. RozzeZl -s
interesting molecules. All of these the Liaison Scientist for Biological
aspects were well represented in Stutt- Sciences in Europe and the Middle rast
gart. A more recent and growinq inter- for the Office of Naval Research's
est has been understanding the mechan- London Branch Office. He is on leave
ism, at the molecular level, of the until August 1985 from the Office of
demonstrated effects of electric fields Naval Research, Arlington, where he is
on cell growth and development. Results Group Leader for Cellular Biosystems.
were presented for many systems--e.g.,
bone cells in culture, whole bone under
direct-current stimulation, increased
longevity of paramecium, tumor cells in The government of Scotland has
mice, and ion currents in early amphib- started to increase its support of
ian egg development. All the results biotechnology research. For a number of
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years the Scottish Development Agency Along with the work of the SDA,
(SDA) has played a major role in the several other programs are under way to
stimulation and support of traditional boost biotechnology-based industries.
sectors of Scotland's economy. The For example, the Centre for Industrial
agency has now begun to focus on new Innovation at the University of Strath-
high-technology industries. To carry clyde, the Highlands and Islands Devel-
out this mission, SDA formed the Health opment Board, and the Applied Microbiol-
Care and Biotechnology Division (HCBD), ogy Department of the University of
which has a specific charge to support Strathclyde have programs.
the development of the health-care The SDA recognized early that if it
industry in Scotland, and to foster the were to be effective in promoting and
medical, industrial, and process uses of exploiting relevant academic research,
biotechnology, it would need a good information base

This brief look at some of the concerning the resources available to
activity in biotechnology in Scotland is potential Scottish and foreign invest-
meant only to give an overview of this ors. A. detailed survey was conducted,
emerging technology. In-depth assess- looking first at two important corner-
ments of important and relevant research stones of industrial biotechnology:
will follow in future articles, generic engineering and sophisticated

The work of the H1CPD is guided by fermentation systems. It was found that
four interconnecting objectives. The all eight Scottish universities, and at
first is to explore ways to help develop least two colleqcf; of further education,
existing companies in Scotland. The contained research groups engaged in
second objective is to encourage divers- some aspect of biotechnology. All eight
ification by Scottish companies into of the universities reported some level
health care and biotechnoloay areas, of research on genetic manipulation. At
The third objective is to stimulate both Glasgow and Edinburgh, work is
relevant R&D activities in academic and under way on applying recombinant DNA
research institutions. Finally, the techniques to microorganisms, viruses,
HCBD is actively marketing Scotland as a and higher animal and plant cells. A
base for foreign research and manufac- small croup at Napier College tinder the
turing corporations, direction of Dr. Peter Hill is carrying

To help meet these objectives, the out basic research on protoplast fusion;
SDA is underwriting new companies. For at Strathclyde, Glasgow, and Heriot-
example, in 1982 a new pharmaceutical Watt, groups of microbiologists are
company, Drug Development (Scotland) studying the gepetics and physiology of
Ltd., was launched. SDA provided about yeasts and fungi. At Dundee, there is
$325,000 of start-up capital, and research on the genetics of algae and of
$160,000 came from the Bank of Scotland. nitrogen-fixing organisms, while at
The SDA apparently believes that such Stirling a small group is studying the
venture-capital activity is complemen- aenetics of viruses that infect commer-
tarv to the broader grants-in-aid cially important fish.
dvailable from other Scottish governmon- As for fermentation technology, the
tal agencies. two main centers of expertise are at

Other small biotechnology companies Stratbclvde and Heriot-Watt Universi-
have boen formed specifically to exploit ties; traditionally, both have had coop-
gaps in the market. One such company, erative ties with industy.
Cruachan Chemicals Ltd. in Livingston, The survey requested the research
has developed and is marketing over 150 groups to indicate the potential appli-
specialized chemicals used in biotech- cations of their work. These applica-
norloqy research. One-half of the tions fall mainly into seven areas: (1)
company's products are exported to the production of chemicals, (2) food tech-
US. nology, (3) agriculture and aquaculture,

Bean Products Ltd. of Cumbernauld (4) pollution control, (5) health care
has developed an improved inoculum for and medicine, (6) resource recovery, and
fermenting soya meal into soy sauce. (7) fuel and energy production.
The company produces this product in From all indications, the health
large quantities in a fraction of the care and medicine area is now the
time required by traditional methods. A strongest. The SDA has recognized that
third example is a small company in health-care products tend to be less
Glasgow, Monotech Ltd., which is devel- sensitive to price changes than those
oping a range of monoclonal antibodies that emerge from most of the other tech-
to use in kidney-disease therapy and to nologies. Several university projects
reduce tissue rejection following are under way that focus on the treat-
transplantation. ment of infections. The University of

440
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Glasgow, for example, is attempting to
produce interferons from eukaryotic [ ;EMISTRY
cells rather than from genetically
engineered bacteria; work is also in POLYMER RESEARCH AT THE UNTVERSITY OF
progress on improved antiviral agents SALFORD
and vaccines for use against pertussis
and cholera. At Heriot-Watt, a group of by Vivian T. Stannett. Dr. Stannett is
chemists under the direction of Profes- the Liaison Scientist for Polymer
sors Buchanan and Wightman is looking Science in Europe and the Middle East
into the biosynthesis of novel antibio- for the. Office of Naval Research's
tics for cancer treatment. At Dundee london Branch Office. He is on leave
University, Prof. Steward and a graduate until January 1984 from North Carolina
student recently isolated an actinomy- State University, where he is Camille
cetes as a potential source of new Preyfus Professor in the Chemical Engi-
antibotics. neering Department.

Several studies are under way at
Glasgow University on fundamental
aspects of nucleic aid biochemistry, The University of Salford has
while Dr. Bailey at Strathclyde is suffered a 44-percent -ut in funding--
working on the use of liposomes to probably the most 're financial
enhance the delivery of drugs. Other setback among Brit- universities.
research on therapeutic agents, spread However, there is s 1 considerable
throughout the universities, includes activity in polymer sc -. in classi-
projects focusing on an enzymatically cal polymer chemistry largest effort
modified casein diet; the biosynthesis is by Dr. M.B. Huglin his coworkers.
of alkaloids; the production of narcotic Salford probably has )f the most
analogs by algae; the production of versatile cobalt-60 ra• n sources in
serum complement proteins (both human the UK, and a great of Huglin's
and bovine); the production of novel work has involved the use of gamma
collagen products; and blood protein radiation. His research has been pri-
productinn. One study at Glasgow deals marily in the area of grafting, where
with the possibility of deriving immuno- there have been a number of important
diagnosti proteins from fungal sources; contributions dating back to 1968. In
the possibility of using certain plant general, Huqlin's findings were con-
enzymes to screen potentially active cerned with two systems: the grafting
therapeutic chemicals, as an alternative of styrene to cellulose and the grafting
to using animals, is being examined at of acrylic acid to nylon 6. The empha-
Heriot-Watt. sis was on the mechanism and kinetics,

A major strength in the general and on the development of methods to
health-related area is monoclonal separate and characterize the reaction
antibody research. There are studies on mixture of graft and the two homopoly-
the use of monoclonal antibodies as a mers.
possible treatment of rheumatoid arthri- More recently, gamma radiation has
tis and, as mentioned above, of certain been used to prepare copolymeric cross-
forms of kidney disease and tissue linked hydrogels. These can be prepared
rejection. Research on the diagnostic as essentially perfect, monomer-free,
use of monoclonals is about to begin at transparent rods. They are of great
Aberdeen, under the direction of Dr. potential interest for contact lenses.
W.T. Melvin; Dundee is now producing a Similar rods that are hard and hydropho-
range of immunological test kits to aid bic also have been prepared. Both have
in the diagnosis of infections. Final- high permeability to oxygen and may have
ly, the Scottish Blood Transfusion other, including biomedical, applica-
Service in Edinburgh and Glasgow is tions. Hugln has developed very
exploring the use of monoclonals as effective techniques, after using direct
blood-grouping reagents. gamma radiation, to remove the rods from

(Note: Much of the information for the glass tubes in which they are
this article was derived from the prepared. In addition, techniques for
Rirtechnoiogy Fulietin tNo. 24), pub- cutting uniform disks from the rods have
lished by Oyez Scientific and Technical been worked out (Huglin and Zakaria,
Services Ltd., and from reports supplied 1983a). The monomers used have included
by the Scottish Development Agency, a very hydrophyllic vinyl lactam, a
Glasgow.) hydrophobic alkyl acrylate, and a hexa-

functional methacrylate. Examples of
the monomers studied are n-vinyl pyrrol-
idone, n-butyl acrylate, methyl metha-
crylate, and 1,1,1-trimethylol propane

9/30183 trimethacrylate.
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T:i intensive study of the effects References
of the monomer composition and the dose Huglin M.B., and M.B. Zakaria, Journal
rate on a number of properties of the of Applied IoZymer Chemistry, 28
polymeric rods has also been conducted. (1983a), 2452.
Pesearchers examined optical clarity and Huglin M.B., and M.B. Zakaria, Polymer
textural inhomocveneity, such as spongy (1983b), in press.
opacity. At medium to high dose rates Vernon, F., and T. Shah, Reactive Poly-
(0.005 to 1.0 Mrads per hour), the mers (., in pre.
optical homogeneity was dictated only by mere (1983), in press.
the monomer composition. In general,
increasing the amount of crosslinking 9/9/83
monomers led to greater optical clarity.
The unhydrated polymers, called xero-
gels, Fhowed a general tendency toward THE DYNAMICS OF POLYMER SOLUTIONS
lower transparency and optical homoge-
neity on hydrating--e.g., by immersing by Vivian T. Stannett
in pure water for up to 7 days. This
effect can be essentially eliminated, The Macromolecular Club is an
however, bv the correct choice of mono- informal organization based originally
mer compositions (Huglin and Zakaria, on the polymer research centers at
1983b). Work on the oxygen permeability Mainz, Federal Republic of Germany
and the swelling and elongation of the (FRG); Strasbourg, France; and Uppsala,
hydrogels is also under way. Sweden. Inactive in recent years, the

Other research in progress in Dr. club was recently re-establishe,l with a
Huglin's group is on polymer compatibil- club a t reest alh withritvar te bhaio o poymrsin meeting at Wik Castle, Uppsala, under
itythe chairmanship of Dr. Wyn Brown of
mixed solvents. In the field of polymer Uppsala University. It was a small

compatibility, low molecular weight meeting; 12 participants were from

models have been used, particularly the mppsana Univeriy, an2 were from
alkne ad hepoysioxne. ssn- Uppsala University, and 24 were from

alkanes and the polysiloxanes. Essen- other European institutions. Another,
tially monodiaperse polymers are used-- larger meeting is being planned for 1985
either synthesized at Salford or pur- in Mainz.
chased. These are characterized by The Uppsala meeting focused on the
light scattering and osmometry. The dynamics of polymer solutions; there
cloud point, upper and lower critical were 23 brief presentations with discus-
solution temperatures, and melting
points are used to study the compatibil- sion perioc . Many of the papers were

ity of particular pairs. The results by comparatively young iesearchers

are quantified using the Flory-Huggins concerning work in progress.
Dr. J. Bastide (Centre de Recher-interaction parameters. ches sur les Macromolecules [CRM],

The behavior of polymers in mixed Stabug dicse nuro ad
solvents is studied with light scatter- Strasbourg) discussed neutron and
snts disersntuilewitlight scte- quasi-elastic light scattering of
ing, differential refractometry, visco- swollen gels. The swelling degree was
metry, and osmometry. The overall reduced osmotically by the addition of
behavior is described in terms of three high polymers which could not enter the
types of interaction: solvent-solvent, gels themselves. The cooperative
polymer-solvent (1), and polymer-solvent diffusion constants were measured and
(2). Preferential adsorption effects are
observed. An interesting outcome of the theu ierpeted by semofththemodnaics is the pheomnon of scaling theories developed for semidi-thermodynamics is the phenomenon of lute solutions of high-molecular-weight

cosolvency, whereby a polymer can bedissolved in a mixIture of two liquids, polymers.
disolved iniahmixtueeofitwo liquidsDr. B. Nvstr6m (Kjemisk Institutt,
neither of which, alone, is a solvent Blindern, Oslo) discussed photon corre-
for the polymer. 'his obviously extends latic spectroscopy on protein solutions
the range of solvent systems. under very high pressures, up to 4000

Dr. F. Vernon is active in research atmospheres. Pressure Was a more
on preparing and modifying crosslinked innocuous method of denaturing proteins
beads and fibers based on polyacryloni- than the use of higher temperatures or
trite. The main applications are as chemicals. Bovine serum albumin was
chelating agents for the extraction of found to convert to a more open confor-
trace metals, including uranium from mational form at pressures greater than
seawater (Vernon and Shah, 1983). In 1000 atmospheres ouffered to pH 4.7 (the
biochemistry, Drs. J.S. Lawton, R.H. isoelectric point) and 7.4. This was
isbyestablished by the increases in the
research on proteins and other polypep- hydrodynamic radii. The effect was not

tides and enzymes, reversible, nor were the decreases in

442
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the cooperative diffusion constants with solutions. Sodium polystyrene suifon-
increasing pressure. Lysozyme at pH 4.0 ates were used with narrow molecular
showed an initial increase, followed by weight distributions both in salt-free
a decrease and a further increase at solutions and with various concentra-
higher pressures. Interestingly, a tions of sodium chloride. The effective
simple synthetic polyelectrolyte, such diffusion coefficients, Deff , showed two
as sodium polystyrene sulfonate, showed separate concentration regimes with a
no effects of pressure. Nystr6m hopes transition region. In the dilute region
to study the mechanism of stabilization there was a dependence on the molecular
of proteins by methods such as hydrogen weight, whereas in the semidilute region
bonding and hydrophobic or electrostatic (e.g., above I g/l) D became indepen-
interactions. eff

Dr. T.J. Odijk (University of dent of molecular weight. The results
Leiden, the Netherlands) presented a are in at least qualitative agreement
theoretical paper concerned with the with the scaling theories of Odijk
dynamics of entangled stiff polymer (1979). It was indicated that more
chains in solution and the paradoxical experimental and theoretical work is
results between rigid rod theory and the needed to reach a better understanding
flexible reptation approach. In parti- of the problem. The work has been
cular, the rotational diffusion con- described in detail in recent papers by

-2 Koene and Mandel (1983a and 1983b), and
stants versus the concentration power by Koene, Nicolai, and Mandel (1983).
did not extrapolate to zero. The short- J. Roots (Imperial College, London)
comings of the Doi-Edwards approach and discussed quasi-elastic neutron scatter-
attempts to develop a new theory were ing from polymer melts. New results
discussed (see also Odijk, 1983). were presented with polydimethyl sil-

Dr. W. Brown (Uppsala University) oxanes. Increasing the pressure gave
discussed slow-mode diffusion in semidi- evidence of closer interactions between
lute polymer solutions using dynamic the polymer chains--interactions similar
light scattering. Monodisperse polyeth- to those observed on reducing the
ylene oxide in aqueous solutions, poly- temperature.
styrene in chloroform, and toluene were H.H. Grapengeter (University of
studied; the slow mode contrasted with Duisburg, FRG) presented.NMR and neutron
the self-diffusion constants determined scattering experiments on polydimethyl
from Fourier transform, pulsed field siloxanes in solution. He expected to
gradient, nuclear magnetic resonance obtain the distribution function for the
(NMR). The slow mode expressed in terms degree of hindering of the rotational
of a diffusion constant is two orders of barriers.
magnitude lower than the self-diffusion M. Rawiso (CM, Strasbourg) also
constants. The slow relaxations are discussed neutron scattering of polymers
attributed to geometrical entanglements in solution and compared the results
(see Brown, Johnsen, and Stilbs, 1983; with x-ray scattering. The following
and Brown, 1983). polystyrenes were studied: (1) fully

Prof. F. Rondolez (Collage de deuterated, (2) aromatic rings only
France, Paris) described work on the deuterated, and (3) aliphatic only
temperature dependence of the hydrody- deuterated. The Debye form factors were
namic radius of flexible polymers in determined; this work is still in
solution. Results were presented on
polystyrene with a wide range of molecu- progress.Prof. N. Almgren summarized his
lar weights in cyclopentane. The tran- extensive work on micelles, in particu-
sition from swollen to collapsed coils lar the use of fluorescence quenching
was studied and the radii of gyration (Almgren and Swarup, 1982, 1983).
and the hydrodynamic radii calculated.
Light scattering and sedimentation F. Boue (Centre des Etudes Nucle-
mearsurements were used. The results aire, Saclay) spoke on the dynamics of
were interpreted using the "thermal polymer melts in a transient relaxation
blob" model; they fitted the mode only investigated by elastic neutron scatter-
at very high molecular weights. ing. Polystyrene at 117*C and polydi-

Prof. G. Meyerhoff (University of methyl siloxane at 200 0 C were studied.
Mainz) discussed the viscosity and fric- The former showed elastic responses and
tion behavior of dilute and semidilute the latter inelastic. Initial results
polymer solutions. The behavior found indicated that the reptation approach
was related to the radii of gyration. agreed well with the data.
Good agreement with the classical theory G. Weil (CRM, Strasbourg) discussed
was found, but only in theta solvents, the structure of polyelectrolyte solu-

Prof. M. Mandel (University of tions using neutron scattering and
Leiden, the Netherlands) described magnetic birefringence. Sodium polysty-
experiments concerning quasi-elastic rene sulfonate was studied in aqueous
light scattering by polyelectrolyte solution (Weil, 1982).
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Prof. R. Kirste (University of R. Perzynski (Centre des Etudes
Mainz) spoke on the use of neutron Atomique, Saclay) discussed the hydrody-
scattering to study exothermic blends. namic dimensions of polymer chains in
The radii of gyration of labeled poly- solution below the theta temperature
styrene in polystyrene-polymethyl vinyl using light scattering. Very low con-
ether and other polymers were measured. centrations were studied: 10- 5 to 10- 3

The values were found to be slightly 3
higher than with polystyrene alone. g/cm . The results were extrapolated to

Prof. H. Wennerstr6m (Stockjiwm zero concentration (see also Perzynski,
University) presented a theorctical 1982).
paper on the counterion dynamics in Finally, J. Wells (Uppsala Univer-
polyelectrolyte solutions using nuclear sity) described a model for the overlap
spin relaxation data from NMR measure- concentration for the transition from
ments. The motions were tentatively dilute to semidilute solutions using
interpreted using a solvation cell measurements of the hydrodynamic radii.
model, site bondingr, diffusion along Nonoverlapping molecules were assumed to
the polymer backbones, and exchanges fill the entire space. A random overlap
between ions and the different macro- model similar 'to that of Simha was
ions. proposed. Nondispersity was assumed.

P. Stilbs (Uppsala University) References
discussed the dynamics and organization Almgren, ., and S. Swarup, Journal of

of micellar systems from spin relaxation Colloid and Interface Science, 91

measurements using pulsed field gradient (1983), 256.

NMR (Stilbs, 1983). Almgren, M., and S. Swarup, Journal of
Prof. H. Sillescu (University of Physical Chemistr, 86 (1982),

Mainz) described the use of fluorescein- 4212.labeed olytyrne t folow the4212.
labeled polystyrene to follow the Brown, W., Macromolecules, in press.motions in melts. The diffusion con- Brown, W., R.M. Johnsen, and P. Stilbs,

stants were determined as a function of Polymer Bulletin, 9 (1983), 305.
molecular weights and were found to Guillot, G. and F. Rondelez, Journal of
follow the reptation model. Holography Applied Physics, 14 (1976), 675.
was used to present the data. Koene, R.S., and M. Mandel, Macromole-

J. Raczek (University of Mainz) cuZes, 16 (1983a), 220.
reviewed the various problems connected Koene, R.S., and M. Mandel, MaromoZe-
with the use of dynamic light scattering cules, 16 (1983b), 973.
for the characterization of polydisper- Koene, R.S., T. Nicolai, and M. Mandel,
sity of polymers in solution. The var- Macromolecules, 16 (1983) , 227
ious sources of errors were discussed. Odijk, T., Macromolecules, 12 (1979),

Prof. V. Stannett (US Office of 688.
Naval Research, London) spoke on the Odijk, T., Macromolecules, 16 (1983),
diffusion of small molecules in glassy 1340.
polymers. Considerable data were pre- Paul, D.R., and Berichte Bunsenges,
sented. The results fitted well the Physical Chemistry, 83 (1979), 294.
partial immobilization model (Petro- Paul, D.R., and W.J. Koros, Journal of
poulos, 1970; Paul and Koros, 1976; and Polymer Science, Physics Ed., 14

4 Paul, 1979). This model is based on the (1976), 675.
dual mode sorption approach; alternative Perzynski, R., Journal Physique, 43
ideas were also briefly presented, (1982), 125.
together with their weaknesses and Petropoulos, J.J., Journal of Polymer
inadequacies. Science-A2, 8 (1970), 1797.

H. Vink (Uppsala University) Stilbs, P., Journal of Physical Chemis-
discussed experiments using electrical try, in press
conductivity measurements to determine Vink,. H., Makromolekulare Chemic, 183
the transport properties of polyelectro- (1982), 2273.
lyte solutions (Vink, 1982). Weil, G Polymer, 23 (1982) 1990.

G. Guillot (Collage de France) Wi P
presented some results concerning the
diffusion of large macromolecVles
through porous membranes. The work 10/5/83
might be applicable to oil recovery.
The porous membranes were prepared by COMPUTER
heavy ion bombardment of polycarbonate S3CIENCES
films (Guillot and Rondelez, 1981). The
hydrodynamic radii of the polymer A GENERAL OPERATOR PROCESSOR FOR IMAGE
penetrants in solution were related to PROCESSING
the pore size. Because of their elonga-
tion, larger molecules diffused more by J.F. Blackburn. Dr. Blackburn is the
slowly before passing through the pores. Liaison Scientist for Computer Science
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in Europe and the Middle East for the
Office of Na7'" Research's London Branch
Office. He is on leave until September
1984 from the National Academy of
Sciences, where he is Executive Pireo-
tor, Computer Science Board.

The University of Linkoping,
Sweden, has developed a special comput-
er for processing structural informa-
tion. The General Operator Processor
(GOP), designed by Prof. G.H. Granlund
and his research group, is a multiple-
instruction, multiple-data (MIMD) system
using parallelism and pipelining exten-
sively. For the special applications
for which it is designed, the system is
reported to be 100,000 times faster than
nonparallel systems using more conven-
tional techniques.

Image processing car be uFed in the
following ways:

1. For analysis of biomed ica l

images of complex tissue structurf-s,
chromosome classification, and computer Fiqur. I. Ileft: oriainal image at 8
tomography images. hit- 1,-r pix,,l. Piqht: image compress-

2. For remote sensing in analysis . C.> bits per pixel with the GOP
of multispectral images, generation of irao,, prf 0-snor.
maps, analysis of meteorological imaq-.s,
forestry surveys, agricultural inventor-
ies, lanLd use planning, and environme - ,w~ihut an irrecoverable loss of
tal quality monitoring. 1t r,, t iln (Fiqure 1) .

3. For hdvanced computer graphics A s,t -! operations is applied on
for the use of hierarchical models tor .ch imakp, neighborhood, each operation
image synthesis, texture synthesis, and nmWSu! ing a particular feature of the
computer art. event within that neighborhood. For

4. For robot vision, stereoscopic example, the operation can measure the
vision, nondestructive testing, particle edge content in each of four different
analysis, fingerprint ide-ntification, directions. Because edges of all
and artificial intelligence. orientations cannot be expected within a

particular, small neighborhood, we can
Its designers believe that the infer the mutual exclusion of edges of

Linkopiug system can provide a unifying perpendicular orientation. This leads
philosophy of image processing, embrac- to a two-component vector representa-
ing techniques such as edqe and line tion, where perpendicular edges are
detection, line description, texture represented by vectors of opposing
analysis, and description of regions. directions (see Granlund and Knutsson,

The GOP system has shown that it 1982).
can outperform existing systems in most This interpretation at low levels
conventional image-processing tasks. has been extended to a general principle
For example, when analyzing a remote- for information representation at all
sensing image in relation t9 the corres- levels. Features derived frum a partic-
ponding section of a map, ,ne may want ular neighborhood are mapped into a
to classify points with respect to a two-dimensional space and arranged in a
number of contextual conditions. To do circular fashion where conflicting or
this with sufficient accuracy would take incompatible features are located at
50 to 100 hours with a conventional opposing positions.
computer with a 100-ns machine cycle The feature measurements are
time. This process is executed on the weighted together to form a vector
GOP image processor in 10 seconds. describing the event within the neigh-

borhood. The direction of the vector
Information Representation indicates the dominant class membership

The information representation of the event, and the magnitude gives
implemented in the GOP image processor the confidence in this choice. (Details
provides a high degree of data compres- of the information representation and
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processing are given by Granlund and Application at the next level gives
Knutsson, 1982.) This information structural relations between different
representation is used consistently segments. At high levels, the symmetry
throughout all levels of the hierarchy. operations assume the function of
However, the meaning of the information symbolic operations upon locally one-
varies with the level of the hierarchy dimensional strings, where the top-down
(Figure 2). control invokes contextual and syntacti-

cal rules.
Image Operations An important consequence of the

To complement the information symmetric information representation
representation, a set of operations has used is that a large class of relaxation
been developed. These operations are operations can be implemented as partly
used to implement various functions, linear operations, enabling high speed
depending on the level at which they computation. Furthermore, the symmetric
operate. The use of symmetry in opera- relationship between information at
tions permits a condensed description of different levels enables top-down
event relations. A hierarchy is provid- control of restriction rules in a way
*ed in which features of increasing order that emphasizes dominant trends or,
are represented as antisymmetric and through context-sensitive modifiers,
bisymmetric relationships. defines specific operations.

One class of operators--using a
rotationally anisotropic symmetry--is The Parallel Pipelined Processor
applied at the lowest hierarchical level The GOP image processor operates on
for implementation of edge and line gray-scale, color, or multispectral
operations, which can be used for images of any size. Conventional
texture description. (For edge detec- arithmetic and logical image operations
tion techniques, see Davis, 1975.) are efficiently implemented. The

Another class of operators using an architecture of the processor is multi-
isotropic symmetry indicates curvature ple-instruction, multiple-data stream
and divergence, which can be used to parallel, which is easily reconfigured
describe convexity and concavity, and reprogrammed for new tasks.
Relations between properties of convex- The processor is designed to
ity and concavity are used for segmenta- simplify the use of relaxation methods
tion. of feedback processing. In hierarchical

Fourth level
transform giving
region labeling.

Third level
transform describing
convexity and
concavity

Contextual
Second level Rule
transform giving Modifiers
texture boundanes.

First level transform
describing texture
properties

1Orginal image of
totexture regions,

Figure 2. The hierarchy.
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Figure 3. Parallel and serial processing units.

image processing, this permits represen- Information in Artificial Intelli-
tations of the image to determine its gence," Proceedings of 1982 IEEE
subsequent processing. In general image Conference on Acoustics, Speech and
processing, tasks involve two computa- Signal Processing (Paris, May
tion phases. First, there are opera- 1982).
tions in which a set of masks operates Hedlund, M., G.H. Granlund, H. Knutsson,
on the image. Second, certain relaxa- "A Consistency Operation for Line
tion or decision functions operate on and Curve Enhancement," Proceedings
the data from the first phase. The GOP of the IEEE Computer Society
image processor uses four parallel Conference on Pattern Recognition
pipelines in the first phase to combine and Image Processing (June 1982).
the data from the image memory with Rosenfeld, A., R.A. Hummel, S.W. Zucker,
weights from the mask memory (Figure 3). "Scene Labelling. by Relaxation
The second phase computations use a Operations," IEEE Transactions on
serial processor with a high degree of Systems, Man and Cybernetics, Vol
flexibility. SMC-6, No. 6 (June 1976).

This dual architecture effectively
deals with conventional image processing
tasks. It also supports the implementa-
tion of context-sensitive operations. 9/6/83
The serial processor controls the
operational configuration of the paral-
lel processor, which can be changed from
one neighborhood to another. THE ALVEY PROGRAM: UPDATE AND ASSESS-

MENT
References
Dvs_,L.S., "A Survey of Edge Detection by J.F. Blackburn

Techniques," Computer Graphics and
Image Processing, No. 4 (1975).

Granlund, G.H., and H. Knutsson, "Hier- The British response to the Japan-
archical Processing of Structural ese fifth-generation computer project
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was one of the topics at the Fifth The directorate will be looking for
Generation World Conference held in proposals that are consistent with the
London from 27 through 29 September. A major thrusts of the program and will be
progress report on the British initia- particularly interested in collaborative
tive was given by Brian Oakley, Director proposals.
of the Alvey Advanced Information
Research Program sponsored by the Major Demonstrator Projects
Department of Trade and Industry (DTI), There will be a few demonstrator
Ministry of Defense, and Science and projects to motivate and focus the
Engineering Research Council (SERC). research in the relevant technologies

The program is named for John and to prepare for their use. The
Alvey, Engineer-in-Chief and Managing purpose is to show that advances made in
Director of Development and Procurement the various technologies can be combined
at British Telecom. In October 1982, to achieve greater efficiency in manag-
the government-sponsored committee that ing and using information at lower cost,
he headed issued a report calling for a and to provide services not previously
5-year research program in computer available in government and industry.
science. The report estimated that the These demonstrators will cover applica-
program would cost about b350 million tions in industry, defense, medicine,
over 5 years--b50 million in academic and the social services. Even though
institutions and E300 million in indus- the demonstrators may not be operational
try. Work in industry will be 50-per- until the end of the 5-year period,
cent government funded, while all the setting goals now provides motivation
work in academic establishments will be for development in the enabling technol-
government funded. The expenditure in ogies. Basic project teams are being
any year will depend on the progress of formed to plan and execute each demon-
the program and on the contribution made strator project, which will be managed
by industry. for the directorate by a company able to

In addition to the progress report use the final system. However, the
given by Oakley, a critique of the projects will be executed through
program and an assessment of its chances subcontracts to several companies
for success were given by Edward Feigen- working in relevant technologies.
baum, Professor of Computer Science and
Director of the Heuristic Programming The Technology Program
Project at Stanford University. Plans are being drawn up by firms

in the VLSI industry, and it is expected
Management and Organization that this part of the program can

A small committee under the chair- proceed quickly. Ferranti, for example,
manship of Sir Robert Telford will steer has a very high growth rate in this
the Alvey Program. Day-to-day opera- field and has established a reputation
tions will be the responsibility of for analog and digital circuits.
Brian Oakley and a small directorate. Ferranti, GEC, and Plessy have made
Most of the key members of the directo- impressive investments in this area, and
rate will come from industry. The GEC's work in gallium arsenide as well
program will integrate defense and as silicon chips is most promising.
industry activities, and will be consid- Computer aided design (CAD) for VLSI is
ered complementary to the European important for the Alvey Program, and a
Strategic Program of Research and separate strategy for this part of the
Development in Information Technology program will be developed.
(ESPRIT). Four main technologies will The British have a good record of
make up the Alvey Program:. success in software engineering. Some

parts of the software engineering
* Very large scale integration (VLSI) program can be inititated without much
o Software engineering delay. But for other parts an action
e Expert systems and intelligent plan will have to be drawn up before

knowledge-based systems (IKBS) much progress can be made. The results
* Man-machine interfaces (MMI) of software engineering need to be moved

from laboratories into industry more
Experts from industry and the academic quickly, and an engineering approach to
community will prepare plans in each of reliability needs to be taken, according
these areas. Then invitations to bid to Oakley.
for participation in designated parts of Britain has some world leaders in
each program will be issued. The four IKBS. Many teams are now being formed
main technologies are interdependent and to proceed with this work. An SERC/DTI
will require coordination by the direc- committee under the leadership of Dr.
torate. J.M. Taylor of the Ministry of Defense
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has generated a draft proposal: "Intel- asked to pay for their terminals and
ligent Knowledge Based Systems--A line charges; the central infrastructure
Programme for Action in the U.K." This costs will be paid by the directorate.
report was circulated for comment at the Connection with the ESPRIT network is
end of August; it is the draft basis on under discussion. In the meantime, an
which the Alvey Directorate will pro- SERC mailbox facility already connected
ceed. Universities have begun estab- to universities via SERCNET, a communi-
lishing linked computers dedicated to cations network used by SERC, will be
IKBS research, and it is planned that augmented to allow the inclusion of
machines in industrial operations soon industrial organizations.
will be added. The demonstrator pro- To improve communications further,
jects also can be started shortly. The a regular general newsletter service and
SERC will be asked to administer the specialized bulletins for particular
IKBS program. Staffing is a concern; subgroups will be provided. This
but some British expatriots are return- information will cover program develop-
ing, and there is an increased program ment and opportunities, specific re-
for training people. search developments, and intelligence

The strategy-action plan for service reviewing overseas developments.
man-machine interface probably needs
the most work. A SERC committee under Information Dissemination
Prof. Brian Shackel has made some To ensure effective collaboration
progress, and members from industry and and to safeguard rights of participa-
the Ministry of Defense are to be added tion, information will be disseminated
to the committee. There will be work on at three levels:
pattern recognition, including speech
and solid state displays. Like the 1. Between parties in a specific
Japanese, the British have chosen PROLOG contract
as a basic language. 2. Between parties in associated

contracts
Cooperation and Participation 3. Throuchout the industry.

The Alvey Program requires collabo-
rative research, and it is expected that Parties in a specific contract will
proposals normally will involve at least be expected to communicate daily.
two industrial parties. One company Partners in a single Alvey category will
generally will take the lead in coordi- constitute an Alvey category club, and
nating the project; in some cases, a will use a newsletter and seminars to
user firm will be a member of the team. communicate occasionally. When signifi-
All members of each sector of the Alvey cant milestones have been reached in a
Program will cooperate through discus- project, seminars will be held to
sions and presentations at meetings and present results to the whole community.
symposia.

Academic and government research ESPRIT
establishments will be included in many The Alvey Program is seen as
of the collaborative projects. Consoli- complementary to ESPRIT. The Alvey
dated applications covering both indus- Directorate will monitor the development
trial and academic components will be of the ESPRIT program and ensure that
submitted to the Alvey Directorate; the the two programs are providing the
components must be clearly dilineated. maximum benefit for the *UK. To ensure
In very long-term projects carried on proper coordination, the Alvey Program
by academicians, a special representa- may have to be modified when the ESPRIT
tive from industry will monitor the program gets under way.
work.

All research work connected with Assessment of the Alvey Program
the project must be done in the UK. The Prof. Edward Feigenbaum gave his
participation of European firms working personal assessment of the Alvey pro-
in the European Economic Community will gram's potential for success. What
be reviewed in light of the progress follows is a paraphrasing of his re-
made by the ESPRIT program. In excep- marks.
tional cases, participation of firms On the optimistic side, the program
already taking part in the ESPRIT has gotten off to a fast start; there
program will be allowed; the main appears to be a national will to suc-
consideration will be the benefit to the ceed, and the British have a good track
UK. record in artificial intelligence.

However, the following factors may make
Infrastructure and Communications it difficult for the program to succeed.

Soon, a network linking the main 1. There are insufficient resourc-
Alvey research centers will be estab- es for a multifaceted approach to the
lished. Industrial participants will be problem; on the other hand, the British
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tend to work in a multifaceted way. ___

There is no national center, and the EARTH SCIENCE
talent pool is dispersed into groups all
below the level of critical mass. ENGINEERING GEOLOGY OF TIDAL RIVERS

2. The Alvey report is a compro-
mise of focus. It mandates a dispersion by Robert Dolan. Dr. Dolan iB the
of forces, and IKBS has an insufficient Liaison Scientist for Geology and

share of the resources. Furthermore, Oceanography in Europe and the Middle

there is a missing generation of talent, East for the Office of Naval Research's

which has largely gone to the US. They London Branch Office. He is on leave

are unlikely to return because of salary until September 1984 from the University

and other advantages in the US. of Virginia, where he is Professor of

3. Leadership is a problem. Fred Enviy~onmental Sciences.

Brooks, who managed the IBM 360 develop-
ment program, has said, "Big projects The Regional Conference of the UK
require a chief surgeon and a hospital Geological Society's Engineering Group
administrator." Feigenbaum said the UK was held at the University of Hull from
has an able administrator in Brian 11 through 16 September. The meeting's
Oakley, but he asked where is the chief theme was "The Engineering Geology of
surgeon comparable to Gene Amdahl on the Tidal Rivers." About 75 geoloqists and
IBM 360 and Larry Roberts on ARPANET. engineers attended; most were British.

4. There appears to be tension About 30 papers were presented on topics
between long-term and short-term go-Is.
Industry, by and large, takes the s' ,t-
term view. A long-term view must extend
to the highest levels among government
officials.

5. Although there is a good logic 4e% oidP
program in the UK, total commitment to -- - - -

PROLOG is risky. It is an untested
system. LISP is a more completely
proven language. Feigenbaum does not
think there is enough time and talent to
prove PROLOG. to the extent that LISP has - - :
been proven over the last 25 years. A
modern version of LISP would provide a
good anchor in a high-risk program.

6. The ties between universities
and industry are weak. These two Ji. W, mwa Li ,. .. L0 . _

sectors have different expertise. They o
need to have mutual respect for effec-
tive cooperation; Feigenbaum* believes - -

this is missing in the UK. 190 df enfe.128,
7. The will to succeed must be - : 4 ......

mobilized. In the US, artificial -

intelligence is respected by universi-
ties, government, industry, and the -- - - - - -
public. This is lacking in the UK--in
part because of the negative impact of a
document known as the Lighthill report,
published a decade ago.

Brian Oakley countered some of
Feigenbaum's arguments, but admitted
that some of them had merit and that ,

corrective action needs to be taken.
In any event, there is a strong commit-
ment by the British government to the "-

Alvey Program. It will be several years
before a clear indication of the degree ,,.

of its success will be fully apparent. A R1
ESN will follow the work in 1984. T T

Figure 1. Increasing high tide levels
10/4/83 and defense levels at London Bridge.
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ranging from site-specific case studies Sea. Of particular concern is the
to the application of geotechnical potential damage that a flood could
methods. The conference proceedings cause to the London Underground (subway)
will be published by the Geological system. Some 40 stations, 76 miles of
Society; copies can be obtained through track, and 20,000 signals and switches
the publication office, Burlington are in flood-prone areas along the
House, Piccadilly, London WlV OJU. Thames. A flood crest only a few feet

Several of the papers summarized higher than that of two floods in the
the construction of large flood-control 1970s would inundate the lower parts of
structures. The most prominent is un- the city and the underground. It is
questionably the Thames River Barrier estimated that at least $6 billion in
that was completed recently to prevent damages would result.
flooding in central London (see ESN The Thames Barrier is a series of
37-1:27-30 [1983]). Central London was 10 separate and movable gates built
last flooded in 1928, when 14 people side-by-side across the river (Figure
drowned. There was a major flood of the 2). Each gate is pivoted and supported
lower Thames Estuary in 1953, with a between concrete piers, which house the
loss of 300 lives. If this storm surge operating machinery and control equip-
had reached far enough up the river to ment. Closing the barrier seals off the
flood central London, the losses would upper Thames Esturay from the sea. When
have been substantially greater, not in use, the six rising sector gates

There are two reasons for the in the navigation channel rest out of
flooding problem in the London area. sight in curved recesses in concrete
First, the city is sinking on its bed of sills in the riverbed. Thus river
clay, and southeastern England in gen- traffic can pass through the openings
eral is gradually tilting downward at a between the piers. The width of the
rate of about 30 cm per century. barrier is 520 m, with four main open-
Second, high tide levels are rising. ings each having a clear span of 61 m.

As Figure 1 shows, high tides have The four main gates are massive. Each
risen by 60 cm at London Bridge over the is designed as a hollow-steel-box
last 100 years. An additional threat is structure 19-m high and weighing, with
produced by storm surge, which occurs counterweights, about 3300 MT. Each is
when low pressure systems move eastward capable of withstanding the 9000-MT
across the British Isles into the North thrust from the high surge tide.

Aerial view

Figure 2. The Thames Barrier.
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When a tidal surge threatens and an as the IUGG, it is not possible to pro-
order to close is given,- the engineer in vide a complete report on papers dealing
charge raises the gates 90 degrees from with coastal oceanography; relevant
their riverbed position into a vertical papers were presented in as many as four
defensive position. The gates form a simultaneous sessions. What follows,
continuous steel wall facing downriver then, are general comments relating to
ready to stem the tide. The operation several fields of inquiry represented at
takes only 30 minutes. Construction of the IUGG.
the Th~mes Barrier cost $1 billion. In the small-scale domain, little

One final observation about the work has been done in studying turbulent
discussions at the engineering geology processes in the coastal regime. With
meeting. The UK consulting engineers the recent advances in fine-structure
have a long and distinguished history and microstructure instrumentation, it
for construction projects throughout the is hoped that more attention will be
world. However, competition today is given to the extremely interesting (and
extremely keen from Germany, France, the energetic) processes of the coastal
Netherlands, and the US; so there is a domain. On the, other hand, research is
"recession" in the civil engineering being done on turbulent structures and
profession and a fair amount of pessi- internal waves generated by strong tides
mism among the young participants at over shallow ridges. John Apel (Johns
this meeting. More than 10 percent of Hopkins Applied Physics Laboratory, US)
recently graduated engineers are unem- presented an interesting summary of
ployed, as are 25 percent of the geolo- investigations of large-amplitude, soli-
gists and geophysicists. (See "Hard tary-like internal waves in the Sulu
Times for Higher Education in the UK" Sea, and David Farmer (Institute of
elsewhere in this issue.) Ocean Sciences, Canada) presented a

study of various aspects of hydraulic
control over fjord sills; the work
combined theoretical, laboratory, and

9120183 field results. Substantially more work
was reported in the intermediate-scale
domain (e.g., coastal boundary currents,
eddies, and upwelling).

Research on storm surge has reached
THE 18TH IUGG: OCEANOGRAPHY, GEODESY, an advanced degree of sophistication,
AND GEOPHYSICS with impressive results now seen almost

routinely. Although storm-surge models
by D. Conlon and John G. Heacock. Dr. do not usually pretend to be accurate
Conlon is Group Leader for Coastal representations of the relevant physics,
Sciences and Mr. Heacock is Scientific their predictive capability is quite
Officer (Geology and Geophysics) at the remarkable (e.g., work in the UK's North
Office of Naval Research, Arlington, VA. Sea waters).

Several papers were presented on
the Donde Va Experiment, which focused

The General Assembly of the Inter- on the dynamics of the anticyclonic gyre
national Union of Geodesy and Geophysics in the Alboran Sea. Although this work
(IUGG) met in Hamburg, Federal Republic is still in an early stage of analysis,
of Germany, in August. This article the hypothesis is that the gyre is
highlights some of the papers dealing formed by the Strait of Gibraltar's
with oceanography, geodesy, and geophys- topographic steering of water from the
ics. Atlantic Ocean. An interesting counter-

point was provided by Sugimato and
Coastal Oceanography Kawasaki's (ORI, Tokyo) study of the

The coastal domain is the region of TsugarU Strait anticyclonic gyre, which
the ocean in which the presence of a they agree is governed by a combination

- coastal boundary has a significant of lateral adjustment processes and
effect on dynamic processes. (If vertical mixing, parametrized by thermal
numbers are required, this places the Rossby and vertical Ekman numbers..
seaward limit of the coastal domain some Additional straits-related work was
10 to 100 km beyond the shelf break.) presented by F. Schott (University of
Evbn if one limits attention to physical Miami, FL) and S. Murray (Louisiana
processes, coastal work is intimidating State University). Schott and coworkers
in its scope, comprising small-scale and are in the middle of a 2-year program to
intermediate-scale work, air-sea inter- observe the flow in the Florida Straits.
action and boundary-layer meteorology, An interesting early result of this
bottom boundary-layer dynamics, and analysis is that while Florida Straits
associated subjects. For a meeting such transport is not coherent with southward
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transport over the Atlantic at the same Oceanography in Europe and the Middle
latitude (i.e., Sverdrup balance) on East for the Office of Naval Research's
seasonal scales, it does appear to be London Branch Office. He is on leave
coherent at time scales of 2 years and until September 1984 from the University
longer. Murray's work in the much of Virginia, where he is Professor of
smaller Strait of Tiran (1-km wide) Environmental Sciences.
indicates that critical flow conditions
are usually observed in the strait only
when the tides are in less energetic The number of motor vehicles in
parts of the fortnightly cycle. Egypt tripled between 1975 and 1982.

Today there are over a million cars,
Geodesy and Geophysics trucks, and buses, and most are in the

Prof. Paul Melchior (President of great urban centers along the Nile. My
the Commission on Solid Earth Tides and guess is that anyone who's taken a taxi
Secretary-General of the IUGG) reported from the Cairo airport to the city
that the difference between observed and center would conclude that 90 percent of
computed gravity (considering the the cars and trucks are in that one
ocean-loading effect, which is created corridor. The confused traffic flow and
by the elastic response of the earth to density is unimaginable if you haven't
the weight of the ocean tide) leaves a actually seen it.
17 microgal residual at all world But the rapid increase in the
stations studied. Sometimes this number of vehicles is only one aspect ofresidual effect is abnormally high and Egypt's continued growth problem, as

not understood, but in general it tends measured by Western standards. A better
to support the general validity of the measure is overall energy consumption.
Schwidershki deep-ocean tidal model. Between 1973 and 1982 the Egyptian
Thus, one can conclude only that the production of oil and gas almost quadru-
model is adequate for computing the pled; during the same period, consump-
ocean-loading effect. But until more tion of petroleum products and electri-
work is done, one should not conclude city increased twofold, or about 13
that the model also is adequate for all percent annually.
other applications. The rapid rise in oil production

Dr. Seiya Uyeda (Tokyo University) over the past decade has resulted in
in an Inter-union lecture, proposed two current exports of about 300,000 barrels
categories for subduction zones: (1) a day. Based on estimates of proven and
the Peru-Chile type--associated with a potential reserves, it is unlikely that
continent and characterized by strong this will increase, and the prediction
earthquakes and shallow subduction is that the fields will be depleted
angles; and (2) the Marianas, ocean- within 25 years. With forecasts of a 7
island type--associated with back-arc percent rise in energy consumption per
spreading, smaller earthquakes, and year, or another tripling by the year
steeper subduction zones. 2000, the Egyptian government is looking

Prof. Raymond Hide (Meteorological for alternative energy sources. Their
Office, UK) presented an Inter-union current estimate is that the use of
lecture entitled "Rotating Fluids in fossil fuels will double by then, but
Geophysics on Planetary Physics." He that the portion of total energy sup-
demonstrated with thermally convecting plied by oil, gas, and coal will drop
rotating bodies the flow patterns from a from the present 90 percent to about 50
combination of thermal inertial forces. percent. Where will the 50 percent come
Applications of these studies include from? The only possibilities are
atmospheric motions affecting the conservation, nuclear power, and renew-
world's weather and magnetic fields able energy resources.
generated by motions in the earth's Because of the present system of
core. energy subsidies, little progress is

being made in the development of altern-
atives. In Egypt, petroleum products
and electricity sell for far less than9/119183 their value on the international market.
Consumers and industry are thus unwill-
ing to invest in alternative energy

ENERGY sources, and there is little incentiveto use energy efficiently. Neverthe-
less, the government is committed to the

EGYPT'S ENERGY CRISIS subsidies as a way of improving the
quality of life in Egypt. This has

by Robert DoZan. Dr. Dolan is the shielded the poor from the burden of
Liaison Scientist for Geology and high energy costs following the rapid
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rise in oil and gas prices after 1973 The biggest problem with the
and 1974. scheme, other than myriad environmental

The average subsidy is 75 percent questions, is moving some 6 billion
on all energy sources. That is, energy cubic meters of rock, or the equivalent
in Egypt, including gasoline, sells on 3000 great pyramids. The canal would be
the open market for about one-quarter of 70-km long and up to 200-m deep, or
its true value. This places a tremen- twice as wide and four times deeper than
dous burden on the national economy and the Suez Canal. About the only possi-
promotes waste and inefficient use of bility for moving so much rock economi-
energy resources. In 1982, for example, cally would be a series of "clean"
oil products alone worth $10 billion nuclear explosions.
were sold for $3.5 billion. The Deputy Officials of the Qattara Depression
Prime Minister for Oil and Gas stated Authority admit that the project is no
that it cost more to transport a ton of more than speculation. Work cannot
oil in Egypt than the subsidized price; start, they say, until the technological
he said that it would be cheaper to and economic feasibility of the scheme
simply give oil away, but require the has been considered, and the potential
consumers to transport it. side effects produced by the creation of

In a recent analysis of how energy the large saltwater lake are better
is used, it was found that 65 percent is understood. People living in the region
consumed in the urban centers that worry about the possibility of earth-
include 40 percent of the population. quakes (Lake Nasser has been blamed for
In Cairo, the richest segment of the tremors in the south of the country),
population consumed three times as much and Nile Delta farmers are concerned
energy as the poor; that is, the richest about the danger of saltwater intru-
one-third of the population received sions. Finally, there remains the
three-quarters of the energy subsidies, question of finance; detailed costs have

Alternative energy sources now yet to be worked out. However, until
being considered in Egypt include nine the actual cost of existing energy is
nuclear reactors that would provide 40 spread among the consumers of Egypt,
percent of the country's electrical there is little hope for development of
needs by the year 2000, solar energy, alternative sources.
and a unique hydroelectric project in
the district west of the Nile Valley.

Solar power certainly represents
the major renewable energy resource in 9/16/83
Egypt; skies are clear about 330 days
per year; the amount of solar energy
reaching Egypt is twice that in the US.
However, there has been little develop- ENGINEERING
ment of solar power simply because the
government subsidies on traditional
energy sources are so high that there is LEEDS-LYON TRIBOLOGY CONFERENCE
little encouragement for even the most
rudimentary solar devices--water heat- by Harold G. Elrod. Dr. Elrod is
ers, for example. Professor of Engineering Science at

A unique plan for adding to the Columbia University.
energy base of the country dates back
about 70 years, when a German scientist
suggested that it was feasible to The 10th Leeds-Lyon Symposium on Tribol-
channel water from the Mediterranean to ogy took place at the Institut National

2 des Sciences Appliquges (INSA), VilleuT-
the Qultara Depression, a 20,000 km low banne, France during the first week of
area (-145 m) in the Western Desert. September.nThi annual eventisjointly
The idea is that a canal or tunnel could September. This annual event is jointly
Ther ieaoug iseate c no tunel coud sponsored by INSA and the University of
carry enough seawater into the depres- Leeds (UK) and is held alternately in
sion to drive turbines with a 320 MW Leeds and Lyon. It treats.topics. in the
capacity. It would take 12 years to fields of friction, lubrication, and
fill the depression and transform it fed ffitolbiain n

wear, which compose the area of science
into a great salt lake with a surface and engineering known as tribology. The
level of about 60 m below sea level. proceedings of the symposium are to be
The lake level then would be maintained published by Butterworth Co., Ltd., at a
at -60 m by control of the water flow, price of $68, and will be available
so that flow into the lake would match during the summer of 1984.

the evaporation rate (650 m /s). After The host laboratory at INSA was
the initial 12-year filling process, the started by Prof. Maurice Godet, who now
generating capacity would be reduced to shares administrative duties with Prof.
about 160 MW annually. Daniel Berthe and other senior staff
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members. The laboratory's present by M. Meurisse (INSA). Gardner and
complement is 36, making it the largest coworkers (Leeds) provided nonlinear
organization in France devoted to stability analysis of journal bearings,
tribology. Technological emphasis has including limit-cycle trajectories.
been given to the rheology and perfor- Experimental papers disclosed
mance of heavily loaded contacts, and to improved methods for measuring: (1)
wear; but most aspects of tribology are lubricating film characteristics; (2)
researched to some extent, thickness, with infrared reflectance (H.

The theme of the symposium was Spikes and P. Cann, Imperial College,
"Numerical and Experimental Methods UK); (3) velocities, with laser-illumi-
Applied to Tribology." Individual nated tracers (S. Mutuli, D. Bonneau,
sessions were designated for rheology, and J. Frene, Universit6 de Poitiers);
bearing performance, film thickness and and (4) pressure, with a wafer-integrat-
separation, hydrodynamics, numerical ed piezoelectric sensor (G. Rightmire,
methods (finite elements and thin-film Columbia University). E. Kingsbury
theory), experimental methods (material (Draper Laboratory, Massachusetts
aspects and thin-film analyses), bearing Institute of Technology) showed how to
dynamics, contact phenomena, and plasti- use a ball bearing as a rheological test
city. During an introductory session, device, in a manner both ingenious and
Prof. Frederick Barwell (University of practical. Four papers dealt with
Wales, Swansea) described the role of on-line measurements of bearing perfor-
particle analysis in the monitoring and mance, and six with partial lubrication
assessment of bearing operation, and Dr. and dry contact. One of the most
Bernard Hamrock (NASA Lewis) described interesting was presented by F. Kennedy
the use of super-computers in modern in collaboration with the INSA staff; it
elastohydrodynamic contact theory, dealt with temperatures generated in

Of the more than 36 conference sliding contacts.
papers, only a few can be mentioned The papers of the symposium dis-
here. D. Dowson, A. Miranda, and C. played recent substantial improvements
Taylor (Leeds University) demonstrated in the numerical and experimental tech-
improved agreement between bearing niques used by tribologists. Research-
performance and theory by using the ers are studying the lubricating film in
Jakobsson-Floberg boundary conditions detail and giving much more'attention to
for film rupture and reformation. But solid-fluid interaction. Professionals
G. Hamilton (Reading University, UK) from the allied disciplines of mathemat-
pointed out that the challenge still ics and of fluid and solid mechanics are
left for theorists is to predict ade- participating in greater numbers.
quately the subambient nonequilibrium The next Leeds-Lyon symposium will
pressures or tensions that are sometimes be held from 4 through 7 September 1984
realized in bearing films. A. Bush and at Leeds; the subject will be "Mixed
G. Hughes (Teesside Polytechnic, UK) Lubrication and Lubricated Wear."
outlined what they believe to be a
general, finite-amplitude Reynolds
roughness theory. Good agreement with
the Patir-Cheng model was demonstrated. 9/30/83

The results of three-dimensional
computations of variable-property
lubricating films were described by G N R
Braun, Mullen, and Hendricks (NASA GENERA.
Lewis). Their analysis was needed in
cryogenic applications. Increasingly,
finite-element methods are being used to TOWARD A EUROPEAN RESEARCH AND SCIENCE
analyze both fluid films and the adja- STRATEGY
cent solid media. In this category were
the general analysis for transient by Thomas C. RozzelZ. Dr. Rozzell is
elastohydrodynamic lubrication, by J. the Liaison Sctentist for Biological
Booker (Cornell University), and the Sciences in Europe and the Middle East
sophisticated packaged program for for the Office of Naval Research's
multidimentional, transient contact-im- London Branch Office. He. is on leave
pact problems, by A. Curnier (Swiss until August 1985 from the Office of
Federal Institute of Technology, Lau- Naval Research, Arlington, where he is
sanne). In very heavily loaded elasto- Group Leader for Cellular Biosystems.
hydrodynamic contacts, it appears
necessary to solve for the fluid pres-
sure, given the surface displacement. The Commis.sion of European Communi-
This "inverse problem" was discussed by ties recently proposed a new scientific
Hamrock, and was the subject of a paper and technological strategy designed to
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build the foundation for a Community adopted, should place European research
research policy. As a first step, the in a stronger position to meet the
Comm.ssion sought the assistance of a challenges of the 1980s.
number of experts, who helped define
what the objectives of such a research
policy should be. These objectives are
to be approved and periodically re-exam-
ined by the member governments. The
Commission recommended that 3.75 billion MATERIAL
European currency units should be

devoted to this strategy between 1984 SCIENCES
and 1987 (1 ECU equaled approximately
US$0.95 as of 11 March 1983). If the FIBER COMPOSITE MATERIALS IN THE UK:
Commission plan is adopted, 4 percent of ROYAL AIRCRAFT ESTABLISHMENT
the Community budget would be devoted to
research by 1987, compared with 2.6 by Tru-W€- Chou. Dr. Chou is Professor
percent at present. of Mechanical Engineering at the Univer-

The member states of the European sity of Pelaware.'
Community possess considerable research
potential. With about 350,000 scien-
tists, engineers, and technicians, the This is the final article in a
Community accounts for about one-fifth series reporting research on fiber
of the world expenditure on research, composite materials in the UK. ONR
development, and technology. The London report R-16-83 provides a general
Community's research capacity, not assessment of the UK's work on fiber
including defense projects, is double composites.
that of Japan and about three-fourths Fiber composite material research
that of the US. at the Royal Aircraft Establishment

The Commission is attempting to (RAE, Farnborough) is now being conduct-
develop its new strategy because over ed in the Materials and Structures
the past few years there has been a Department. The department consists of
measurable decline in the productivity six divisions: Air Worthiness, Helicop-
of European research. There are recog- ters, Dynamics and Loads, Structural
nized gaps in multidisciplinary re- Materials, Non-structural Materials, and
search, insufficient coordination Analysis and Assessment (see J. Perkins,
between applied and basic research, "Materials Research at Royal Aircraft
inadequate industrial utilization, and Establishment," ESN 32-11:381-383
international discrepancies in patent [1978].)
law. The consequence has been a reduc- The Structural Materials Division
tion in the range of Europe's contribu- has research activities in Al alloys, Ti
tion to scientific and technological alloys, unconventional alloys, metal
knowledge. There is, thus, a strong properties, and composite materials.
argument for improving Community re- Current research on composites in the
search activity proper and developing a division is directed by Dr. Graham
unified policy. Increased research Dorey. The work includes the assessment
effort at the European level would of carbon fiber properties, effects of
exploit the advantages of activity on a fiber surface treatment on composite
continental scale. By sharing research performance, static and fatigue behavior
work and findings, member states can of composites, notch sensitivity, impact
tackle larger problems and meet fierce and damage tolerance, and fractography.
international competition head-on. The Analysis and Assessment Division is
There is little question that Europe is also doing research in composite struc-
at the forefront of research and tech- tures.
nology in areas such as nuclear energy The RAE probably has the highest
and aerospace, where cooperation between concentration of research on composites
member states has been intense. How- in the UK. There has been major empha-
ever, it has fallen behind in areas sis on assessing the relationship
where there has been limited research between defects and the failure of fiber

cooperation, such as computers, biotech- composites. The RAE is studying defectsnology, automobiles, and chemicals. produced during manufacture, cracking

The Commission document sets forth produced during loading, and in-service
specific and detailed objectives and damage. Scientists are considering the
priorities based on an analysis of effect of these flaws on mechanical
social and economic needs, the range of properties, and the implications for
existing re,,earch resources in the structural design. The RAE is also
Community, and a variety of sectoral and modeling the behavior of notched compo-
forecasting st idies. The program, if sites and is examining the design of
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composites to achieve improved toughness tion in this weave is different on each
and increased tolerance to damage. The side of the cloth.) Results for lami-
following summary of research is based nates made with the woven material were
on excerpts from an RAE report by S.M. compared with those for the equivalent
Bishop (1982). nonwoven lay-up made with unidirectional

Bishop found that the damage zone material. The effects were the same as
formed at a sharp notch is larger than those for sharp notches and circular
that formed at a circular hole; the holes. The value of stress intensity,
blunting effect is such that the failure K = f,, for sharp notches ((-f is the
stress of a composite containing such a notched failure stress, and a is the
sharp notch may not be very different
from that for a circular hole. Thus the touinoech length) is a measure of theformation of a damage zone at a notch toughness of the composite--i.e,, its
has a beneficial effect on notched capability to absorb stored strainbhaviorbuner l t e th l e nothed energy noncatastrophically, mainly bybehavior under tension; the larger the shear cracking and delamination.
damage zone, the greater the failure se r c d delamination.strss Te szeofth daag zneFor 0 degree, 90 degree lay-ups,stress. The size of the damage zone the X values were 30 percent lower for
depends on the shear strength parallel
to the fibers--i.e., the fiber-matrix woven material--partly because of the

reduced volume fraction of fibers, butbond strength--and this has been varied mainly due to the kinking of fibers in
by changing the fiber, the fiber surface the load direction. However, for ±45-
treatment, and the matrix. The size of degree lay-ups the values of K were the

the damage zone also depends on the

lay-up and stacking sequence. Studies same for nonwoven and woven material;

of the interactions between layers have indeed, K for the same volume of fiber

indicated that shear cracking parallel was greater in the woven case. Woven

to load-bearing, 0-degree fibers always laminates with 0-, 90-, ±45-degree la-

reduces the stress concentration in the ups had K values 20 percent lower than
for the nonwoven case--mainly because of0-degree layer. But cracks parallel to the reduced toughness of the 0-degree,

fibers at other orientations, whilewoven cloth. As
having the beneficial effect of releas- might be expected from the results for
ing stored strain energy in a noncatas- m45-degree lay-ups, the toughness of
trophic way, increase the stress concen- 0-degree, ±45-degree laminates with 50
tration in a neighboring 0-degree layer. peret 5-degree la ias t 50

Delamination reduces these interac- percent 0-degree layers was not signifi-
tions and removes constraints on 0-de- cantly changed when woven cloth, instead
gree shear cracking, and this is benefi- of unidirectional material, was used for

cial. It was found that delamination the ±45-degree layers. Damage zones were

increased when the thickness of the the same size 'n both cases. The impli-
layers was increased. In addition, the cations of these results are that wovenfailure stress was increased when thin cloth may be substituted for unidirec-
failr s wa ieadwn thin tional material in ±45-degree plies,
tlaers of the same orientation were when under tension in the 0-degree di-

stacked together to produce thicker rection; notch sensitivity will not be
layers. Increasing the laminate thick- increased nor toughness reduced. In-
ness by repeating the basic stacking deed, woven cloth may offer improvements

sequence with thin layers had no effect. dn oth may partimprovemenre
Thus the notch sensitivity of a multidi- in other proprties, particularly where

an area of damage must be internallyrectional carbon-fiber composite under contained. However, delamination
tension can be reduced substantially by between a layer of woven cloth and a
careful material design. However, it neighboring laver of woven or unidirec-
should be noted that shear cracking and tional material could still occur.
delamination can reduce the material's R.T. Potter of RAE also has tried
compressive strength and fatigue perfor- to incorporate into a failure theory the
mance. effect of microstructural behavior at

Wover carbon-fiber cloth offers the notch tip. The stress gradient at
many production advantages, and it is the notch tip is the critical parameter
being used more often in reinforced that determines whether adequate load
plastics. Therefore, Bishop has carried can be transferred from fiber to fiber
out research on how woven cloth affects to break them in sequence and cause
the notch sensitivity in tension. For a failure. He has compared his model with
particular type of lay-up--e.g., (0 the "average stress" criterion of
degree, 90 degree), (±45 degrees), or (0 Whitney and Nuismer, and has obtained
degree, 90 degree, ±45 degree)--there good agreement in both cases with the
was no effect due to layer stacking experimental data for a laminate with
sequence or the way the cloth faced in thin layers. As with all the models,
laminates made from five-shaft satin difficulties arise for tougher lami-
woven cloth. (The dominant fiber direc- nates.
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G. Dorey has been studying how The First International Symposium
damage produced by impact affects on Structural Crashworthiness was held
mechanical properties. The type of in the Department of Mechanical Engi-
damage produced by impact depends on neering, University of Liverpool, 14
incident energy, material properties, through 16 September 1983. A special
and geometry. No damage occurs if the issue of the International Journal of
energy of the projectile is accommodated Impact Engineering, entitled "Impact
by the elastic strain energy in the Crashworthiness," includes some of the
material. Calculations have been made papers presented (Vol 1, No. 3 [1983],

of energies necessary to cause delamina- 197-317). The total conference proceed-
tion, flexural fracture, and penetra- ings also will be covered by the Inter-
tion. Whether delamination or flexural national Journal of Mechanical Sciences,

fracture occurs depends on the relative Vol 25, No. 9/10 (1983), 613-774, and by
values of interlaminar shear strength, the book Structural Crashworthiness,
flexural strength, and span-to-depth edited by Norman Jones (Department of
ratio. Lower fiber-matrix bond Mechanical Engineering, University of
strengths result in delamination at Liverpool) and Tomasz Wierzbicki (De-
lower incident energies. Materials with partment of Ocean Engineering, Massachu-
lower moduli, such as glass-fiber-rein- setts Institute of Technology), publish-
forced plastic, can accommodate more ed by Butterworth Press, London and
elastic strain energy; delamination or Boston, September 1983. The book
flexural fracture only occur at higher contains 15 chapters which range from
incident energies. Flexural fracture is the crashworthiness of basic structural
less likely when there are. low-modulus members (Chapters 1 through 5) to
layers on the outside, e.g., ±45-degree structural damage in airship crashes
layers. Whether penetration occurs (Chapter 15). Other chapters cover
depends not only on the incident energy, experiments on scaling of plated steel
but also on the size of the projectile; structures under impact (Chapter 6),
penetration is more likely for small aircraft crashworthiness (Chapters 7
masses traveling at high velocities, through 10) , collision of ship and
Dorey and coworkers also have examined marine structures (Chapters 11 and 12),
the residual tensile, compressive, crashworthiness of road vehicles (Chap-
shear, and flexual strengths of lami- ters 7 and 13), and rail structural
nates after impact loading. Both plain vehicle crashworthiness (Chapter 14).
and hybrid laminates were used in the The subject of crashworthiness is
studies. generating considerable interest on a

It should be mentioned that exten- worldwide scale. The international
sive research programs in notch sensi- conference and exposition "Structural
tivity and damage tolerance are also Impact and Crashworthiness" is to be
being conducted at British Aerospace held 16 through 20 july 1984 at Imperial
(Manchester, Warton, and Weybridge) , and College, London, with the US Air Force
the Universities of Salford and Reading. as the main sponsor. The proceedings

are to be published by Applied Science
Peference Publishers Ltd. Topics are crashworthi-
Bishop, S.M., -;:r of iPiancc ;y... ness of automobiles, aircraft, and heli-

'." n t br Fracture of Fbre copters; impact of ships and marine
(,, ;i*ew of !r.'~,c(arch in structures; protection of ground instal-

o " rv i d i gdcrrl, Tech. Memo. lations and isolation of sensitive plant
MAT 394 (PAE, March 1982). (structures); impact failures of metals

and composite materials; hydraulic shock
in fluid-filled structures; and protec-
tive design of structures for high
vel6city impacts (see R.W. Booker and
R.W. Armstrong, "Scaled Impact Experi-
ments on Concrete Structures," FPIN
37-4:164 [1983]). The conference co-
chairmen are Dr. G.A.O. Davies, Aeronau-

FIRST INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON STRUC- tics Department, Imperial College,
TURAL CRASHWORTHINESS London SW7 2BY, UK, and Prof. J.S.

Przemieniecki, USAF Institute of Tech-
hp F.W. Armstrong. Dr. Armstrong is the nology, Wright Patterson AFB, Dayton,
;iaison rcientist for Materials Science OH 45433.

in Europe and the Middle East for the Norman Jones will deliver ore of
Office of Naval Research's London Branch the keynote addresses at the Imperial
Office. He is on leave until January College Symposium. He is editor of the
1.084 from the University of Maryland, International Journal of Impact Engi-
where hr is Professor of Materials. neering (published by Pergamon Press),
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which includes in its first issue an and high magnification, respectively,
article of his with B. Song, "Dynamic surrounding a Knoop impression. Micro-
Buckling of Elastic-Plastic Complete hardnesses ranging between 30 GN/m 2 for
Spherical Shells Under Step Loading" the lono axis of the indenter along
(Vol 1, No. 1 [1983], 51-71). Song is [110] and 43 GN/m2 along [1001, were
now in the Department of Civil Engineer- measured. The hardness values compare
ing, Zhejiang University, Hangzhou, with 80 to 90 GN/m 2 along (110] and 90
People's Republic of China. Articles of to 100 GN/m2 along [100] for Type I and
potential interest in the issue (Vol 7, Type II industrial diamonds. Cubic
No. 3 f19831) on impact crashworthiness boron nitride has the zincblende struc-
are "The Crush Analysis of Vehicle ture of two interpenetrating face-cen-
Structures," H.C. Wang and D. Meredith tered-cubic lattices. Thermally etched
(Ford Motor Company, Dearborn, MI pitting of slip traces was produced at
48121), pp 199-225; "A Proposed Method indentations on (111) surfaces when
of Predicting Ship Collision Damage," K. heated in air at 9000C. The (100) and
Hagiwara, H. Takanabe, and H. Kawano (111) etch structures and an analysis of
(Ship Strength Research Laboratory, the anisotropy of the Knoop hardness
Nagasaki Technical Institute, Japan), pp measurements led to the conclusion that
257-279; and "Mechanics of Minor Ship Illl <110> slip systems are operative.
Collisions," K.A. Reckling (Technical Brookes, Hooper, Lambert, and Ross
University of Berlin, Federal Republic (1983) have reported the observation of
of Germany), pp 281-299. etched plastic zone spreading from

hardness indentations in germanium,
silicon, and boron nitride crystals when
annealed above threshold temperatures of
300, 400, and 9000C, respectively. A
threshold temperature less than 11500C
was estimated for diamond from direct
observations of slip lines at indenta-

RESEARCH ON ULTRAHARD MATERIALS AT tions. The spread of dislocations from
EXETER the indentations relieves the localized

residual stresses. Brookes and his
1. .W. Ay"'7trouq coworkers propose that analogous accel-

erated chemical attack of locally
deformed regions occurring during

The hardness properties of ultra- amborite tool operation--say, in cutting
hard materials are being researched by steel in an air atmosphere--may be the
Dr. C.A. Brookes, Reader in Engineering mechanism responsible for wear of the
Materials, Department of Engineering tool. Sato, Endo, Kashima, Fukunaga,
Science, University of Exeter, Exeter and Iwata (1983) have commented on the
EX4 4QF, UK. Synthetic diamond and superior mechanical properties of cubic
cubic boron nitride are materials of boron nitride, even compared to diamond,
interest recently (Brookes and Lambert, for grinding and cutting materials con-
1982). De Beers Industrial Diamond taining nickel, cobalt, or iron. The
Division Ltd. has provided the specimens observation of plastic zone spreading
and supported the research. Sintered may be interpreted to give evidence,
aggregates of syndite or amborite based also, for the presence of dislocation
on synthetic diamond or cubic boron pile-up stresses at hardness impres-
nitride, respectively, are being devel- sions. Such stresses have been proposed
oped for cutting tools for steel or by Elban, Coffey, Armstrong, Yoo, and
rocks. Wire drawing dies and machining Rosemeier (1983) to account fundamental-
are other uses. Hardness, wear, temper- ly for localized adiabatic heating
ature effects, and microstructural effects in inert and energetic (explo-
characteristics are topics of concern. sive) materials.

trookes, Hooper, and Lambert (1983) The primary cubic boron nitride
have identified the crystallographic particles are bonded within amborite by
shear planes for plastic deformation of direct contact sintering and secondary
cubic boron nitride. Slip on jIl1 <110> growth of joined particles (Brookes and
systems was revealed on indented (001) Hooper, 1982). The continuous skeletal
surfaces by thermal etching at 900*C in framework of the primaiy material is
air. The hardness impressions were made proposed to give a stronger basic
with a Knoop indenter under 500-g load microstructure than occurs in conven-
at Loom temperature. Figures 1 and 2 tional tool materials--for example,
show scanning electron micrographs, cemented tungsten carbide material, in
taken at a strongly tilted angle, of which the cobalt binder material, though
thermally etched ridge structures at low in small proportion, can undergo plastic
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0 
Air,

.01

Figure 1. Knoop hardness impression at 500-g load with major axis along
[100] on (001) cubic boron nitride surface, after thermal
etching at 900'C in air.

4% 
.0 4 0 Oro

Figure 2. Enlargement of interpenetrating 1111i <i0> slip trace ridges
revealed at an annealed indentation with scanning electron
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deformation without deformation of the Science of Hard Materials (New
tungsten carbide particles. Aluminum, York: Plenum Publishing Corp.,
aluminum nitride, and traces of calcium 1983), in press.
and potassium have been identified in Brookes, C.A., and R.M. Hooper, "Wear
the filler phases within the sintered and Hardness of New Tool Materi-
cubic boron nitride of amborite. The als," Proceedings of International
average size of boron nitride particles Conference, Towards Improved Per-
is about 10 jm, and hardness values of formance of Tool Materials, MetSoc
26.5 and 49 GN/m 2 are reported for Book 278 (London: The Metals
amborite indented at 2.0 and 0.1 kg, Society, 1982), 32-36.
respectively. Brookes, C.A., R.M. Hooper, and W.A.

The temperature dependence of Lambert, "Identification of Slip
hardness properties of cubic boron Systems in Cubic Boron Nitride,"
nitride and diamond materials is being VhiiloophicaZ Maga.ine, A47(0983),
investigated. The machining operation L9-Ll2.
is being studied. An explosive rig has Brookes, C.A., R.M. Hooper, W.A. Lam-
been designed to separate a machining bert, and J.D.J. Ross, "A Novel
tool from the work piece so as to Mechanism of Etching Wear for
examine the interaction between the tool Amborite," Utrahard Materiasz
and work piece as it existed very near Applications Technology, ed. P.
to the operating condition. Indentation Daniels, Vol 2 (Hornbeam Press,
creep, wear of hard materials by softer 1983), in press.
surfaces, deformation of hard surface Brookes, C.A., and W.A. Lambert, "As-
layers on metallic substrates, scratch pects of the Indentation Hardness
hardness testing, and fracture touqhness of Amborite and Syndite," ';ltrahard
measurements by indentation testing are Materials Applications Technology,
additional topics of interest. A value ed. P. Daniels, Vol 1 (Hornbeam
of stress intensity for plane strain, Press, 1982), 128-136.
KIC 33 MPam was determined for Elban, W.L., C.S. Coffey, R.W. Arm-

= "'strong, K.-C. Yoo, and R.G. Rose-

single-crystal SiC (6H structure-type) meier, "Microstructural Origins of
with Vickers and the (Russian) Berkovich Hot Spots in RDX Explosive and
indenters (Henshall and Brookes, unpub- Several Reference Inert Materials,"
lished). The result has been correlated Report NSWC MP83-116 (Silver
with results -from single-edge, notched- Spring, MD: Naval Surface Weapons
beam bend tests. Center, 1983).

At the first conference on the Henshall, J.L., and C.A. Brookes, "The
Science of Hard Materials in 1981, Measurement of KIC in Single
Brookes (1983) gave an excellent review Crystal SiC Using the Indentation
of hardness measurements for the evalua- Method," (University of Exeter,
tion of hard materials, including unpublished research).
results on titanium carbide and vanadium unpublishEd r ah.carbde. e ison he oganiing Sato, T., T. Endo, S. Kashima, 0. Fuku-
carbide. He is on the organizing naga, and M. Iwata, "Formation
committee for the Second International Mechanism of cBN Crystals Under
Conference-Science of Hard Materials, Isothermal Conditions in the System
scheduled for 23 through 28 September BN-Ca 3 B2 N4 " Journal of Materials
1984, at Rhodes, Greece. For further '
information, contact him at Exeter or Science, 18 (1983), 3054-3062.
contact Dr. Eric A. Almond, National
Physical Laboratory, Teddington, Middle-
sex, TWil OLW, UK; telephone: (01) 979-
3222. Readers of ESN also may be 9/29/83
interested in the upcoming Microindenta-
tion Hardness Testing Symposium and
Workship, cosponsored by the Interna- THE SIXTH EUROPEAN SEA HORSE INSTITUTE
tional Metallographic Society and the MEETING: MATERIALS IN MARINE ENVIRON-

American Society for Testing and Materi- MENTS

als, 15 and 16 July 1984, in Philadel-

phia, PA. Contact Dr. P.J. Blau, by James F. Jenkins. Mr. Jenkins is a
National Bureau of Standards, Washing- metallurgist with the Naval Civil
ton, DC, 20234; telephone: (301) 921- Engineering Laboratory, Port Hueneme,
2974. CA.
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September 1983, under the sponsorship of natural seawater, and various other test
the LaQue Center for Corrosion Technol- and operational media. It was agreed
ogy, an affiliate of the International that these differences were siqnificant
Nickel Company. Five technical sessions and that the natural environments were
highlighted materials in heat exchanger generally the more agqressive. The
applications, design and operation of effect of pretreatment films on copper
heat exchanger systems, materials in alloys was considered an important
seawater handlinq systems, biofouling in factor for inhibiting corrosion.
seawater systems and heat exchangers, Precommissioning of heat exchangers with
and materials in structural applica- potable water to avoid sulphide film
tions. formation is effective.

The purpose of the meeting was to Experience with stainless steels,
exchange information on the latest both as a tube and tube-sheet material,
technology in the applications of continues to be successful--except for
materials in marine environments. The several reported problems with crevice
125 attendees from 16 countries princi- corrosion. Both service experience and
pally represented users of materials-- experimentation with crevice corrosion
for example, the electric power generat- on stainless steels continue to be
ing companies and ship operators; the difficult to reproduce and quantify. A
producers of both equipment and materi- new technique has been developed by the
als for marine applications--such as LaQue Center for Corrosion Technology
pump manufacturers, casting producers, (Wrightsville Beach, NC):. the anodic
and suppliers of alloy products; and and cathodic areas are maintained in
personnel involved in marine materials separate vessels. This approach promis-
research from government agencies, es to improve knowledge of the processes
independent research organizations, and involved in both the initiation and
corporate research groups. propagation of crevice attack.

V'atprials in Heat Exchanger Applications Design and Operation of Heat Exchanger
The session dealing with materials Systems

in heat exchangers focused on applica- In the session on designing and
tions of copper alloys, stainless operating heat exchangers, the topics
steels, nickel alloys, and titanium and included factors influencing the selec-
aluminum alloys in heat exchangers. tion of materials for heat exchanger
There was also discussion of the effects system components such as tubes, tube-
of environmental variables and chemical sheets, and water boxes; the effect of
additions on the performance of the combinations of materials on system
materials. With regard to the use of performance; the use of coatings and
copper-nickel alloys, there appears to cathodic protection in heat exchanger
be a preference for the CN1089 (66 Cu, systems; the use of corrosion monitoring
30 Ni, 2 Fe, 2 Mn) alloys in Europe, devices to control system operation; the
whereas the alloy 722 (8 Cu, 15 Ni, 0.5 use of chemical additives for corrosion
Cr) is preferred in the US. While this control; materials for plate-type heat
may be due to differences in relative exchangers; and experience with desali-
levels of pollutants and silt, it can nation and reverse osmosis systems.
also be attributed to differences in It was emphasized that the perfor-
manufacturing techniques. The use of mance of the materials in the system is

4 ferrous sulphate additions continues to influenced by many factors, including
be widely accepted for corrosion control the cooling water composition at the
of copper alloys in recirculating and site; variations in the cooling water
once-through systems. Adding chlorine composition with time due to seasonal
for fouling control generally harms the factors or pollution; the operating
performance of copper alloys. However, parameters of the system; and operating
under certain conditions it was reported procedures during thermal excursions,
that chlorine can improve film formation such as may occur during shutdowns or
on copper alloys up to relatively high reduced capacity operation.
fluid velocities; but when the velocity Galvanic interactions, particularly
limit is exceeded, the local film where titanium or stainless steel tubes
breakdown results in deeper attack than or tube-sheets are used, continue to be
encountered without chlorine additions. difficult to predict quantitatively.
Many participants discussed the differ- Whereas the interior of tubes of materi-
ences in the performance of materials in als such as copper alloys cannot be
sodium chloride solutions, artificial effectively polarized, apparently the
seawater, solutions with additions of stainless steel or titanium tubes
organic ligands such as albumin or perform differently. Polarization at
hemoglobin, fresh natural seawater, distances of up to 200 tube diameters
polluted natural seawater, sterilized from the inlets were reported. Coatings
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and cathodic protection have been for seawater handling systems as for
successfully applied in new systems, and heat exchangers. Cast and wrought
have been used to correct problems in materials seem to give similar perfor-
existing systems. mance, but the wrought materials appear

Corrosion-monitoring devices have superior for stainless steels that are
had only very limited application in sensitive to crevice corrosion. Cathodic
cooling water systems. It was suggested protection and coatings are widely used
that the experience with monitoring and in piping systems, as are weld overlays
control by the chemical industry should in pumps and valves.
be evaluated for possible application to
cooling water systems, particularly when Biofouling in Seawater Systems and Heat
additives for corrosion or biofouling Exchangers
control are being used. The session on biofouling in

Titanium is the material of choice seawater systems and heat exchangers
for plate-type heat exchangers. The dealt with the mechanisms of the settle-
high material costs are offset by the ment of organisms on metallic surfaces,
efficiency of plate-type units. Bio- the effect of organisms on system per-
fouling is the primary problem with such formance, the impact of heat exchanger
units. Chlorine additions, either con- design on fouling, and the use of
tinuous or intermittent, are required. chemical or mechanical biofouling

The materials for heat exchangers control techniques.
in desalination systems are no longer a An important finding related the
problem; however, auxiliary components thickness of the laminar flow sublayer
such as pumps, piping systems, and to the size of the fouling organism
shells are unreliable. Reverse osmosis larvae. If the larvae are larger than
units appear to limit severely the the sublayer thickness, then the expo-
selection of materials. Very low levels sure to turbulence appears to prevent
of corrosion products can seriously settlement. Thus settlement can be
affect the reverse osmosis membranes, directly related to flow conditions.
High-alloy stainless steels appear to be In most systems, macrofouling
the best materials when full strength appears to be more troublesome than
seawater is used. microfouling: the blocking of flow

channels and the localized turbulence
Materials in Seawater Handling Systems caused by shells are more important than

The session on materials in sea- the small loss of heat transfer caused
water handling systems dealt with the by slime accumulation. When velocity is
selection and performance of materials used to inhibit the accumulation of
for pumps, valves, and pipes; galvanic fouling, the system's design is extreme-

* interaction; the performance of cast ly important. Even if fouling is pre-
versus wrought materials; and the use of vented in high velocity areas, the
cathodic protection, coatings, and weld accumulation of organisms in low velo-
overlays. The performance of materials city areas can lead to damaging turbu-
in pumps and valves is highly dependent lence.
on velocity effects; however, velocity Chemical treatment using chlorine
alone cannot define material perfor- appears to be well understood from an
mance. Corrosion researchers and operational standpoint. Both continuous
hydrodynamicists may need to cooperate treatment of very low levels (0.1 ppm)
so that they can define better the flow and intermittent treatment at low levels
condition both in actual service and in (0.5 ppm) appear to be effective, de-
experiments to examine material perfor- pending on location. Tube cleaning with
mance. either brushes or sponge balls is widely

Highly alloyed stainless steels used in addition to chlorination; how-
appear to be gaining acceptance for ever, their combined effect sometimes
critical components such as impellers corrodes aluminum or copper alloys.
and wear rings. However, traditional
materials such as copper alloys are Materials in Structural Applications
still widely used. Economic considera- In the session on materials in
tions evidently outweigh actual perfor- structures, the topics included the
mance. Galvanic interactions do not performance of cathodic protection
appear to be significant problems in systems; the nature of the calcareous
pumps and valves used now, but may be films formed on surfaces; the effects of
significant between pumps, valves, and cathodic protection on fracture and
pipes of different composition. There fatigue; protective coatings for under-
have been no surprises, but one must water applications; splash zone protec-
carefully apply well-known interactions. tion; and marine atmospheric material
The effects of operating a system applications.
(shutdown and precommissioning environ- The state of the art in cathodic
ments, for example) are as troublesome protection systems appears to be well
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developed. Both sacrificial anode and Backqround
impressed current systems perform well. Althiough sea straits have been
Mechanical problems such as loss of important throughout economic, social,
anodes and cables are more troublesome and military history, they are among the
than design problems such as anode least-understood aspects of the ocean.
consumption and current distribution. The fundamental exchange that occurs in
The formation of calcareous deposits can most straits (lighter water flowing in
now be effectively predicted and can be one direction near the surface, heavier
counted on to reduce the requirements water flowing in the opposite direction
for cathodic protection. it is impor- at depth) was documented in the late
tant to control conditions so that a 17th century.
tightly adherent deposit is formed. The observations of Merz, Schott,

The effects of cathodic protection and Vercelli provided the basis for the
on fatigue and fracture are not well first formulation of straits dynamics by
understood. Empirical guidelines for Albert Defant in 1929. Defant postu-
material selection and fracture control lated a two-layer system with a steady-
have been developed and are probably state balance of momentum between
conservative. While hardness is the pressure gradients' and friction (using
most commonly used material parameter, constant eddy-viscosity coefficients for
fracture toughness, microstructure, and turbulence closure). To this day,
hydrogen levels appear to be more Defant's solution is the only formula-
directly related to actual performance. tion that depicts a time-averaged
Vast differences in the fracture and vertical profile of horizontal currents.
fatigue behavior of materials exposed to In 1952 and 1953, Henry Stommel and
artificial versus natural environments Harlow Farmer formulated a principle of
were reported. Accelerated tests are hydraulic control for estuaries and
often misapplied to the prediction of straits. Simply stated, the principle
service life in natural seawater, is that a two-layer exchange has a

Coatings for underwater applica- maximum rate of transport that is
tions contirue to improve. Self-polish- limited by the adjustment capacity of
ing coatings are performing very well in the internal density field; beyond a
service; a 5-year life on ship hulls critical value (parameterized by inter-
appears to be possible with these nal Froude numbers of various kinds), a
coatings. A major problem is that hydraulic jump will be generated and
previously exposed surfaces must be will choke the flow. This principle is
decontaminated before or after sand- important in understanding water-mass
blasting. The Steel Structures Painting formation in adjacent seas; it is easily
Council in the US has issued a new demonstrated, for example, that the
manual for protective coatings. capacity of the Strait of Gibraltar to

Splash-zone protection using 90-10 exchange water between the Atlantic and
Cupro-Nickel and monel is now common. the Mediterranean largely determines the
One problem is the settlement of old salinity of deep Mediterranean water.
platforms; when this happens, the Until recently, the works of Defant
existing cladding is below the splash and of Stommel and Farmer have been the
zone. Extending the cladding on new cornerstones of our understanding of the
structures was recommended. Atmospheric physical oceanography of straits. The
corrosion is now being considered a defects in these formulations are well
greater problem as the underwater recognized; they do not treat time-
corrosion problems are being solved, dependent flows or three-dimensional
Increased use of stainless steels in the variability, and mixing within straits
marine atmosphere has been successful; is treated crudely, if at all. Other
they need much less maintenance than important features, such as the formula-
painted steel, and their corrosion tion of flow instabilities (e.g., lee
usually is not structurally significant. waves), are neglected as well.

A lack of observations is the
primary reason that there has not been

9/14/83 more progress in the last 30 to 50
years. Sea straits are unfriendly
places to work; strong currents and

___ heavy shipping traffic hinder field
OCEAN SCIENCES experiments. In addition, for an

adequate treatment of dynamics a great
A PERSPECTIVE ON THE OCEANOGRAPHY OF deal of data is needed--for example,
STRAITS two- or three-dimensional current and

density fields, continuous sea-level
by D. Conlon. Dr. Conlon is Groqp measurements at several coastal sites,
Leader for Coastal Sciences with the winds, and atmospheric pressure fields.
Office of Naval Research, Arlington, VA. Still, it comes as a surprise to many
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that only within the past few years have (Garrett, Petrie, and Toulany, Canada);
researchers acquired data sets of even Denmark Strait (Malmberg, Iceland);
rudimentary adequacy (e.g., Garrett and Faroe Channels (Meinecke, Federal
coworkers in the Strait of Belle Isle, Republic of Germany [FRGJ; Kinder, US);
Murray and coworkers in the Strait of Unimak Pass (Schumacher, US); Kattegat/
Tiran). Skaggerak (Stigebrandt, Sweden); the

Straits research also has been Bosporus (Tolmazin, US); and the Tsugaru
stimulated by laboratory investigators Strait (Conlon, US).
during the past 10 years (e.g., White- A continuing point of discussion
head and coworkers, Nof, and others), was the relevant lateral scale of
Laboratory observations are of particu- straits (McClimans, Norway). For
lar value in investigations of the example, when is a strait so wide that
nature of flow instabilities in the it behaves like two independent coasts?
regions of straits. In addition, they Conversely, when is a strait so narrow
provide insights into the basic scales that the effects of the earth's rotation
of processes important to dynamics are negligible? There was broad argu-
formulations. ment that the Rossby internal deforma-

Most recently, technological tion radius (R) must be the critical
advances in observational hardware are parameter, and that the ratio of R to
providing the first real opportunities the width, W, of the strait is the
to study dynamic processes in straits at quantity of interest to determine
appropriate time and space scales, whether a strait is wide (ratio much
Notable among these advances are new greater than 1) or narrow (ratio much
mooring designs for high-speed regions less than 1). Not surprisingly, rela-
(Schott, Florida Straits), new fine- and tively few straits are clearly wide or
micro-structure profilers, expendable narrow, and this ratio has rather
velocity shear profilers, expendable limited utility.
conductivity-temperature-depth probes, Another major discussion focused on
and high-resolution, low-cost meteoro- the nature of fluid flow in straits.
logical sondes. Perhaps the most excit- Again, there was agreement that control
ing advances are in acoustic techniques. is intimately linked to some sort of
For example, a group at the University internal Froude criterion, but Stern
of New Hampshire has developed a bottom- (US) pointed out that Froude criteria
mounted, upward-looking Doppler acoustic were formulated for very simple cases.
profiling current meter (DAPCM). The Nearly all showed pronounced temporal
DAPCM emits four narrow acoustic beams and topographic variability. Froude-
into the water column and measures the type formulations probably are not
Doppler shift of gated backscatter from sensitive measures of conditions in such
several levels. Thus, one can obtain straits; more research is needed to
vertical profiles of three-dimensional broaden the validity of the criteria.
velocity over a 300-m range with verti- Another set of papers dealt with
cal resolution of 5 m. The enormous the formation of internal waves in
power of this technique is only beginn- straits regions (Salusti, Italy;
ing to be explored. Cushman-Roisin, US, and Svendsen,

Norway; Farmer, Canada). It has been
International Workshop on Sea Straits known since the mid-1970s that very

A resurgence of research on sea large (up to 80-m) low-mode internal
straits has provided valuable new waves are generated in many stiallow
findings. In addition, breakthroughs regions that are subject to str(ng tidal
are imminent in several areas. In action, and much progress has bet-n made
recognition of this, the International in understanding the formation and
Workshop on Sea Straits was held from 17 propagation of such waves. The effect
through 21 January 1983 at the Institute of the waves on the internal dynamics of
for Physical Oceanography in Copenhagen. the straits (e.g., mixing) remains an
Forty participants from 10 countries met area of active research.
to discuss the current state of know- Numerical modeling of straits
ledge in straits oceanography; as part regions was the subject of three papers.
of the discussion, there were about 25 Cusham-Roisin and O'Brien (US) proposed
formal presentations on various aspects a new, reduced set of governing equa-
of this area of research. tions which allows separation of baro-

A general framework for the work- clinic and barotropic motions. This
shop was provided by specific case simplified set of equations can help
studies which illustrated the breadth of reach a wide range of efficient solu-
the research tp be considered. Presen- tions to a variety of coastal problems.
tations were given on the Strait of Stigebrandt (Sweden) presented a model
Tiran (Hecht and Anati, Israel; Murray of the Kattegat/Skagerrak Straits which
and Babcock, US); Belle Isle Strait incorporates horizontally two-layer
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submodels. The model gives very reason- are intimately connected to what is
able representation of major features of going on within the strait itself, even
the Kattegat and Belt Sea. Preller (US) though these boundary features may be
described work on numerical modeling of far from the strait. Therefore, it is
the gyre in the Alboran Sea. Using both necessary to deal with much larger
reduced-gravity and two-layer models, regions (numerically or analytically)
she presented results which suggest that than have been treated before.
the presence of the gyre may be primar- Numerical modeling has enormous
ily due to topographic steering at potential. Although physical processes
Gibraltar of the inflowing Atlantic in and near straits are very compli-
Ocean water. Conlon (US) contrasted the cated, the presence of coastal boundar-
Alboran Sea gyre with a seasonal gyre .es contributes to "well-boundedness" of
found east of the Tsugaru Strait, and problems. With the anticipated break-
suggested that both gyres may be gen- throughs in straits physics through
erated by buoyant-inertial processes experimentation, there is real confi-
instead of topographic steering. dence that time-dependent, three-dimen-

Finally, a set of papers showed sional numerical models soon will yield
that valuable insights into straits quantitative results in describing the
processes may be gained by examining temporal and spatial evolution of
biological and chemical parameters, current-, density-, and sound-velocity
Kullenberg (Denmark) examined distribu- fields in straits regions.
tions of suspended matter and fluore- Other areas of straits research are
scence in straits areas, while Schlosser intriguing but essentially unexplored.
et al. (FRG) investigated Gibraltar As Dr. Yentsch pointed out in Copen-
overflow using geochemical tracers. hagen, straits amplify biological
Yentsch (US) showed vivid examples of signals, and this includes biolumine-
how straits can act as local amplifiers scence events; for example, the areas
of primary production. which show the most frequent biolumine-

The Copenhagen workshop was spon- scence events are near the Straits of
sored by the International Association Hormuz and Malacca, two of the most
for the Physical Sciences of the Ocean heavily trafficked straits in the world.
(IAPSO), the Nordic Council for Physical The study of internal waves is also of
Oceanography, and the US Office of Naval interest. The existence of 50- to 100-m
Research (as part of the Special Focus amplitude low-mode internal waves near
Program on Strategic Straits Research). straits is well documented; energy
Co-convenors of the meeting were Prof. levels over much of the internal wave
Gunnar Kullenberg (Copenhagen) and Prof. spectrum are probably quite high, but
Stephen P. Murray (Coastal Studies there are almost no usable observations.
Institute, Baton Rouge). Quite clearly, straits are as

exciting scientifically as they are
Future Work important strategically, and over the

The recent resurgence of interest next several years we can anticipate
in straits research is continuing to major findings. Much of the impetus for
open exciting avenues of new investiga- on-going work is in fact being provided
tion. Fundamental deficiencies in our by the US Office of Naval Research
understanding are well appreciated; at through its Special Focus Program on
the same time, new programs of research Strategic Straits; the author would
promise to make substantial headway in appreciate receiving any inputs from
remedying these deficiencies. The interested parties.
Strait of Gibraltar, for example, is the
focus of discussions on instrumenting a
"classic" strait to obtain a complete
picture of the operative dynamics. Such 10/3/83
an effort would require massive numbers
of moored and expendable instruments
deployed over the better part of a year.
The necessary instruments are now avail- MARINE SCIENCE OF THE NORTHWEST INDIAN
able, and they are survivable. OCEAN

It is also apparent that straits
must be studied in the context of their by Robert DoZan. Dr. Dolan is the
regional oceanography; i.e., it is Liaison Scientist for GeoZogy and
important not only to understand dynam- Oceanography in Europe and the Middle
ics within a strait itself, but also to East for the Office of NavaZ Research's
understand how the strait influences London Branch Office. He is on Zeave
regional oceanographic processes and until September 1984 from the University
vice versa. For example, coastal boun- of Virginia, where he is Professar of4 dary currents and eddies near straits EnvironmentaZ Sciences.
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On Sunday, 3 September 1933, the near 40N and a northern branch which
oceanographic vessel Mabahies left forms a clockwise gyre between 4*N and
Alexandria, Egypt. It was beginning the 100N. Theoretical studies indicate that
John Murray Expedition, a joint Anglo- the feature near 41N is determined by
Egyptian venture through the Red Sea, the dynamics of the ocean, the feature
the Gulf of Aden, the northwestern near 100N by wind stress. The gyre is
Indian Ocean, and the Gulf of Oman. By of special interest because it is very
the time the ship returned 9 months stable and persists well into the north-
later, it had worked 209 scientific east monsoons.
stations and had brought back data which The results of a wind-forced
formed the basis for scientific reports numerical model of the seasonal response
published by the British Museum over the of the northwestern Indian Ocean (de-
next 30 years. signed by Luther and O'Brien, Florida

The John Murray Expedition laid the State University) predicts that with the
foundations for marine science in the. onset of the summer monsoon's southerly
region and was especially important in winds in the northern hemisphere,
Egypt. Soon after the cruise, the northward flow develops across the
Department of Oceanography in the equator along the western boundary and
University of Alexandria was establish- turns offshore a few degrees north. At
ed, as well as the Egyptian Institute of this time, an anticyclonic gyre--the
Oceanography and Fisheries. remnant of the previous summer's circu-

To commemorate the 50th anniversary lation--has developed in the northwest-
of the John Murray Expedition, the ern corner of the basin. This gives
University of Alexandria convened the rise to a two-gyre circulation in the
International Symposium on Marine Somali Current, which is consistent with
Science of the North West Indian Ocean field observations. As the summer
and Adjacent Waters from 3 to 7 Septem- monsoon intensifies, the southern gyre
ber 1983 in Alexandria. The symposium moves northward until it begins to
was organized to "determine the impor- interact with the northern gyre. The
tance of this expedition and to describe flow in the southern gyre meanders
its significance to the development of intensely as it separates from the
our understanding of the oceanography of western boundary. The model shows that
the region." The meeting offered both gyres maintain their integrity
reviews of the general status of know- until the summer monsoon winds relax and
ledge of the area and provided a forum then begin to coalesce. The modeled
for initiating future international and southward flow across the equator starts
regional cooperation. The symposium was about 1 month before the onset of
supported by UNESCO, the Royal Society northerly winds, indicating a remote
(UK), and the US Office of Naval Re- forcing mechanism. By the time the
search, London. The main topics covered winds reverse with the onset of the
were physical and chemical oceanography, winter monsoon, the northern gyre has
geological oceanography, biological almost completely dissipated, but
oceanography (shallow and deep-water), remnants of the southern gyre persist
living and nonliving resources, and throughout the winter. As the winter
marine pollution, monsoon intensifies, the southern

Ninety-two people attended the flowing boundary current extends farther
symposium; 33 from Egypt, 14 from the south, forming numerous meanders and
UK, 11 from France, and six from the US. eddies as it separates from the boun-
The remaining 38 participants were from dary. The winter Soamli Current dis-
Germany, India, Pakistan, Italy, Kuwait, sipates rapidly as the winter monsoon
Iraq, Qatar, Canada, Monaco, Turkey, winds relax. Northward flow across the
Norway, and Greece. The proceedings equator begins at the same time that the
will be published in a special issue of winds reverse, and forms a new southern
Deep Se% Research. gyre. The remnants of the previous

summer's southern gyre are now the
Physical, Chemical, and Biological northern gyre, and the cycle repeats.
Oceanography In my opinion, Sharon Smith (Brook-

Among the papers presented within haven Laboratory) gave the symposium's
this session, those concerned with best paper. She compared- the surface
upwelling were the most interesting to properties of the northwestern Indian
me and seemingly to the other partici- Ocean during the southwest monsoon of
pants. The physical setting for upwell- 1964 (R.-R.S. Discovery) with those of
ing along the Somali Coast was presented 1979 (R.V. Iselin). The area of upwell-
by Michele Fieux, Pascale Delecluse, and ing around Ras Hafun (10N) is the
Mark Luther. clearest similarity. The highest

During much of the southwest surface concentration of chlorophyll a
monsoons, the Somali Current has a between Mombasa (40S) and Cabo Guardafui
southern branch which veers offshore (120) occurred near Ras Hafun in both
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volumes of sewage and industrial wasteyears and was between 4 and 5 mg.m -  along the coasts are also increasing.
Similarly, sea-surface temperatures Many countries have heavily polluted
around Ras Hafun were lower than else- rivers flowing through them. Large
where along the coast, and surface quantities of untreated or partially
nitrate was higher. The abundance of treated sewage are discharged into the
the copepod Calanoides carinatus was in rivers; high counts of coliform have

excess of 100 m- 3 there and near 5'N in been reported on the beaches and coastal
both years. Smith said the age struc- areas of several countries.
ture of this dominant copepod suggests Oil pollution is a chronic and
active reproduction in both years. acute problem in and around the harbors
Biologically, the northwestern Indian of all the countries in this region. In
Ocean during the southwest monsoon of 1980, 51 percent of the world's oil was
1964 was quite similar to 1979, suggest- shipped from the Middle East across the
ing that considerable biological produc- Arabian Sea. One of the main shipping
tiom in a short period of time is a routes passes through the Mozambique
regular, annual feature of this area. Channel, around South Africa, to the

Smith reported that for 9 months of western hemisphere; the other is around
the year the copepods move down to Sri Lanka, across the southern Bay of
depths of 500 to 900 m, where they Bengal and Malacca strait, to the Far
remain stable in terms of size and East and Japan. The effect of oil
maturity. Then, when upswelling begins, pollution--a tar-like residue--can
they move to the near-surface waters, easily be seen on the beaches of almost
Over the 3 months of upwelling, they every country. The amount of floating
multiply rapidly and gain in size up to tar present in the Arabian Sea at any
15 percent of their body weight daily. time has been estimated at 3700 tons.
Just how they "know" when to move upward The floating tar has a residence time of
in the water column was discussed. 30 to 40 days.
Smith said, "It's simple, after 9 months Living Resources
they're hungry." The role of the Suez Canal as a

habitat and pathway for marine organisms
Marine Pollution was the subject of an excellent presen-

The papers presented in this tation by A.A. Aleem of Egypt. The
session generated the hottest discus- canal is 163-km long, 125-m wide, and
sions. One group, mostly scientists 30-m deep. For 10 months of the year
from the Middle East, is convinced that there is a net flow of water through the
irreversible damage is being done to the canal from the Red Sea into the Mediter-
ecosystems of the area, while another ranean, and for 2 months the reverse
group, mostly from Western Europe, occurs. Over the 115 years since
remains skeptical. construction, Red Sea and Mediterranean

Those who are convinced say that organisms have adjusted to the special
oil production, refining, and transport environmental conditions in the canal.
have caused chronic oil pollution in the For example, in 1908 a biological survey
Red Sea, especially in the Gulf of Suez, identified only eight species of algae;
and that there is enormous potential for 50 years later there were 68 species of
future offshore oil production in the algae and five new sea grasses. Many
area. In fact, the relatively enclosed seemingly delicate species, including
Gulf is likely to become one of the fish, have adjusted even to the harsh
world's largest offshore oil production conditions of the highly saline Bitter
areas in the next two decades, and a Lakes (50 percent above seawater).
different approach to new developments Since 1869, over 2000 species have used
is essential. the Suez Canal as a pathway and new

S.Z. Qasin and R.S. Gupta (India) habitat, with the overwhelming majority
expressed similar concern for the Indian moving from the Red Sea to the Mediter-
Ocean, which is bordered by 19 countries ranean. The canal recently has been
inhabited by some 950 million people. made deeper and wider; this probably
The average population density in the will accelerate movement throughout the
region is 99 persons per square kilomet- canal environments.
er. Agriculture, industry, and mining A similar presentation discussing
form the economic base of the countries, changes in eastern Mediterranean
Some effects of pollution from these fisheries emphasized the danger of
activities are now appearing in the large-scale environmental impact in
marine environment, but the problems are response to man's engineering works. In
largely confined to coastal areas. this case study, the role of the Assawan

Because of increasing urbanization Dam was analyzed. The dam and the
and industrialization in the region, the associated irrigation network has
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reduced the Nile discharge into the Danian (anomaly 28), the Mascarene Basin
Mediterranean by 90 percent. In addi- was formed. As a result of a major
tion, the attributes of the water now ridqe jump in the Danian, spreading
reaching the delta are significantly ceased in the Mascarene Basin and
different. The previous sediment load started to the northeast of the Sey-
is no longer transported, and the amount chelles. Thus the Seychelles Bank was
of chemicals in solution is vastly separated from India; spreading about
higher. Consequently, plankton produc- the Carlsberg Ridge began and continues
tion near the delta is down a hundred- today. There was a major change in the
fold; so species higher in the food rate and direction of spreading in the
chain, such as sardines, are much re- mid-Eocene and an extension of this
duced. For example, the catch of sar- spreading regime into the Gulf of Aden
dines is down from 18 million metric and Red Sea, through the Sheba Ridge, in
tons in 1962 (before the dam) to less the late Tertiary.
than 2 metric tons in the 1970s. In R.W. Girdler (University of New-
addition, land losses along the seaward castle, UK) presented evidence that the
edge of the Nije delta have been ex- Red Sea has formed by the anticlockwise
treme. rotation of Arabia with respect to

Nubia. The exact way in which the
Marine Geology and Geophysics oceanic lithosphere has evolved in

Excellent papers on the geology of between Egypt and Arabia, he said, is
the Indian Ocean and vicinity were difficult to resolve. However, the
presented by three British geologists, regional geology indicates that the
Prof. F.U. Vine (FRS), R.W. Girdler, and northern Red Sea evolved in three
R.S. White. Vine provided an overview stages: (1) the Gulf of Suez stage,
of the geological evolution of the which was mainly in the Oligocene; (2)
Northwest Indian Ocean; he described the the Aqaba-Dead Sea stage one, in the
passive or trailing continental margins lower Miocene; and (3) the Aqaba-Dead
and spreading ocean ridges of the Indian Sea stage two, in the Plio-Pleistocene
Ocean. In principle, he said, it should and still continuing. The best esti-
be possible to deduce the history of mates for the last two stages of move-
formation from fracture-zone trends and ment along the Dead Sea transform are 62
linear magnetic anomalies. This history km and 45 km, respectively. If Arabia
is geometrically complicated, as evi- were moved back by 107 km along the Dead
denced by the presence of "microconti- Sea transform, the western scarps of
nents" such as Madagascar and the Sinai and Arabia would be almost collin-
Seychelles Bank. However, because ear. The reconstruction obtained in
Mesozoic magnetic anomalies in the this way gives the Gulf of Suez stage,
Mascarene, Mozambique, and Western in which the fit of the coastline
Somali Basins have been recognized in suggests a simple tensional origin with
recent years, an evolutionary history a direction of motion perpendicular to
now can be described, the strike of the present Gulf of Suez.

Five distinct phases of. sea-floor There was a change in the direction of
spreading during the formation of the movement of Arabia with respect to Nubia
Indian Ocean can be recognized; four of between the first and second stages.
these are represented in the northwest Finally, Robert S. White (Bullard
Indian Ocean. The earliest, in the late Laboratories, Cambridge, UK) gave an
Jurassic and early Cretaceous, was a excellent paper on the tectonics of the
period of -orth-south spreading about gulf of Oman. The gulf is a triangular
east-west t. nding ridges in the Western remnant of oceanic crust created in the
Soamli and Mozambique Basins. This Cretaceous and subsequently buried b up
spreading produced the initial separa- to 8 km of sediment. Along the northern
tion between west Condwana (Africa and margin, this oceanic portion of the
South America) and east Gondwana (Mada- Arabian plate is being subducted beneath
gascar, India, Antarctica, and Austral- the continental Eurasian plate. As the
ia). Spreading ceased in these areas in thick pile of sediments is scraped off
the early Cretaceous; then spreading is the subducting plate, it accumulates in
thought to have started between India th, Makran accretionary prism of Paki-
and Antarctica. Throughout -he mid- t, . and Iran. This is a good example
Cretaceous, spreading occurred to the o an. accretionary prism formed where
south of India, separating India and tr- e is a large sediment input. White
Madagascar from Antarctica and Austral- discusi-ed the tectonics and evolution of
ia. Hence this phase is absent from the the ac, reted sediment wedge and showed
northwest Indian Ocean. In the Santon- how nei, slices of sediment are incor-
ian period (ifte., magnetic anomaly 34+), porated into the seaward edge of the
spreading began between Madagascar and material that has been scraped off.
India; and between the Santonian and Sediment dewatering and the generation
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of weak zones of overpressured material scope, had as its central theme the
appear to play a crucial role in govern- relation of multiple environmental
ing the tectonics of the accretionary factors to the generation of whitecaps
prism. White showed examples of seismic at the ocean-atmosphere interface.
refraction lines across the continental Prof. Edward C. Monahan (Department of
margin that defined the shallow (I to 2 Oceanography, UCG) organized and con-
degree) Oip of the subducting plate. ducted the workshop, which comprised 22

The western end of the subduction invited papers plus about 20 contributed
zone is marked by the fault system known poster papers. The meeting was largely
as the Oman line, near the Strait of funded by the US Office of Naval Re-
Hormuz. Beyond this point the Arabian- search (ONR) , Arlington, VA. Table 1
Eurasian collision changes to a conti- lists the countries represented in terms
nent/continent type, and the type of of participants and papers presented.
deformation changes markedly. At the This was the first Whitecap Workshop,
eastern end of the subduction zone there although there have been other air-sea
is a triple junction near Karachi interaction conferences under ONR spon-
between the Arabian, Eurasian, and sorship.
Indian plates. The Murray Ridge forms The relation of whiteca s to causal
the southeastern boundary of the Gulf of factors such as wind speea and wave
Oman, separating the oceanic part of the spectra is an interesting scientific
Indian plate from the oceanic crust of problem. It is of special interest to
the Arabian plate, and terminating at naval forces because whitecaps can be
the northernmost end in the Karachi remotely sensed from satellites and
triple junction and at the southernmost aircraft, and can indirectly provide
end in the Oman fracture zone. Seismic information about the sea's surface and
reflection profiles across tne Murray sub-surface conditions and about the
Ridge show that it is an extensional lower atmosphere.
feature with normal listric faulting in However, it is evident that these
the sediments. The continental margin relationships are not simple. The
is unusually steep, and an offshore number of experimental data sets is not
buried ridge may represent part of a large; but based on those available, the
back-arc volcanic chain which became percent of coverage of the ocean surface
trapped against the margin when the by whitecaps as a function of the
Semail sequence was emplaced. exponent of wind speed can vary from

White presented geophysical data to perhaps 1.5 to 4.0. Also, the standard
illustrate the tectonics and structure deviation for each data set precludes
of the three margins which form the using whitecap coverage to estimate wind
edges of the Gulf of Oman: in the speed with high precision. Clearly
north, the compressional margin of the there are more significant factors than
offshore Makran; in the southwest, the just surface wind speed. The processes
passive continental margin of Oman; and are nonlinear, which further complicates
in the southeast, the intra-oceanic matters. The rewards for a better
extensional Murray Ridge. solution of the problem justify further

and much-needed research. Five of the
papers dealt primarily with the rela-
tionships between wind speed and white-

9//83 Fvot ivcapping.
Five of the invited paper. related

primarily to bubble generations and
bubble characteristics. M.S. Longuet-

WHITECAP WORKSHOP HELD IN IRELAND Higgens (Cambridge University, UK) gave
an interesting basic paper on whitecaps

by "hest',r McKinney. Pr. MoKi!nney is ahd wave motion. S.A. Thorpe (Institute
the Liaison Scientist for Underwater of Ocean Sciences, UK) presented consid-
Acoustics in Europe and the Middle East erable data on bubble depths as a
for t e Office of Naval Research's function of wind speed and included some
[ondon Branch Office. He is on leave theoretical work. His data, obtained
until September 19P4 from The Unioersity with upward-looking and sidescan sonar
of Texas at Austin, where he is Senior at 248 kHz, showed some bubble layer
Research Scientist at Applied Research depths up to 20 m and depths to 3 m
laboratories. after a squall and wind speeds of 9 m/s.

These data, of interest to sonar devel-
opers and to those interested in white-

The Whitecap Workshop was held at cap generation, point to the importance
University College, Galway (W'G), of operating sonar transducers below the
Ireland, from 4 through 7 September bubble layers for best performance.
1983. The workshop, international in Thorpe's data also showed a significant
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Table 1

Whitecap Workshop Participation

Invited Poster
Country Participants Papers Papers

US 20 7 7
UK 12 5 3
Ireland 10 3 4
France 3 2 1
Canada 2 1 1
Japan 2 2
West Germany 2 2
Italy 1 1
Netherlands 1
Norway 1

Total 54 22 17

difference between seawater and fresh- Vonnegut (State University of New York,
water in regard to bubble generation and Albany) presented an interesting review/
behavior. B.D. Johnson (Dalhousie tutorial paper on this topic. S.
University, Canada) gave an intere-sting Gathman (US Naval Research Laboratory
paper on the life history of bubbles. [NRL], Washington, DC) summarized the
It may take 500 seconds for a bubble to extensive NRL program on measuring the
dissolve in seawater; afterward, a electric field near the sea surface.
residue remains. This may be signifi- Although a number of measurements of the
cant because in this environment a sonar electrostatic field have been made over
might well cavitate at a lower sound many years, the phenomenon is not
intensity than otherwise would be the understood in detail. This is an aspect
case. Johnson used a bubble camera for of oceanography that probably is not
his experimental work. generally appreciated.

Another five papers dealt primarily The study of whitecaps has been a
with the generation of aerosols in the major project at UCG for several years;
lower atmosphere. These ranged from M. Spillane summarized the work, which
tests in wind and water tunnels to includes globalprediction of whitecap-
global surveys covering several years of ping and aerosol generations.
work. M. Griggs (Science Applications All the invited papers and posters
Inc., US) summarized his work in analyz- were well presented and were interesting
ing satellite data on aerosol distribu- and relevant to the workshop theme.
tion, using data from Landsat II and Most of the papers emphasized experimen-
NOAA V, VI, and VII. Using ground-truth tal work. Perhaps a third of the papers

* data for comparison, he showed good were reviews or tutorial in nature; this
correlation between radiance data and may seem unusual for a workshop agenda.
aerosol data. He then used radiance But to an "outsider," as I was, they
data to estimate whitecap coverage. P. were very welcome; and I perceived that
Koepke (University of Munich, Federal the other participants appreciated them
Republic of Germany) discussed remote also. Whitecapping is a complex topic,
sensing 'signatures of whitecaps in the and not all the workers are familiar in
solar spectral F-d microwave range. It detail with the work of others doing
is inter:sting to note that these were relevant work. D.C. Blanchard (State
the only two papers which dealt with University of New York, Albany) gave an
satellite data. interesting talk on the scientific

There were two papers on surface contributions of Dr. Alfred' H. Woodcock
tension, an important factor in white- of Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution.
capping. John Scott (University of Woodcock has been a pioneer in many
Essex, UK) gave a paper on the theory of areas of oceanography, including air-sea
surface tension in nonlinear waves, interaction.
which dealt with capillary-gravity Monahan is committed to publishing
waves, the workshop proceedings within a year,

Electrostatic phenomena at the sea and this seems feasible since he hadj surface are factors in whitecapping. B. copies of most of the papers at the time
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of the meeting. (Questions relating to provide a means of experimentally
the availability and cost of the pro- evaluating such techniques.
ceedings should be directed to Dr. E.C. The Weizmann Institute is a major
Monahan, Department of Oceanography, Israeli center for research and graduate
University College, Galway, Ireland:) training in the natural sciences and is
The published proceedings, if given dedicated to the development of new
appropriate distribution, might well science-based industries. The Weizmann
alert the broader US Navy community to Institute houses the Feinberg Graduate
the work of the very small whitecap School, so 50 to 60 percent of the
community. This in turn might trigger a institute's operating budget comes from
better dialogue between those doing Israel's University Grants Commission.
basic research and those who will Research grants, contracts from abroad,
ultimately make use of the science. It and private donations account for most
is my view, based on a few informal of the remaining funds. About 60
discussions, that this dialogue at percent of the institute's efforts are
present is not vigorous, in areas of biological science, although

University College, Galway, founded it is also well known for research in
in 1849, is the smallest of the Ireland theoretical high energy physics, experi-
universities with some 4000 students, 10 mental nuclear physics, computer sci-
percent of whom are at the graduate ence, and applied mathematics.
level. The Oceanography Department is The intense charged particle beam
quite small but very active and enjoys (CPB) research is carried out within the
considerable participation by faculty nuclear physics faculty under the
members from other departments. The direction of Prof. A.E. Blaugrund. I
weather in Galway was appropriate for discussed the group's research with him
the subject of the meeting--a strong and his associates, Z. Zinamon, E.
gale provided nearly complete whitecap- Nardi, and M. Markovitz. The experimen-
ping of Galway Bay. tal program centers around a high-inten-

sity relativistic electron beam (REB)
accelerator. In addition to investiga-
tions of collective ion acceleration by

/' f/83 pinched electron beams, diagnostic
techniques for measuring properties of
intense CPBs are being tested (Nardi and

PHYSICS Zinamon, 1981). Recent theoretical workPmHYSICS has stressed the interactions of intense
beams with matter (Nardi and Zinamon,
1983) and the use of characteristic

A NEW DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUE FOR COLLEC- x-rays (K-alpha line radiation) to
TIVE ION ACCELERATION diagnose the interactions.

bh [arid Mosher. Zr. M (s h C ' th Background
. ison ?C.C;tfet for :;:K ' tzl Ti. n Since 1968, when collective accel-
and the M1*ddle ast ?p f;:r : ' eration of ions by REBs was first
Naval Fesearch' ondon .'sh .: .,. observed (Graybill and Uglum, 1969),
He is on reassi ancn nt:'7 .t:*.4 there have been many reports of CIA in a
from the 'ava7 r 1''k: ,: ". variety of experimental configurations.
Warhington, 7',, L , era k .u[rcri' .* ". The phenomenon was observed in low-pres-
Rescaroh Fh'k si t. sure, neutral-gas drift tubes into which

the electron beam was injected, and in
evacuated drift tubes with either

Ongoing experimental research at dielectric or metal foil anodes (a
the Weizmann Institute of Science in review of CIA is given by Olson, 1979).
Rehovot, Israel, is investigating The collectively accelerated ions were
collective ion acceleration (CIA) by usually characterized by energies per
relativistic electron beams and the nucleon several times higher than the
related electron dynamics. A key aspect voltage applied across the REB diode,
of the work is development of a new and by ion beam propagation in the
diagnostic tool to probe the structure direction of the drifting electron beam.
of the accelerating electric field. The A number of mechanisms for CIA have
research is of interest because a number been proposed, although it is generally
of charged-particle acceleration techni- accepted that no one of them can account
ques have been proposed for directed for all of the experimental results.
energy applications based on devices Most models include the formation of
that are orders of magnitude more electron space charge in the drift tube
compact than conventional accelerators behind the anode of the REB diode. Ions
(Mosher, 1983). The new probe may produced by electron collisions with the
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drift-tube gas or anode material are
trapped in the electric-potential well
formed by the electron cloud and are
then accelerated by it. Ions might then
be accelerated to the velocity of the
electron cloud.

Because of the large mass differ-
ence between electrons and ions, con-
trolled motion of an electrostatic well knageCoveteConeo

composed of several megaelectronvolt
electrons could theoretically lead to
acceleration of ions to gigaelectronvolt Owecfion Thi ScinAlao
energies. It is therefore important to
understand CIA mechanisms and the An F0l
structure of the ion-accelerating
electric field as completely as possi-
ble. Previous studies have concentrated
on measuring the characteristics of the
accelerated ions. The Weizmann experi-
ment uses a new diagnostic technique to
directly probe the structure of the
accelerating space-charge potential
well. Preliminary results have just
been reported by Markovits and Blaugrund
at the Fifth International Conference on
High-Power Particle Beams, held in San
Francisco from 12 through 14 September. Eauted |! Drift A &M CU

Tube' ' Probe ionI Boom
The CIA Experiment

Blaugrund's group is well known for Fi
its ability to add to and refine exist- gure 1. The CIA probe experiment.
ing diagnostic techniques to perform
novel measurements in harsh intense-beam 100- to 150-kA peak current, and 80-ns
environments (for example, see Blaugrund

pulse duration. The conically taperedand Cooperstein, 1975; and Blaugrund et cathode is 80 mm in diameter and faces aal., 1981), The CIA experiment provides 1-mm-thick aluminum anode with a 15-mm-
another example of the group's skill. diameter central hole covered with

The idea behind the experiment is either a l5-lm-thick aluminum foil or
simple. A probing proton beam is eith a 5m-tic alumm-fil or
injected transverse to the drift-tube 2-im-thick Kimfol. The 3-mm-diameter
axis behind the anode and passes through pinched electron beam which forms duringthe loudpotntia wel (Fgure1). the pulse is transmitted into the driftthe cloud potential well (Figure ). chamber by either of the thin foils.
The electric field in the well produces c he the ofnhe thin ols
a deflection of the proton beam in the When the pinched electron beam
axial direction. The deflection is passes into the drift chamber, it gives
recorded on a scintillator opposite the rise to a 50-ns duration, 5-kA/cm
probe-beam source. The motion of the 10-kA collectively accelerated ion beam.
beam-excited light spot on the scintil- The characteristics of the CIA beam were
lator describes the real-time variation determined in previous experiments using
of the electric field at the axial deuterated polyethylene targets (Gilad
position where the probe beam crosses and Zinamon, 1976).
the well. The drift tube is designed so The ion probe beam system consists
that the beam can be injected at various of a surface breakdown ion source, an
axial positions within the well to map accelerating electrode structure and a
out its spatial structure. The most high-voltage Marx generator. The ions
difficult part of the experiment is are extracted from the plasma created by
designing it for an adequate signal-to- breakdown across a grooved polyethylene
noise ratio--the scintillation signal sheet placed between two carbon elec-
from the milliampere probe beam must trodes. Discharge of a 20-nF capacitor
exceed the extraneous signals due to the charged to 5 kV creates the proton and
100-kA electron beam, a 10-kA CIA beam, carbon plasma. The lighter protons
the bremsstrahlung x-radiation and reach the acceleration region before the
softer plasma radiation emitted by the heavier carbon ions, so that the extrac-
anode, ted bepm consists mainly of protons for

The electron-beam accelerator is an the i t few hundred nanoseconds. The
Ion Physics Corp. Neptune C generator lighter piotons are preferred forJ operated at about 400-kV peak voltage, diagnosis because of their well-defined
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charge .state, higher current density,
lower divergence, and stronger light
yield in the scintillator. A probe beam
accelerating voltage of 180 kV is
produced by an eight-stage, oil-immersed
Marx generator. The probe current

2
density is 50 to 100 mA/cm , and the
beam diverges from about 1.5-mm diameter
at the injector to about 6 mm at the
scintillator.

After crossing the potential well,
the probe beam impinges on a 3- m-thick 10 2__00_8_ _'__0 of0 00 200Am 0.10
strip of NE 102A plastic scintillator
placed parallel to the drift tube axis
and 12 cm from it. Discrimination Figure 2. (a) Streak photograph of
against x-rays and fast electrons is probe beam motion. (b) Diode voltage
achieved by limiting the scintillator and current, and streak gate traces.
thickness to the probe ion range. Since
the thinnest commercial thickness is 10
um, that material is etched in toluene Figure 2 shows data for a successful
at Weizmann to the desired 3 wm. A synchronization with the probe beam
strong permanent magnet field (1.5 kG) injected 40 mm from the anode. The
in front of the scintillator prevents upward direction on the streak corre-
electrons from reaching it. Baffles and sponds to a probe deflection along the
collimation reduce scattered ions from drift axis and away from the anode. At
the CIA beam to acceptable levels--the early and late time, no deflection is
probe beam current is seven orders of observed. During the second half of the
magnitude lower than that of the CIA diode current pulse, the probe is sud-
beam. Shielding reduces the anode denly deflected off the scintillator and
x-radiation that can reach the scintil- reappears about 10 ns later with a 45-mm
lator. Finally, the NE 102A strip is downstream deflection. Injection 24 mm
front coated with 2000 angstroms of from the anode produced a 90-mm deflec-
vapor-deposited aluminum to prevent tion, and injection 55 mm from the anode
light from reaching the detector optics. produced a 25-mm deflection. No deflec-

The light produced by the probe tion was found when the probe was
ions on the scintillator is gathered by injected immediately (about 3 mm) behind
f].4 optics and transmitted to the the anode. As a check, no deflection
photocathode of a fast image converter was observed when a thick aluminum anode
streak camera. The optical signal is prevented the pinched electron beam from
amplified by a microchannel plate image entering the drift tube.
intensifier coupled through fiber optics These preliminary results indicate
to the image converter tube. The light a 20-mm lateral by 40-mm longitudinal
distribution is recorded as a function well with a depth about equal to the
of time by the streak camera using a diode voltage. The potential well
200-ns sweep duration. exists for about 50 ns at probe points

The spatial resolution of the as far as 55 mm from the anode, and the
measurements is determined by the deflection decreases with anode dis-
probe-beam cross section and its diver- tance.
gence. Currently, the potential well More and better data will be needed
can be probed with 2- to 3-mm resolu- to obtain a complete physical picture of
tion. Temporal resolution is determined the potential well and acceleration
by the slit aperture above the scintil- process. Future plans include efforts
lator. Matching the slit width to the to improve the spatial and temporal
probe beam spot size results in about resolution. It is hoped to develop a
8-ns resolution. A higher quality probe better probe beam with higher current
beam can reduce this figure to about density, lower divergence, and longer
2 ns, the scintillator decay time. pulse duration. A higher probe ion

In experiments carried out to date, energy can fulfill these objectives as
the probe beam was injected at various well as provide enhanced scintillator
distances from the anode plane on the light output and an improved signal-to-
axis of symmetry, and deflection by the noise ratio. A systematic mapping of
potential well was observed. In addi- the well, with the addition of off-axis
tion to the signal-to-noise problem, a transverse injection and axial injection
second major difficulty was synchroniza- is planned. These data, combined with
tion between the REB pulse, the probe an accurate time correlation between
accelerating voltage pulse, the probe different deflection measurements, are
ion source, and the camera sweep. expected to give a fairly complete
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picture of the three-dimensional well able information for evaluating the
structure and its time evolution. It is technique and new insights into acceler-
hoped that this picture will provide a ation mechanisms.
better understanding of CIA mechanisms. References
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relativistic, the rate at which the Gilad, P., and Z. Zinaman, Physical

cloud can move axially is a small Revicw Letters, 37 (1976), 697.

fraction of light speed. The technique Graybill, S.E., and J.R. Uglum, Journal

cannot then be expected to accelerate of App'ied Physios, 41 (1969), 236.

ions to very high energy in a well- Mosher, D., "New Concepts in Particle

rollimated axial beam. Acceleration," European cientific

A number of other REB-drive ion- Notcr, 37-1 (31 January 1983),

accelerator schemes with more desirable 32-38.

properties have been proposed (Mosher, Nardi, E., and Z. Zinamon, Froceedings

1983). These schemes employ higher of the 4th InternationaZ Conference

quality REBs in which electrostatic on High Power Electron and Ion
wells are created on the propagating Beams (Palaiseau, France, 29 June -beam by the interaction of the electrons 3 July, 1981), 963.
with a plasma or vacuum drift tube Nardi, E., and Z. Zinamon, Weizmann

structure. In some cases, the drift Institute Report WIS-83/27 June-Ph
tube geometry or an externally applied (1983).

magnetic guide field is varied to Olson, C.L., Springer Tracts in Modern

provide acceleration of ions over long Pysics 84, ed. G. H6hlr (Berlin,
(many meter) distances by controlling 1979).

the velocity of a wave on the beam.
Others employ an electromagnetic field
structure or guided laser radiation to
control the motion of a plasma-ioniza- /
tion front in which ions can be trapped
and accelerated. One technique employs
a doughnut-shaped electron ring to form ENERGY-TRANSFER PROCESSES IN CONDENSED
the electrostatic well.

The importance of the Weizmann MATTER

research lies not with the determination I- P. Pi Partolo and R.L. Carovillano.
of the particular structure of their T' I. 1i Farto~o and F .e. oiPhano.
potential well, but with the development Pr. Ti Rartolo is Erofessor of Physics
of a new tool to evaluate more promising at Boston College. Dr. CaroviZZano is

compact accelerator concepts. New thEe iaison cientist for Space Physics
experimental difficulties will be in Europe and the Middle East for the
encountered with probe-beam measurements iffioc of Naval Research's London Branch

in these other experiments. In particu- Office. Re is on leave until June 1984
lar, improved temporal resolution will from Boston College, where he is Profes-

be required to probe wells moving past sor of Physics.

the probe at near-light speeds. Elec-
tromagnetic effects may perturb the The NATO Advanced Study Institute
probe beam orbit. However, the signal- or. "Energy Transfer Processes in Con-
to-noise problem may be easier to deal densed Matter" was held in Erice, Italy,
with than in the Weizmann experiment-- from 16 to 30 June 1983. The program
researchers may want to determine the was organized by the International
electric field structure some meters School of Atomic and Molecular Spectro-
from the REB diode so that the x-radia- scopy of the "Ettore Majorana" Center
tion background is reduced. Also, since for Scientific Culture under the direc-
the REB must be better collimated than tion of Prof. B. Di Bartolo of Boston
the virtual-cathode cloud, the high College. A total of 65 participants
energy electron background may be attended the Institute from 47 labora-
reduced. In any case, incorporation of tories or institutions and 16 nations.
a probe-beam diagnostic in US compact- The objective of the institute was
accelerator projects can provide valu- to present a comprehensive treatment of
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the basic mechanisms by which electronic such as lamp phosphors and certain laser
excitation energy, initially localized materials. Energy transfer between ion
in a particular constituent or region of pairs was used to discuss cross relaxa-
a condensed material, is transferred to tion and materials in which energy mi-
other parts of the system. Energy gration occurs. The latter were divided
transfer processes are important to many into two groups in which the energy
fields, such as spectroscopy, lasers, migration had either a strong tempera-
phosphor technology, solar energy ture dependence (YVO CaWO Ce 3+

conversion, and photobiology. This was
the first meeting dedicated entirely to compounds) or a weak dependence (MnF2,
this important topic.

The program included comprehensive uranium compounds, rare earth com-
sets of lectures, long and short semi- pounds). The migration processes depend

and research reports. Perhaps strongly on the nature of the rare earthnars, of th eprt s Pea ions and the type of impurities.
two-thirds of the 65 participants made a The efficiency of energy transfer
formal presentation to the group at between donor and -acceptor ions in a
least once. Sessions were often lengthy solid depends on whether the excitation
and took place on weekends and several
evenings. Highlights of the invited can spread rapidly among the donors--lectres nd ong emiars re escrbed i.e., whether the excited donor state is
lectures and long seminars are described delocalized or localized. If the inter-

Prof. F. Williams (University of action between donors is sufficiently

Delaware) gave the introductory lectures short-ranged, the donor excitation will
be localized below a critical concentra-tion of donors and delocalized abovemethods in energy-transfer processes and this concentration. Imbusch reviewed

solid state physics. Topics included
the many-body problem, phonon-phonon and the experiments that have attempted to

determine whether localization occurs inphonon-electron interactions, band rbbtteisermiscnrvr

structure, the role of nuclear motion ruby, but the issue remains controver-
rtAsial.

radiative transfer, Auger processes , Three types ef energy transport areconduction, and other processes affect- essential in c~nensed rare gases:
ing energy transfer. Williams was an
important participant, not only for his migration of freo excitons, transfer by
own lectures but also for his enlighten- localized centers, and mass diffusion ofng lcues s bt a om t telectronically excited centers. The
ing questions and comments throughout first two processes are observed in

The physical processes that deposit solid rare gases, and a combination of

and transfer energy in condensed matter the last two processes in liquid rare

were described by Di Bartolo and U.M. gases. Schwentner discussed free and

Kenkre (University of Rochester, NY). localized exciton states and analyzed
DiKerto o Uiepsized staticheanr dyN- the balance between localization andDi Bartolo emphasized static and dynami- migration of free excitons that deter-cally treating two-atom interactions), mines the transfer range of free exci-

statistical transfer effects and the tons. Photoelectron and luminescence
role of migration, and collective experiments are used to monitor theexcitations. Kenkre emphasized mathe- migration of free excitons. F6rster-matical methods with applications to Dexter type of energy transfer formolecular crystals, experimental situa- localized centers was illustrated bymonsc relating to exciton capture host-to-guest and guest-to-guest elec-tions relatin to grtn c tronic and vibrational transfer. The
mutual annihilation, and gratings. cmeiinbtentase n ordSG. Blasse (Rijksuniversiteit, competition between transfer and nonrad-

G. Utrecht) e w ithen erasfer iative relaxation is crucial, and
Utrecht) dealt with energy transfer examples for transfer prior to electron-
processes in nonconduction materials; ic or ranal r el ere
G.F. Imbusch (University College, ic or vibrational relaxation were
Galway) dealt with ruby; N. Schwenter developed. The long lifetime of triplet
(Freie Universitit, Berlin) with solid states, especially in liquid helium,
rare gases; C. Klingshirn (Physika- causes transfer ranges on the order of

Institut der Johann Wolfgang centimeters. The application of emis-lisches sion from self-trapped excitons in rare
Goethe-Universit~t, Federal Republic of gas crystals for vacuum ultraviolet
Germany) with semiconductors; F. Auzel s crstalsfr va ultraviole(Cetr Naioald'Etudes des T414com- solid state lasers was shown. The
(Centre National T], es th ioni ef iciency is determined by losses due

munications [CNET], France) with ionic to transport. At high excitation
solid state lasers; and R. Reisfeld to s ;' anecon As is eated
(Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Israel) densits an electron plasma is created

Swith inorganic ions in glasses. in the crystal and induces additional
transport and scattering processes.

Blasse discussed the importance of Klingshirn divided his discussion
energy transfer in luminescent materials of semiconductors into three parts: (1)
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energy transfer from an external photon to illustrate different types of energy
field to a semiconductor, (2) energy transfer from which useful theoretical
transfer from the polariton to the parameters were determined. The exam-
phonon field, and (3) energy transfer ples included divalent (Eu 2+ ) and triva-
between various polariton modes by 3+
nonlinear interaction. (The term polar- lent (Eu , Gd3 +, Tb3 +) rare-earth ions,
iton is used for the coupled photon- and the Mn2+ 3+

electric~an dipol exiato md ta ion and Bi heavy ionelectric dipole excitation mode that incorporated in some oxide, cloride, or
occurs in dipole crystals.) In the certain glasses.
first case, polarization, dispersion, J. Klafter (Exxon Research and
and surface effects in semiconductors Engineering Co., NJ) described his
are important. In the second, thermal- research on electronic energy transfer
ization, luminescence, Raman and Bril- among impurity molecules in mixed
louin scattering, and radiationless organic crystals. In the low tempera-
transitions occur. In the final case, ture regime, the role of disorder in
Klingshirn explained two-photon Raman impurity bands was examined in terms of
scattering, degenerate four-wave mixing, the Anderson model. A concentration was
and the use of laser-induced gratings. found above which the excitations are

Only a few years after the demon- delocalized; this predicted concentra-
stration of the first Nd-glass laser, tion was qualitatively in agreement with
energy transfer processes were consid- experiments. In the high temperature
ered for improving the coupling of broad egimenthere the hi merate

optical pumping sources with the narrow incoherently, the dynamics were des-
absorption lines of active ions. A cribed in terms of the continuous time
number of schemes were proposed, but it random walk (CTRW). Klafter first
was soon recognized that multiple energy derived the diffusion coefficient for
transfer and cooperative effects could random systems, and then introduced
play either a useful or a detrimental trapping centers and established the
role, depending on the positions of the decay laws due to trapping.
energy levels. Auzel pointed out that C. Landraitis (Boston College)
in materials research for new lasers, a discussed the use of large computers in
compromise has to be found between experimental and theoretical studies on
useful fast decay and self-quenching. energy transfer problems. A major

Reisfeld discussed possible mechan- problem is to obtain timely and reliable
isms of energy transfer between inorgan- results from automatic computation
ic ions in .he condenscd phase, and des- procedures.
cribed the influence of inhomogeneous A.J. Nozik (Solar Energy Research
spectral broadening on probabilities and Institute [SERI] , CO) discussed energy
efficiencies. Results were presented on and electron transfer in photobiologi-
energy transfer between Uranyl or first cal, photochemical, and photoelectro-
transition metal ions to the rare earths chemical processes. The conversion of

3+ 3+ 3+ 3Nd , Ho , Er , and Yb 3+ in inorganic radiant energy into stored chemical
energy is an important process that

glasses. Finally, Reisfeld gave sug- occurs in biological photosynthesis and
gestions for using energy transfer in in the nonbioloqical conversion of solar
luminescent solar concentrators and in energy into fuels and chemicals. The
neodynium and erbium glass lasers. photobiological process depends on

Magneto-optical research on energy natural photosynthesis, while the
transfer in ruby is conducted by G. photochemical and photoelectrochemical
Viliani and coworkers at the University processes depend on inorganic or organic
of Trento (Italy). Viliani reported photoactive materials, such as semicon-
that both resonant and nonresonant con- ductors or molecular chromophores. All
tributions were found from the magnetic the processes rely on the efficient
field dependence of the transferred in- transfer of excitation energy from the
tensities. The transfer to third neigh- light-absorbing site to another region
bors was predominantly nonresonant and of the system that consequently exhibits
magnetic-field independent, while the enhanced electrochemical potentials for
opposite was observed for transfer to oxidation and reduction reactions.
fcarth neighbors. The effects of magne- Nozik compared energy transfer and
tic fields have been studied at several charge transfer processes as approaches
temperatures and at different emission to solar energy use; he discussed both
wavelengths, their importance and their different

G. Boulon (Universit4 de Lyon, roles.
France) reported on the Lyon group's R. Carovillano's (US Office of
experimental results on the energy Naval Research [ONRI, London) talk on
transfer processes between active ions the liaison science program of ONR was
in doped stoichiometric fluorescent received enthusiastically by the Euro-
materials. Various examples were used pean audience. In addition to direct
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support of research and development at THE PHYSICS OF ELECTRONIC AND ATOMIC
the naval research laboratories, ONR has COLLISIONS
a major multidisciplinary program of
external support for research conducted by P.R. Junker. Dr. Junker is Scientif-
at universities and other institutions ic Officer (Physics) at the Office of
and laboratories. To help keep abreast NavaZ Research, Arzington, VA.
of worldwide trends and developments,
ONR has a London branch office to
maintain scientific and technical The Thirteenth International
liaison with Europe and the Middle East. Conference on the Physics of Electronics

In a summary presentation, Williams and Atomic Collisions took place from 29
expressed his views of important topics July through 2 August 1983 at the Freie
discussed at the conference and specu- Universit~t Berlin, Federal Republic of
lated on trends in the field. Solid Germany. The chairmen were Professors
state physics basically reduces to a Jorg Eichler and Nikolaus Stolter-Foht
many-body problem in the description of of Hahn-Meitner-Institut fur Kernfor-
condensed matter, and useful mathemati- schung Berlin, and Ingolf F. Hertel
cal models and approximations are (Freie Universit~t Berlin). The 750
needed. Energy transfer involves participants came from more than 35
collective excitations of one type to countries.
another, and factors such as quantum The areas treated at the meetingstates, energy spectra, and material are listed in Table 1. This conference

structure must be adequately described, had a relatively large number of papers
Important concepts include the F6rster- on photon processes; there were several
Dexter mechanism and development of a papers concerning polyatomic (grehter
aeneralized master equation; coherent than two atoms) molecules and clusters.
transport, stationary and time-dependent In addition, several quantum chemists
diffusion; cross relaxation, quenching, gave invited talks. This article cannot
and up-conversion; the continuous random hope to summarize the conference and
walk; homogeneous and inhomogeneous workshops, but instead will concentrate
broadening; energy transfer from a sea on new areas or fields in which substan-
of donors; and Auger transitions and tial progress has been made.
collisional ionization effects.

Energy-transfer studies relate to Clusters
many different amorphous materials and A minisymposium and about five to
glasses. Transition metals, rare earth 10 contributed papers addressed the
compounds and solids, molecular crys- subject of clusters--their structure,
tals, and biological material were their properties, and their dynamics.
described at the conference; ionic Prof. E. Shumacher (University of Bern)
materials were not treated. Experimen- discussed a number of techniques that
tal techniques included time-resolved could be used to produce clusters,
spectroscopy, photoemission spectro- depending on the species--i.e., rare
scopy, Fourier-wave mixing, and diamond gas, alkali, or heavy metal. He also
pressure cells, where 100 kilobars is no dealt with the dependence of some
longer uncommon, properties on cluster size. For exam-

Williams said that research on ple, the ionization potential of sodium
energy transfer has a promising future. clusters showed peaks and dips as a
The trend is toward more sophisticated function of the number of sodium atoms
experiments and exotic materials; in the cluster. He also discussed the
amorphous materials, glasses, and results of various model calculations
structured materials were singled out. (extended Hueckel, complete neglect of
More detailed descriptions of quantum differential overlap [CNDO], pseudopo-
states, including effects of the crystal tential) for the structure of clupters.
field environment, are needed. Computer Prof. Haberland (University of
simulation methods will be especially Freiburg) discussed the photo-destruc-
useful when analytical solutions are not tion of rare gas clusters and suggested
possible. Applications in the field that adding energy could lead to evapo-
will be in fluorescent lamps and three- ration of constituents. In the case of
level lasers. photoionization of clusters, he suggest-

The lectures of the NATO program ed that within a picosecond, the elec-
will be published in a book by the tron left the cluster, charge localiza-
Plenum Publishing Corporation of New tion occurred, and the dominant dimer
York. The work will be part of the NATO ion formed. Subsequently, dissipation
Advanced Study Institute lecture series of the additional energy took place with
and will appear in 1984. fractionalization of the cluster. He

also noted the occurrence of magic
numbers--i.e., cluster sizes which were4 / /83 evidently more stable than others due to
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Table 1

Conference Topics

I. Photoionization of atoms and molecules

2. Photodissociation of molecules

3. Multiphoton ionization of atoms

4. Multiphoton processes in molecules and clusters

5. Electron-atom/molecule collisions (low energy inelastic, differential
and total scattering alignment and orientation, theoretical methods,
bremsstrahlung, ionization, dissociative attachment, and theoretical
methods)

6. Atom-atom collisions (ionization, fine-structure transitions and
polarization, excitation and excimer formation, and theory)

7. Ion-atom/molecule collisions (spectroscopy of continuum electrons,
direct ionization of inner shells, electron exchange, rotational-vi-
brational excitation, reactions, fine structure transitions, dissoci-
ation and recombination in reactions, Penning ionization, and x-ray
spectroscopy)

8. Laser-assisted collisions and collision-assisted radiative transi-

tions

9. Collisions involving Rydberg atoms

10. Clusters

11. Dielectric recombination

12. Theoretical techniques

13. Experimental techniques

their high frequency of observation. Dielectric Recombination
His magic numbers included 13, 19, and While it was suggested 20 years ago
55. In the future he plans to study that dielectric recombination played a
collisions of electrons, photons, He, major role in neutralization in plasmas,
metastable He, and metastable Ne with serious theoretical treatments have only
various rare gas clusters, occurred in the last 5 or 6 years. The

Prof. Sattler (University of first experiments have only been rea-
Konstanz) discussed studies of struc- lized in the last year. However, almost
tures of metal atoms: antimony; cova- a half-dozen experiments reported vary-
lent molecules--for example, N20; ionic ing degrees of success in observing

molecules--for example, sodium* cloride; dielectric recombination.

and some larger molecules. He also In dielectric recombination, the

observed magic numbers. In addition, he free electron colliding with the ion has
a a energy to "excite" a low-lying electron-
ycritical cluster size for multicharged ic state of the ion when in the presencecrtilclsre uclters of the ion Coulomb field. A resonance

clusters. For doubly charged clusters of the neutral system is formed as an
with more than 32 or 33 constituents, intermediate state. If a radiative
the charge evidently can separate transition is made to one of the lower
sufficiently to avoid a "Coulomb explo- states before the resonance decays, the
sion," while smaller size clusters broke initially unbound electron is trapped.
up.Additional contributed papers on For the most likely case--when the in-

clusters included magic numbers in mixed coming electron is trapped in a high

Ar/CO clusters, dissociation mechanisms Rydberg state and the core is excited to

for metastable cluster ions, reactions a low-excited state--the probabilities

after ionization of methane clusters, of only a few transitions greatly out-

electron attachment to CO2  clusters, weigh all others, so simplifications
occur.

time-of-flight analysis of Ar cluster Prof. Hahn discussed the status of
scattering, one- and two-color multipho- the theory and recent calculations that
ton ionization experiments on molecular included large numbers of intermediate
clusters, and spectroscopy of fluoroben- states. Dr. Hickman (SRI) discussed a
zene Van der Waals clusters. The vast relatively simple complex-potential
majority of the research reported on theory he is developing to treat this
clusters was performed in the Federal process. The radiative channels are
Republic of Germany and Austria. represented as the imaginary part
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(absorptive part) of a complex poten- rapidly with increasing asymmetry in the
tial. Then a straightforward electron distribution of the energy. This
scattering problem is solved in this asymmetric partitioning of the energy in
complex potential; the "absorption" due part overcomes even the problem of both
to the imaginary part accounts for the particles being emitted in the same
dielectric recombination. direction.

Dr. Dunn (Joint Institute of A closely related topic is three-
Laboratory Astrophysics, University of body threshold laws for charged pirticle
Colorado, Boulder) discussed photon and impact ionization and two-electron
neutral species detection coincidence photoionization. The Wannier threshold

+ law assumes both electrons leave withexperiments performed on Mg ions. The about the same energy and in opposite
cross sections he obtained were on the directions. This yields a threshold law
order of 10 cm 2 and were a factor of which scales as 1.127.

to ix argr tan heoetial hic sclesasE .Recently, Dr.three to six larger than theoretical Temkin (Goddard Space Flight Center) has
predictions. Similar experiments byProf. McGowan (Western Ontario Univer- suggested that for one particle leaving

. M a se r rapidly and one more slowly, the asymp-
sitv) using C+ showed a similar discrep- totic potential seen by the more distant
ancy with experiment. Since magnetic electron should look like a dipole
fields were used to keep the electron potential, while the closer electron
beam aligned, their impact was incorpo- should see a Coulomb potential. Conse-
rated into the theory. These fields quently, he approximated the asymptotic
were found to have a large enhancing form of the wave function by the product
effect since they mix atomic states so of a dipole wavefunction and a Coulomb
as to permit previously forbidden states wavefunction. This yields a different
to undergo dielectric recombination. threshold law that, among other things,
However, an experiment by Prof. Williams approaches zero energy with a zero
(University of Western Australia) showed slope--as opposod to the non-zero slope
similar discrepancies with a simple of Wannier theory.
theory, even though no fields were Prof. Klar (University of Freiberg)
present. Clearly, future experiments discussed several particular threshold
will have to control and characterize laws, mainly in conjunction with Wannier
the fields more precisely, and theory theory. One special case was for the
will have to incorporate the appropriate ionization of a highly charged ion.
fields. Finally, contributed papers Here the final state should look like
reported on several experiments on the product of two Coul-mb functions;
dielectronic recombination. the result is a linear scaling law,
Tbecause the electron-nuclear interactionThreshold Laws and Three-Body Coulomb fa ouwih te elcrnlcrn

Breakup far outweighs the electron-electron

While analytic asymptotic forms for interaction.

wavefunctions for two-body breakup While several experiments were

including Coulomb systems are well reported (Dr. Peterson, SRI, and Prof.

known, the asymptotic three-body Coulomb Kleinpoppep, University of Stirling),

function has defied solution. For none was capable of providing a definite

electron impact ionization of hydrogen, answer on the two threshold models.

Dr. Bottcher (Oak Ridge National Labora- However, a proposed experiment involving

tory) numerically integrated the time- a measurement of polarization in a
r dependent, three-coordinate Hamiltonian projectile-polarized target experiment

to obtain numerical asymptotic solution could provide significant information;
coordinates play no Temkin's model predicts a highly oscill-

(six of the nine cood tsiply atory structure under many conditions,role and can be removed trivially). hl h ane oe laspeit

Certain portions of the function can be while the Wannier model always predicts

associated with ionization, others with a straight line foi the polarization.
excitation, and others with elastic Prof. Herrick (University of
ciatrion, and therase wh eiatic, Oregon) reported on his research con-

scattering. In the case of ionization, cength sruueofami ad
he found that the cross section was cerning the structure of atomic and

orders of magnitude larger when the molecular systems in which there are

electrons leave in opposite directions strong correlation effects. This work
rather than in the same direction. In began several years ago, when he ob-
addition he found that the probability served that the structure of energyoaiin levels in doubly excited atomic statesof a given distribution of the energy wawelcrltdbyhegopsr-
between the two electrons occurring is was well correlated by the group struc-
independent of the particular distribu- ture 0(4)1 x 0(4)2D(4) DO(3), as
tion, except when one of the electrons opposed to the usual classification by
carries away most of the energy. In the 2D
latter case, the probability increases 0(4) 2(3)1 x 0(3)2 •(3). He has now
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extended his work to include the sym- atomic clocks and lasers, and on mili-
metry properties of the electronic tary scenarios (e.g., cloud formation
structure of "single electron" atoms in and other nucleation phenomena, ionos-
magnetic or electric fields, the elec- pheric disturbances, and aircraft signa-
tronic structure of polyenes, and the tures). These applications require
prediction of the magic and "slightly appropriate cross sections, spectra,
magic" numbers observed in clusters of structural data, and interaction poten-
sodium and rare gas atoms. Based on the tials.
nearest neighbor interactions, it is
known that the cluster's icosahedron
structure yields the lowest energy. &/8/83
Using this as a building block, experi-
mentalists find--and Herrick predicts--
that the magic numbers 1, 13, 55, 147,
and 309 are the most probable cluster
sizes. In addition, he predicts the
secondary magic numbers 19, 25, 71, 87, by T..'.T. 1.r. Tqong is Professor
89, and 91, which are also generally of .yis. at Arizora State University.
observed, though less likely, than the
others.

Prof. Meyerhof (Stanford Univer- Does thermal sputtering really
sity) presented several interesting exist in metals? A panel discussion
techniques for using atomic processes as addressing this question was one of the
clocks for nuclear processes. The highlights of the 10th International
nuclear time scales desired range from Conference on Atomic Collisions in

10- 1 5  to 10- 2 1  second. The atomic Solids, held from 18 through 22 July
measures of time" included the frequen- 1983 in Bad Iburg, Federal Republic of

cy associated with the binding energy of Germany.
the K-shell electron, the lifetime of an About 20 years ago, R.S. Nelson of
inner shell vacancy, and the collision the UK's Atomic Energy Research Estab-
time. The various techniques were based lishment (AERE, Harwell) observed that
on relating the "atomic time measure" when metals were bombarded with 45-keV
and the lifetime of certain nuclear heavy ions, their sputtering yields
phenomena--such as a compound nucleus showed dramatic increases at elevated
formation or a deep inelastic reaction-- temperatures. The threshold temperature
to some observable, such as united atom for this rapid rise in sputtering yield
x-ray emission. From a measurement of is in the range of 500 to 1000*K, well
the observable and a knowledge of the below the melting points of these
atomic phenomenon, the nuclear lifetime metals. Later, work by Thompson and
could be inferred, other workers appeared to confirm this

Finally, there were two other observation; the effect was attributed
general areas in which the number of to the existence of thermal spikes in
experiments proposed or being performed the collision-cascade volume in the
is increasing rapidly. The first of solid. It was suggested that a high
these is "complete scattering experi- temperature (5000*K) existed in the
ments," which determine complex scatter- spike, and that the thermal motion of
ing amplitudes rather than simply cross atoms in the spike caused the evapord-
sections in, for example, electron atom tion of surface atoms. This thermal
scattering experiments. Measurement of component of sputtering was superimposed
electron-photon correlations are well on the normal sputtering component due
established and provide valuable tests to collision cascades. The thermal
for theoretical models. In addition, component's. role became more important
several polarized projective-polarized as the target temperature was raised,
target experiments that determine the resulting in more thermal vibrations of
final polarization were reported or the surface atoms and hence ease of
proposed. Such experiments can probe evaporation. The thermal sputtering
the details of the collision, including effect, apart from being observed as an
spin dependent effects. The second increase in sputtering yield with in-
class 'of experiments involves very creasing target temperature, also mani-
detailed particle/photon-molecule fested itself as a low-energy (%0.i eV)
collisions. These include very detailed peak in the energy distribution of the
rotational transition cross-section sputtered metal atoms. Favorite targets
experiments which attempt to probe the in this type of study were generally
dynamics and orientation of the colli- noble metals such as Ag and Au.
sion. Despite the experimental observa-

Atomic and molecular physics have tions, skepticism has often been ex-
an impact on military systems such as pressed about the interpretation of the
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thermal spike. How could such a spike conducted by phonons in the metal? No
exist in a metal? A simple estimate satisfactory answer was given. Frans
assuming a phonon propagation velocity Saris (FOM--Institute for Plasma Physics
of 5x105 cm/s shows that heat will be "Rijnhuizen") offered a way out by sug-

gestinq that the thermal conductivity of
dissipated from a spike radius of 50 the metal at elevated temperatures could-12
angstroms in 10 second. This is be considerably lowered, which is equi-
comparable to thermal vibration times, valent to lowering phonon velocities.
and no equilibrium could exist in the Thus the spike might live long enough to
spike volume to cause evaporation, produce sputtering. However, typical
Nevertheless, there have been theoreti- experimental observations indicat that
cal arguments concerning the possibility thermal conductivity is only lowered by
that spikes overlap to extend spike about five times at the target tempera-

-8 tures considered here, whereas a de-
lifetime to a more respectable 10 crease of 100 times or more is required
second, thereby achieving the desired for the thermal spike to be feasible.
sputtering effect. The validity of It became clear during the discus-
Nelson's experiment also has bten sion that a "thermal spike" might exist
questioned. Could the observation be in an insulator solid but is highly un-
due to an artifact in the experiment, likely in a metal. More experiments of
such as poor vacuum and dirty surfaces? the same nature as Hofer's should elimi-
The panel discussion at the conference nate this unphysical concept. A private
was designed to address these problems. conversation with Klaus Wittmaack re-

Wolfgang Hofer of Jl6ich opened the vealed that his group at Neherberg had
discussion with new experimental results performed a similar but more detailed

of 5 keV Ar* bombardment of single experiment involving the effects of a
crystalline Ag as a function of tempera- wide range of primary ion energies and
ture up to 800'K. In contrast to current densities on the sputtering of
previous work of this nature, he observ- Au. Preliminary results indicate the
ed no increase in sputtering yield with absence of a thermal effect.
temperature. Hofer's experiment was In an insulator, it is not even
performed in ultrahiqh vacuum conditions necessary to postulate a thermal spike.
with the target surface carefully In the theoretical model proposed by our
prepared and cleaned; the quartz crystal group in Arizona, an isolated (microca-
used to measure the sputtering yields nonical) region caused by the distur-
was kept at a constant temperature. bance of the incident particle exists in
This negative result is certainly a blow which vibrational equilibrium is estab-
to the concept of thermal sputtering. lished faster than any other relaxation
Mike Thompson of East Anglia countered processes. Depending on the nature of
by pointing out that Hofer has performed the ejected particle under considera-
his experiment with sputtering parame- tion, a quantum or nonquantum effect
ters that might preclude the observation leads to a final population of levels
of thermal spikes. He proposed that the higher than the dissociative limit of a
experiment should be done with higher dissociative electronic state. Our the-
ion energies and current densities-- oretical prediction of the energy dis-

e tribution of a sputtered particle from
e.g., about 45 keV and 5 mA/cm , similar insulating solids shows very good agree-
to Nelson's experiment. He also sug- ment with existing experimental data.
gested that a target and primary ion Our model thus encompasses the thermal
combination should be chosen so that a spike concept without invoking any tem-
normal sputtering yield exceeds a perature within the sputtered volume.
critical value of about 20 atoms per
ion, a figure that he claimed was I believe that the experiments by
essential for thermal sputtering to Nelson and others produced accurate ob-
operate. servations about thermal spikes. The

Peter Sigmund then gave a theoreti- effect exists in poor vacuum conditions
cal argument in which the thermal spikes in which metal surfaces are easily oxi-
were considered to be analogous to hot dized; the result is an insulator-like
cylindrical regions. High current surface where the "thermal spike" or
densities then resulted in spike over- "microcanonical system" mechanism can
lap, the spike volume became spherical, operate. In the experiments by Hofer
and atoms evaporated from the surface, and Wittmaack, the metal surfaces were
He fitted his theoretical predictions to clean, sputtering was performed in good
experimental data given by Mark Szymon- vacuum conditions, and phonon propaga-
ski of Krakow. Jurgen AndrS of Munster tion is faster than other rate process-
then asked the obvious question: why es; therefore, the thermal effect was
wasn't the heat in the thermal spike not observed. In fact, our Arizona
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aroup has done work on the formation of program in Russia. (For international
excited molecules. At the conference we meetings, one never knows whether Russia
discussed the transformation of a will be represented at all until the
semironductinq surface, Si, into an opening of the meeting.) As one might
insulating surface, Si3?"4, due to N+ expect, Francp heads the list in both

2 attendants and papers. Japan's third
bombardment, which produced the observed place in attendants and second place in
vibrptiopal spectra. contributed papers are impressive.

China's delegation of 17, with 33
papers, probably is a valid indication
of the growth of acoustics work in that
country. In general it appears that re-
search and development is increasing in
several countries, including China,
Japan, and South Africa. It is inter-

THE 11TH INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS ON eating to note that a large number of
ACOUSTICS countries were not represented, includ-

inq several Furopean ones. Representa-
l, :st'r ,r .' cr tion from South America was slight and

theac ; '; so ' t t I,'!rrwo ctrI for Central America was nil.
Aaou~t~ or 5u~r' , 'io[ Far+ The technical program comprised

#, t" k c - # a' r )(.h ' sessions of contributed papers, invited
Lndo" Fn0'~:7 o v'e survey papers (two each day) , special
u, t?{ :cept 'h' ;984 'r rn 7c r ', rrtu topic sessions, round-table discussions,
rf "xas A' ,4u.t{" w'erc he e n' poster papers, equipment exhibits, and

; tOCror.'t at A!p,7c !erearob technical tours. I found the general
nbrra~tor %r-. survey papers to be one of the best

features of the meeting, as they pro-
vided a convenient way to get an over-

The ]Ith International Congress on view of some of the most active current
Acoustics (ICA) met in Paris, France, topics in acoustics. Table 2 gives a
from 19 through 27 July 1983. The ICA breakdown of contributed papers accord-
convenes every 3 years and is the only ing to subject matter and country. The
international meeting that covers all of 16 subject areas of the table are
the technical areas of the broad field somewhat arbitrary and are not fully
of acoustics--ranging, for example, from aligned with the nine "themes" of the
musical to psychological to underwater ICA, but this division may help in
acoustics. Each meeting is jointly understanding the distribution of the
sponsored by the International Commis- type of acoustics work being done in
sion on Acoustics and the leading each country, but again caution is
acoustics organizations of the host suggested. Underwater acoustics is a
country. For this meeting, the host was major field in several countries (e.g.,
Groupement des Acousticeans de Langue the US, USSR, UK, and France), but this
Francaise (GALF, organized in 1948). is not reflected in the figures. China,

This article provides an overview which presented a comparatively large
of trends at the congress; for a detail- number of papers, seemed to aim at
ed discussion, see US Office of Naval showing something in almost each subject
Research, London, conference report area. Furthermore, most of the Chinese
C-15-83. Table I lists the registrants papers included a combination of theo-
and contributed papers for each of the retical and experimental work, and were
44 countries represented. The totals of well presented (in English). There is
approximately 1100 participants and 755 good evidence that China is building a
papers are not much different from those strong, broadly based program in acoust-
of the past four congresses. The ics, and is familiar with the litera-
figures of Table I provide some insight ture. The broad coverage of the Japa-
into the level of acoustics research in nese proqram is evident.
various countries, but the numbers When sub-ect matter is considered,
should be interpreted with caution, it is clear that the ICA was a major
Attendance at meetings (and the presen- meeting for workers in physiological and
tation of technical papers) is a func- psychological acoustics, speech, archi-
tion of national population, distance tectural acoustics, and noise and noise
from the meeting site, political policy, control. Musical acoustics and several
and perhaps other factors, as well as branches of physical acoustics (e.g.,
activity in the field of acoustics. For nonlinear acoustics) were well repre-
example, the small number of USSR sented. Airborne sound (including
participants (and papers) is not repre- transducers and measurements) represent-
sentative of the size of the acoustics ed a major segment of the program. In
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Table I

Registratio n ond Contributed Papers, by Country

Country Registrants Papers

1. France 349 189
2. US 115 82
3. Japan 100 90
4. Germany (West) 99 68
5. UK 77 58
6. Denmark 36 12
7. Belgium 32 22
8. Canada 30 23
9. Netherlands 24 17

10. Italy 21 9
11. Spain 19 13
12. USSR 19 19
13. Australia 18 13
14. Poland 18 24
15. China 17 34
16. Sweden 14 7
17. India 10 6
18. Switzerland 10 1
19. Norway 9 3
20. Hungary 8 9
21. Czechoslovakia 6 6
22. Finland 5 6
23. Israel 4 1
24. Yugoslavia 4 6
25. Argentina 3 5
26. Bulgaria 3 13
27. Greece 3 1
28. Portugal i ---
29. South Africa 3 3
30. Syria 3 ---
31. Hong Kong 1
32. Iran 2 I
33. New Zealand
34. South Korea 2 ---
35. Algeria I
36. Brazil I I
37. Chile I
38. Cuba I
39. Egypt 1 2
40. Ghana ---
41. Roumania 1 6
42. Singapore 1 1
43. Iraq --- I
44. Nigeria I

Unidentified 28

Total
1018 755

contrast, underwater acoustics, a field for the opening sessions. Two-thirds of
of major interest to the US Navy, did the papers were presented in English, 29
not have a major role. Military securi- percent in French, and 5 percent in
ty restrictions may be a factor but must German. Four-page versions of each
not be the only one. The ICA is just contributed paper and most of the
not a major forum for underwater acoust- invited papers appear in eight volumes
ics. of the proceedings (3346 pages) , which

The ICA official languages are were distributed to participants at
Fnglish, French, and German. There were registration. Having these proceedings
simultaneous translation facilities only available at the time of the meeting (a
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Table 2

Di st ribut ior, u ,.iper- by Co untry and Topic

F- e IS5 21 8 3, . _ t I [ 1
4 1 0 C -C

373 33 7 5 2 5 8 2 4 33 6 - 6 ' I ' 8;

I3 t r n 9 1 3 5 3 IS _i • 1 2 1 _5 6
J S 6 5 3o 5 13 5 1 1 f -i
China 3 2 3 6 2 2 4 2 6 34 14

1CSd3 2 1 2 3 1 _ 1 . 2?4

6o~3~m. 6 4 23 1 22
n9 6 " d 2 23

37-33333 .. . .__ _ 2- 3 i 2 -- %3 3' . . . 39-

e 3hndon s 1 2 5 2 1 - ------ I 7
A r l a 2 3 4 1 1 ' - _ . . . 33 I-

Sa 3 2 3 2 1 2 1 3
I;nnt h 3 -- 1 - 3 2 1 1 12 -

._ _ 2 _ _4 _ _3 - -_-I -_- 9L

wede 2 2 2 I- I 9

3 19
C_ nC60. . . ..3 3.- 3 -_ _2. . . .. .
Pun laI 3 3 l .

,,._' . . . 3 . 2 6

S-3t h Afr3c 6

1 s ra _____... . . .. . . .

SWit-er and -3 --

H ,,,E K-1_

TOTAI 4" 7,- 41 9' 41 WIM :' 1 : ' 1 26 24 16 65 15* 755

standa rd procedure ' o r the ICA) Ws a ., :,, ,, .,/ t;" . i , F,: I ' r , tt

hi qhly va Iu1abhe feat uro- especia I v for- ," . ".,:':: ,.:,,:,7 '':], ;: l

peeplIe not fluent inj thle I anguaqe, ol • -.,. • "" ',i€ ,f-" , , c .5
pres ,ntation. ~The proceed in(Is provide .. ,,-...., ., ,'. ,.,, ,.. ,, :, ' . 'f -

>, q~~~ood documentation of the congress and ,, .. :~, ',.

~are available for FrF600 from Groupement
des Acousticeans d(, Langue France, CNET,

l,anni on a. , Pnute de Tregastel BP40, The 17th ESLAB Symposium, entitled
22301 1,annion Cedex, France. Spacecraft.-Plasma interactions and Their

Influcrnce on Field and Particle Measure-
ments, waS heId in Noordwijk, tht

Netherlands, from 13 through 16 Septem-
; .' ,'F~qber. The symposium was sponsored by the

European Space Agency (ESA) and held at
the European Space Technology Center

SSPACE SCIENCE ' (FSTEC) in Noordwijk. A. Pedersen, head
I J of the space plasma division of the

Space Science Department (ESTEC),
ESA HOLDS SPACECRAFT-CHARGTNG SYMPOSIUM convened the meeting.

Spacecraft-charging effects were
standar " pr'' no. P-du. raroor h 1C) iW : emphasized from the Geostationary
peop not,:P,7 flrent in th n ua f Earth-Orbiting Satellites (GEOS) of ESA
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and the SCATHA (spacecraft charging at meeting also provided a discussion of
high altitudes) satellite of the US Air future space astronomy programs in the
Force. Talks on planned missions US, Europe, and Japan, including those
included a presentation by M. Dobrowolny of the Soviet Union.
(Instituto Fisico Spazio Interplanetar- The meeting was sponsored by the
ia, Frascati, Italy) on the electromag- Committee on Space Resea.ch and the
netic interactions of the Tethered International Astronomical Union, the
Satellite System (TSS) with the ionos- principal worldwide federations dealing
phere. TSS is a recently approved with space research and astronomy,
mission jointly sponsored by Italy and respectively. The meeting was hosted
the US, with a 1986 planned launch from locally by the Bulgarian Academy of
the space shuttle. Science. (A similarly sponsored meeting

About 35 scientists attended the was held 2 years ago.) Such meetings
symposium; about two-thirds came from provide a measure of Europeans' increas-
eight European nations, one from Canada, ed effort in this area of science, and
and the others from the US. The pro- holding the meeting in Eastern Europe
ceedings of the conference will b( allowed wider participation by scien-
published by ESA within a few months. tists from the Soviet Onion and Soviet
Inquiries about ESA publications may be bloc nations. In this article, I will
directed to: not try to sort out the contributions of

individual scientists, but will present
Distribution Office the picture that is emerging of astron-
ESA Scientific & Technical Publica- omy and cosmology in Europe.

tions Branch
ESTEC, Postbus 299, 2200 AG Noord- High-Energy Astronomy
wijk Scientists now realize that neutron

The Netherlands stars are a ubiquitous feature of the
galaxy, composing perhaps 1 percent of
all the stars. They occasionally shine
brightly in the radio, x-ray, or gamma-
ray regime, but are exceedingly faint at
ordinary optical wavelengths. It is now
apparent that almost all the bright
x-ray sources are neutron stars and that

EUPOPEAN HIGH-ENERGY ASTRONOMY AND they appear in several distinctive
COSMOLOGY categories, each with its unique evolu-

tionary history.
r 4t 7'rokL. )r. Gurskyu is The most important new results that

. r cr e cnr r of the Space Fhysics have emerged regard the bulge sources,
r c', rr f t Na. ahl Research7 a7ora- so named because they occur predominant-

:", ,aa;:i!a , s. ly in the nuclear region of the galaxy.
Scorpious X-1, the first discovered
x-ray source, and still the brightest,

A conference on high-energy astro- is apparently a bulge source. Bulge
physics and cosmology was held in sources probably are x-ray bursters as
Pomporova, Bulgaria, from 18 through 23 well. Although every bulge source has
Ju 1 y. The meeting presented two major not been observed to burst, the steady
themes of astronomical research, re- emission from the x-ray bursters does
flectinq totally different temporal and have most of the properties of bulge
spatial scales. One is the observation sources, including power, spectral, and
of collapsed objects--neutron stars and optical characteristics; distribution of
black holes, several of which are known x-rays; and location in the galaxy.
to have -been created within the past Observations with the Einstein
1000 years. On the other end of the X-ray Observatory have localized a large
s17e and enerqy scale are cosmological number of individual x-ray sources near
investiqations involving: (1) high- the centers of globular clusters; in a
enorqy particle physics as it is emerg- few cases, two have been seen in a
inq from the world's great accelerator single cluster. These data provide the
laboratories in the US and Europe, and essential clue to the origin of the
(2) the ridy by astronomers of the bulge sources. It is known that bulge
distribution of matter on size scales sources outside globular clusters
ranqing up tn 100 million parsecs or comprise binary systems, a neutron star,
more (r-uqhly 3 percent of the size of and a low-mass companion. But neutron
the visible universe, now believed to be stars are only known to be accompanied
about 10 billion years old). The by a supernova explosion during their
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formation, which would invariably dis- sources strung along the Milky Way, a
rupt the observed binary systems. How- band of diffuse radiation also coincid-
ever, in a globular cluster, which is a ing with the Milky Way, and a more
very dense concentration of old stars, qeneral background of radiation. Only
single neutron stars and ordinary stars two, and possible three, discrete
can form bound pairs during three-body sources in the Milky Way have been
collisions. The appearance of bulge identified with known high energy
sources outside globular clusters re- sources of radiation. The Crab Pulsar
flects the fact that many more globular and the Vela Pulsar have been positively
clusters existed early in the history of identified based on the known pulse
the galaxy, but that most have been period. A third known object, Cyg X-3,
gradually disrupted by their repeated was seen to be an x-ray source during an
passage through the plane of the galaxy, earlier x-ray experiment on SAS-B
The estimate that I percent of the stars (NASA's Small Astronomy Satellite), but
in the galaxy are neutron stars emerges was not seen by COS-B. The brightest
directly from the observed numbers of gamma-ray source, GBMINGA (for "gamma
the bulge sources in globular clusters ray source in the constellation Ge-
and the probability of the formation of mini"), has not yet been identified.
a binary system by a collision process. Scientists have identified the rest
Most neutron stars would still be single of the radiation by assuming that the
objects and not observed, gamma rays result from the interaction

The x-ray bursts themselves may be of qalactic cosmic rays (electrons and
runaway thermonuclear explosions. The protons) with the interstellar medium.
steady x-ray emission in the bulge With some modification, this approach
source results from the infall of can be applied to diffuse radiation.
material, presumably hydrogen and For example, some of the diffuse emis-
h -lium, that forms a thin layer on the sion must be attributed to inverse
surface of the neutron star. At some Compton scattering by high energy
point the temperature and density exceed electrons from the 3K microwave back-
a critical value; the nuclear fuel ground radiation. Point sources seem to
ignites and burns vigorously for a few be associated with prominent HII regions
seconds. (dust clouds) in the Milky Way--if the

The other kind of strong x-ray local cosmic rays are enhanced compared
source is distinguished by periodic with what is seen in the solar neighbor-
pulsing in a range from less than 1 hood. Such an enhancement could only
second to 10 minutes,.and is accompanied imply a supernova (or remnant) origin
by a massive companion. The sources can for the cosmic rays.
form through the processes of normal New results in the area of gamma-
stellar evolution; a subset includes the ray bursts have emerged from a French-
black hole candidates, such as Cyg X-1. Soviet collaboration. Gamma-ray bursts

The Einstein data, with their high are perhaps the least understood of all

angular resolution and great sensitivity high-energy phenomena. Ten to 20 times
for faint objects, have yielded impor- per year bursts of gamma rays (energy

tant new information on supernova greater than 100 keV extending to MeV)

remnants (SNR). The remnant itself is a are observed on time scales of seconds

large region of x-ray, optical, and from almost random directions around the

radio emission that can be caused by an sky. The net energy emission is "10 -

expanding shock wave or by leakage of -6
energetic particles from a central to 10 ergs/cm2 per burst.
pulsar. There are by now a dozen known For many bursts, time-delay techni-
associations between SNRs and point ques have been used to obtain positionsx-ray sources. The nature of most of to within arc minutes. While no optical
these point sources is not yet known, or radio counterparts have been discov-ths pit orcsisnt e kon ered, searches through historical
but it might indicate complex properties sky-monitor photographs have revealed
associated with single neutron stars. spy-motrptogapsvae revealed
Furthermore, since the remnants them- optical outbursts (novae?) from their
selves have a relatively short life vicinity. Also, the indications are
(less than 100,000 years) , a number of that the same object (or location in the
field sdurces might originate with SNRs. sky) has been observed to burst more

a nthan once.Important new results were present- The evidence is that the gamma-ray
ed in the gamma-ray range (>50 MeV)--as bursters are fairly local to us on a
revealed by COS-B, the European satel-
lite containing a spark chamber that galactic scale, which means that they
functioned for 6 years. The sky in are a common constituent in the galaxy

gamma rays reveals a number of point (%10 total). There is evidence that at
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least two are rapid rotators (seconds), The other aspect of cosmology that
which makes a neutron star origin the is gaining acceptance is based on the
obvious candidate. Most theories try to ground unification theory of fundamental
link the x-ray bursters with gamma-ray particles, and has some startling
bursters. predictions for the origin of the early

Reports were also presented in the universe. Of particular importance is
area of very high energy x-ray and the concept of "inflation," a period of
neutrino astronomy (teravolt astronomy). time corresponding to a phase transition
The results in these areas are naturally from one kind of physical mix of parti-
very limited. The observation of cles and field to another when the uni-
Cerenkov light from large air showers verse expands expotentially with time.
has revealed x-ray emission from a few when, the transition is complete, the
objects (Cygnus X-3, the Crab Pulsar and expansion takes place linearly, as is
possibly one or two others). It was now observed. In this model, our
reported that partial funding had been universe is just one of many "bubbles"
provided for DUMAND, a large underwater in a much larger and more complex med-
array that will be established about ium. The model provides specific pre-
5-km deep off the coast of Hawaii. It dictions that can be tested, and repre-
will detect the Cerenkov emission from sents the first important departure from
high energy muons. At such depths, the standard "big-bang" model that was
muons can only result from local neu- introduced by George Gamov 50 years ago.
trino interactions; since the array has Observational cosmology was repre-
good directional sensitivity (%l de- s ied by discussions of the large scale
gree) , discrete cosmic sources of neu- stricture of the universe. Using corre-
trinos can be detected. In principle, lation analysis of the three-dimensional
sources can exist that are highly opaque distribution clusters of galaxies (i.e.,
to gamma-ray and x-ray emission, but simply studying the distribution of all
still allow neutrinos to be emitted, separations), it has been found that

significant structure exists on size
Cosmology scales corresponding to about 100 times

In keeping with symposia of this the proton mass, the largest on which
kind, sessions were dedicated to extra- measurements can be made with current
galactic astronomy and to cosmology. On data samples. It appears that there may
the observational side of cosmology, the be vast regions empty of any large
reality of the "missing mass" is becom- masses such as galaxies, surrounded by
ing more and more accepted, as is the shells of high galaxy density.
kind of matter it comprises. There are More than a full day of the session
several essential measurements and was dedicated to a discussion of new
predictions coming together. First, space experiments. Four payloads
measurements of the cosmic abundance of currently flying include a Japanese, a
helium, deuterium, and now lithium European Space Agency, and two Russian
indicate that the baryon density was low missions containing a total of nine
when these elements were formed during distinct experiments in high-energy
the early stages of the- universe, astronomy. Five additional payloads are
Deuterium and lithium are particularly scheduled to fly before the end of the
important density indicators because of decade, including a German, an Italian
their high rate of destruction. On the and three small Russian missions con-
other hand, dynamical studies of the taining a total of 14 distinct experi-
motions of galaxies indicate that the ments. Some of the experiments are
matter density contributing to the local impressive by any standard. The German
gravitational potential is much higher mission, ROSAT, scheduled to fly in 1987
(at least a factor of 10) than can be comprises a telescope like Einstein but
accounted for by stars. The conclusion, with several times the sensitivity.
after years of struggling with this Also, a high-quality spark chamber is
apparent inconsistency, is that most of being flown on GAMMA-i, a Russian
the local matter is not in the form of mission planned for 1984-85 as a French-
ordinary baryonic mass (e.g., neutrons Russian collaboration. The only US
and protons) but must exist in the form high-energy astronomy mission that will
of lepton decay products, such as be flown during this time is GRO (Gamma
massive neutrinos left over from the Ray Observatory); it will contain four
early universe. Experimental data from experiments, one of which will be
the Soviet Union confirming this view German.
was announced at the meeting: improved There was general surprise at the
laboratory measurements of beta decay breadth and quality of the Russian
neutrinos yielded a mass of 33t3 elec- program, which includes many experiments
tron masses. Of course, a whole family provided by Western European nations.
of neutrinos is allowed by current It would appear that the Soviet Union is
particle theory. trying to make high-energy astronomy a
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major element of their space science A valuable and interesting session
program. entitled "The Use of Historical Records

In medium and low energy x-ray in the Study of Geomagnetism and His-
astronomy (less than 10 keV), the tory" took place in Hamburg, Federal
information presented at the meeting was Republic of Germany (FRG), at the August
principally from US missions. In the 1983 meeting of the International Union
areas of hard x-ray astronomy, gamma-ray of Geodesy and Geophysics (IUGG). The
astronomy, and gamma-ray bursts, the session was chaired by Dr. Joan Feynman
focus is shifting to European and (Boston College) and included papers on
Japanese experiments. In a few years, topics such as the earth's core, the
with the impact of the new missions, rotation axis, eclipses, solar periodi-
Europeans will dominate all aspects of cities, noctilucent clouds, and the
this exciting branch of astronomy. eruption of Krakatau in 1883.
Furthermore, the US program is stretched F.R. Stephenson (University of Dur-
over many years. Thus, foreign efforts ham, UK) discussed pre-telescopic obser-
that fly earlier probably will upstage vations of solar and lunar eclipses as a
many planned US experiments--for exam- means to study the earth's rotational
ple, microwave backqround experiments, history. Particular emphasis was placed
parts of the GRO mission, and obser- on evaluating the reliability and accur-
vations in the extreme ultraviolet acy of ancient records from Babylon, the
portion of the spectrum. In the area of Far East, Europe, and Arab lands.
elementary particle physics, new accel- D.J. Schove (St. David's College,
erator facilities in Europe are begin- Kent, UK) discussed sunspots and auroras
ning to become the dominant machines prior to 1700. Appeals for records or
from which new results will likely evidence of auroras have produced a
emerge. Thus, the US will lose its large collection of auroral data from
leadership role in some of the most China, Korea, Japan, the UK, and else-
vigorous areas of scientific research-- where. An example of information col-
areas in which the US pioneered and that lected is that the "religious visions"
provided the impetus for much of the seen in England in 1661 occurred the
scientific and technical revolution of same night as the "Nordlicht" in Ham-
the past 50 years. burg. Relationships between auroral

occurrence frequency and amplitudes of
sunspot cycles have been used to recon-
struct the sunspot cycle back to 300 AD

9/9/83 and earlier. The results are similar to
curves based on radiocarbon variations
in tree rings.

D.R. Barraclough (Institute of Geo-
HISTORICAL RECORDS IN GEOPHYSICS logical Sciences, Edinburgh) gave an in-

teresting paper on the work of Edmond
by R.L. CaroviZano. Halley, the scientist most famous for

his work on the comet that reaches peri-
helion on 9 February 1986. Halley was a

Data management is a major problem versatile scientist with accomplishments
in space science and many areas of in geology, geophysics, astronomy, and
geophysics. Modern experimental methods mathematics. His first recorded scien-
generate data in unprecedented amounts tific effort was the measurement of the
and often exceed the capabilities of geomagnetic declination in London when
even the largest and fastest computers he was 16 years old. He carried out two
for data recording, reduction, and voyages in 1698 and 1699 to extend this
analysis requirements. In many cases, work and measure the magnetic declina-
very little of the recorded data from tion in the Atlantic Ocean, and one in
one mission or project is reduced or the English Channel in 1701 to measure
analyzed before the next mission is tides. His ship, the Paramore, a Royal
undertaken. Nevertheless, proper data Navy vessel with three masts and a nar-
storage and archiving is essential and row stern, was provided by the British
requires enlightened planning and the government. The main result of the two
allocation of funds. However, the cost Atlantic voyages was Halley's famous
of retaining "old" data is less and the magnetic charts of the Atlantic and of
potential value high. Indeed, certain the world. Halley's original data was
studies are only possible when a suit- re-examined, and the accuracy of the
able data base is available over the declination was found to be one-quarter
proper time scale. Examples are the of a degree at best.
11-year sunspot cycle and the related Feynman reported on her work with
22-year solar magnetic field polarity P. Fougere (Air Force Geophysics Labora-
cycle, tory, Hanscom Field, MA) searching for
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periodic variations in solar or solar- in 1885, despite the fact that they are
terrestrial phenomena. Data sets selec- regularly occurring phenomena that do
ted for study were those for which the not require a volcanic eruption to
relationship between the data and solar contaminate the mesosphere.
or solar-terrestrial phenomena was
understood at least in principle. Thus,
auroral data were included, but climatic
data were not--because the mechanism of 9/22/83
possible solar-climate relationships has
not been identified. The researchers
used a data base consisting of sunspot NEWS& NOTES
numbers, or the number of auroras re-
ported per decade in Europe and China,
covering the period from 45 to 1450 AD; HARD TIMES FOR HIGHER EDUCATION IN THE
a periodicity of (88.4 ± 0.07) years was UK
determined. The result closely approxi-
mates eight times the average sunspot When one visits a UK university
cycle of 11.1 years. The significance today, the conversation soon turns to
of this curiosity is doubtful, however, budget cuts. Over the past 3 years, all
since the sunspot periodicity is not the universities and polytechnics have
very stable. been obliged to reduce operating costs.

On the basis of historical records Oxford and Cambridge had to trim expens-
of auroras in Europe and China, N. Fuku- es by about 8 percent; the other insti-
shima suggested that the orientation of tutions had to make reductions of as
the geomagnetic field in the 12th cen- much as 25 percent. Recently the
tary ws inclined toward China; the cur- government announced that further cuts
rent inc.J. nation is toward Greenland. A can be expected over the next several
Chinese cientist commented that the years.
interpretation suggested by Fukushima The result has been a significant
could be directly tested by analysis of reduction in faculty, staff, and overall
Chinese archeomagnetic results that have support. As people leave or retire,
been published. they usually are not replaced. Some

The IUGG meeting at Hamburg ended administrators suggest that this has
on 27 August 1983, exactly 100 years improved the system because many of
after the volcanic island of Krakatau those who take advantage of early
exploded in the Sunda Strait between retirement options have been "older and
Java and Sumatra. Appropriately, the less productive people," so the univer-
final papers of the history session sities are actually stronger than
dealt with geophysical aspects of the before. This point is contested at the
historic eruption. M. Gasden (Aberdeen departmental level at the universities
University, Scotland) and W. Schr6der that I've visited so far. The central
(Geophysical Station, Bremen-Roennebeck, government is calling for radical
FRG) discussed noctilucent clouds and changes by universities to maintain and
twilight phenomena associated with Krak- improve standards, while using resources
atau, and showed magnificant color more efficiently. This may mean not
slides of these uncommon geophysical only changing the lengths of degree
phenomena. programs and the amount of work done

Reports of strange shining clouds each year, but also considering new
seen in the middle of the night were methods of teaching and learning. There
made in June 1885 by European observers, will be further shifts toward technol-
These were noctilucent clouds that occur ogy, science, and engineering and away
at mesopheric (15-km) heights and are from the arts and humanities. There
visible when the sun is 5 to 16 degrees will also be "much more efficient use"
below the horizon. Gasden emphasized of that part of student grants used for
the importance of noctilucent clouds for research. Such support will be directed
determining visible traces of atmospher- to selected departments, particularly
ic constituents and possibly even for those that show that they can also
providing a visible manifestation of attract private money. Finally, the
gravity waves through observable stria- government is demanding "rationalisa-
tions in the clouds. Schr6der reviewed tion" of courses between universities
reports of the twilight phenomena seen and with other institutions, such as
in October and November of 1883 and neighboring polytechnics, to eliminate
1884. He emphasized the importance of costly duplication.
Krakatau in promoting widespread inter- I've noted some resentment about
est in observing and studying the upper the unbalanced nature of the cuts. For
atmosphere. For example, regular obser- Cambridge and Oxford, an 8 percent
vations of noctilucent clouds began only reduction can be absorbed with minor
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impact; but the 20 or 25 percent cuts UK TO SLASH RESEARCH JOBS
elsewhere are felt across the board. In
addition, some educators have pointed Sir Keith Joseph, Secretary of
out that tha UK must remain highly com- State for Education and Science, intends
petitive in the technical fields, such to cut more than 200 jobs from four of
as electronics engineering, computer Britain's research councils. This move,
sciences, and applied mathematics. Many along with more efficient administra-
of these degree programs are offered at g it more efficie amira-
the UK polytechnics, the institutions tion is epcdo ae oe.
hardest hit by the government cuts. million ($5 million) a year.

News on employment is equally de- According to The Times (London), 19
pressing. Of last year's graduates, 12 September 1983, the Science and Engi-

percent remain unemployed, and as many neering Research Council, Agricultural
a40percent are wokin at jobs ur- Research Council, Medical Research Coun-as 40 pretaeworking ajosunre- cil, and Natural Environment Research

lated to their degree programs. Even cil weraluEdvin teaeasco

students with science degrees, especial- Council were evaluated in the areas of
ly in the biological sciences, are hav- es, purchasing, 'estate management,
ing great difficulty finding profession: workshops, and library services.a positdffion lt. I fwaitod receiont The conclusion was that 18 percent,al positions. I was told at a recent or 211, of the jobs in those operations
geology meeting in Hull that 25 percent could be eliminated; the governmentof last year's geology and geophysicsgraduates remain unemployed today. expects to save 2.l million a year, or

13 percent of the total spent admini-
stering the services.

'obert Dolan An additional E1.2 million could be
/, 6//8 saved by changes in purchasing patterns

through closer cooperation between
units.

THE DELTAFLUME

The Delft Hydraulics Laboratory re-
cently built a new large-wave flume L.E. Shaffer
called the Deltaflume. Constructed at a 9/29/83
cost of $5 million, the system is prob-
ably the largest in the world. At one
time the US Army Coastal Engineering
Research Center had the world's largest CAPITALISM AND THE GOVERNMENT LAB
flume. But the entire organization was
recently transferred to the US Army British scientists and engineers
Waterways Experiment Station (Vicksburg, soon will be free to exploit commercial-
MS), and the flume has been, as I under ly their government-funded research.
stand, mothballed. Previously the British Technology Group

The Delaflume is 230-m long, 5-rn (BTG), a government agency, had first
wide, and 7-r deep; a 50-m-long section claim to the inventions growing out of
is 9.5-m deep. The deepened section is such projects.
double-walled, with removable slots in ccrdinto(
the inner walls for installation of in- According to the New Scientist (15
struments. The flume has a powerful and 22 September 1983), Prime Minister
piston-type wave board that can generate Margaret Thatcher has decided to breakp nregular waves with heights up to 2.5 m the BTG's monopoly in order to encourage
reuland rand waves with tsi fin innovation. "This monopoly was very
and random waves with significant rsrcieadwdl rtczd oheights up to 1.75 m. For many loca- restrictive and widely criticized, not
highs up torld, 1.75 lu.dF manyes least by scientists who want to exploittions in the world, including most estu- the work," she said.

aries and inland lakes, such waves are the ovenme said.
the highest ever expected; so this flume The government hopes that the move
allows engineers to test full-scale will help promote research and develop-
coastal structures, such as those for ment in the UK. The idea is to make itbeach and bnk protection easier for inventors to collaborate with

Foreign investors may use the small companies, which tend to be more
Deltaflume if they reimburs e labora- willing than larger firms to take risks.

tory for expenses. The person to con- According to Clive Sinclair, chairman of
tact for further information is Mr. J. Sinclair Research, "Young companies have
Lindenberg, Geotechnical Engineer, Re- a particular advantage. Because they
searchhave no large capital investment in aBox 69, 2600AB Delft, Holland. particular technology, they have little

to fear and much to gain from trying a
new course. Older firms with large

Robert DoZan capital investments are wise to let
9/19/83 young companies explore the frontiers,
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following them swiftly once a successful A NEW JOURNAL ON GEODYNAMICS
path has been found."

Dramatic discoveries in plate

L.E. Shaffer tectonics and the exploration of celest-
10/3/83 ial bodies other than Earth have taken

place recently. Broad areas of geology
and geophysics have expanded into
planetary studies, with greater emphasis

SYMPOSIUM PLANNED ON SATELLITE-AIDED on quantitative approaches. Such
SEARCH AND RESCUE developments have led to the delineation

CNES, the French space agency, has of the field known as geodynamics, a

announced that the international sympos- term that now applies to studies in

ium "Satellite Aided Search and Rescue,
Experimental Results and Operational large-scale convective motions in the

Prospects" will be held in Toulouse, earth.

France, 9 to 13 April 1984. Geophysical Press has recently
The symposium will cuver the announced plans to publish the Journal

development, implementation, and use of of Geodynamics, with A.L. Hales (Can-

satellite systems in maritime and berra, Australia) serving as chief

aeronautical search and rescue (SAR). editor. The journal will cover research

Session themes will include the interna- on dynamics and dynamic history of the

tional organization of maritime and earth. Fundamental geological studies
aeonautica nationaf mandrgioald and interdisciplinary investigationsaeronautical SAR, national and regional will be emphasized, including researchrequirements for SAR, polar and geosta- on historic and current earth movementstionary satellite systems for SAR, and deformations. Studies relating to
demonstration results of satelte the lithosphere and to convective
systems, and implementation of future properties of the earth's interior will
operational SAR systems. be included.

Exhibits will be held in the main be icu e
hall of the symposium building, and journal is reflectied in its distin-
exhibition booths are available. CNES jurnal iorflctied in it disten-will organize visits to the French guished editorial board of 60 members
will ogantrl vstr ad othe rac- from 18 nations. Countries with the
Mission Control Center and other facili- most representatives on the board are
ties during the symposium. the US (16) , Germany (6) , USSR (5) , UK

The symposium is being organized byCNES in -cooperation with NASA, the (5), Australia (5), and Switzerland (4).
CanSin cDeatin wit C nca , t Policy objectives of the journal include
Canadian Department of Communication a short publication time and high
and the Russian Ministry of Merchant scientific quality. Nevertheless,
Marine. Cosponsors include the Interna- controversial papers will be considered.
tional Maritime Organization; the Refereed research papers, review arti-
International Maritime Satellite Organi- Res, and symposia proceedings will be

zation (INMARSAT); the Canadian Depart- published. The first issue of the
ment of Defense, Department pf Fisheries pu lis The fr issue of 8thandjournal is scheduled for December 1983,and Oceans, and Ministry of Transport; and two volumes of about 400 pages each
the French Ministry of Transport and will appear in 1984 The institutional
Department of the Sea; and the US Air subscriptin cost wl e $50tpertvol
Force and Coast Guard. The official subscription cost will be $50 per volume
languages of the symposium will be (or $100 per year), and personal sub-
French and English, with simultaneous scriptions will cost $15 per volume. A

call for papers has been issued.~translation provided. CNES will publish Submissions (in triplicate) may be sent

proceedings of the symposium. Persons Somisons (in tom

wishing additional information on the for consideration to:

program may write either of the follow- Journal of Geodynamics
ing addresses: Editorial Office

Mr. T. Mac Gunigal Brouwersgracht 236

NASA Headquarters Code EC4 1013 HE Amsterdam
Washington, DC 20546 THE NETHERLANDS
Centre National Spatiales There is no page charge now, and 100
C~p ment Nati s D'ftudes Saiaes free reprints will be provided for each
t e aires accepted publication. Subscription and

18, Avenue Edouard-Belin other information may also be obtained

31055 Toulouse Cedex, FRANCE at the address given above.

R.L. CaroviZZano R.L. Carovillano
9130183 9120183
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ONRL COSPONSORED CONFERENCES Second International Meeting on
Lithium Batteries, Paris, France, 25-27

ONR London can nominate two regi- April 1984.
stration-free participants in the
conferences it supports. Readers who International Conference on Laser
are interested in such participation Processing and Diagnostics--Applications
should contact the Chief Scientist, ONR in Electronic Materials, Linz, Austra-
Lond,.n, as soon as possible. lia, 15-19 July 1984.

SEPTEMBER MAS BULLETINS

The following Military Applications Summary (MAS) Bulletins were published by
the US Office of Naval Research (ONR), London, Military Applications Division during
September. The MAS BuZletin is an account of naval developments in European re-
search, development, test, and evaluation. Its distribution is limited to offices
with the US Department of Defense. DoD organizations should request copies of the
BuZletins, by number, from ONR London.

MASB Number Title

103-83 European Aerospace Updates

104-83 ADA in Europe: A British National Effort

305-83 Maritime Remote Sensing Activities in Norway

106-83 Arctic Weather Hampers MIZEX 83

107-83 Notes on Maritime Remote Sensing in France

108-83 UK National Remote Sensing Center at RAE Farnborough

109-83 Skyhook--A British Aircraft Recovery System Which
Would Enable Sea Harriers to Operate From Small
Surface Ships

110-83 European Remote Sensing Satellite--ERS-l

111-83 Ceramic Foam Thermal and Acoustic Insulation

112-83 British Depth Control Device for Divers, Sonobuoys,
Mines

113-83 UK Royal Navy South Atlantic Operations Environmen-
tal Information

115-83 The Royal Navy Equipment Exhibition (RNEE) 1983;
Aerospace Highlights Part 1

116-83 The Royal Navy Equipment Exhibition (RNEE) 1983;
Aerospace Highlights Part 2
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(NPL REPORTS

To request reports, check the boxes on the self-addressed mailer and return it
to ONRL.

C-13-83: The 1tb Tnternational Symposium or App7'ed MiZitary PsychoZogy, by N.A.
Bond, Jr. The symposium dealt with issues such as women in the armed
forces, leadership and management, training, combat reactions and stress,
decision aiding, and the role of psychologists in the military.

C-15-83: T-k .1th lrterral(ina' 'otaress, or, Acoustices, by Chester McKinney. This
report provides on overview of trends in acoustic research, based on the
subject matter of the 11th International Congress on Acoustics. The
report includes an appendix, written by David Blackstock (Applied Research
Laboratories, The University of Texas). The appendix deals with nonlinear
acoustics at the congress.

C-16-83: 'ecord 'ntor)' Symposium on Acoustic Remote Sensing of the
Atmosphere and , s, by Chester McKinney. This report discusses papers
dealing with sodcr (for sound detection and ranging) , which is used for
atmospheric echo ranging. In addition, work on underwater acoustic remote
sensing is examined.
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SUBJECT INDEX FOR VO[UMF' 37, FSN ISSUES 1 THROUGH 12, 1983

The articles are listed chronol)(jci-ally under subject heading with title,
author and issue page numbers. Thus, 6:'11 indicates issue 6, page 211 of volume
37.

BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES

The Cardiff Ship Simulator 1:1 N.A. Bond, Jr.
nan Factors in Robots and Programmable

Control Devices 2:53 N.A. Bond, Jr.
A German Wind-Shear Display 3:89 N.A. Bond, Jr.
A Computerized Testing System for Heli-
copter Pilots 4:123 N.A. Bond, Jr.
Automatic Screening of Gynecological
Specimens 4:125 N.A. Bond, Jr.
Alcohol Consumption by Offshore Oil-Rig
Workers 6:195 N.A. Bond, Jr.
Computerized Recognition of Persons by
EEG Patterns 6:197 N.A. Bond, Jr.
Switching to Low-Tar, Low-Nicotine
Cigarettes 6:199 N.A. Bond, Jr.
Decisions in Submarine Escape and Rescue 7:243 N.A. Bond, Jr.
Small Firms: Growth and Jobs? 8:295 N.A. Bond, Jr.

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

Tracking a Shark Ly Satellite 6:201 N.A. Bond, Jr.
BIOTECH 83 7:246 S.E. Kornguth
The Structure, Development, and Evolution
of Reptiles 7:249 F.E. Russell
Scottish Institute Studies Biomedical
Applications of Electromagnetic Fields 10/11:395 Thomas C. Rozze]:
International Symposium on Bioelectro-
chemistry 12:439 Martin Blank
Scottish Development Agency Boosts Bio-
technology 12:439 Thomas C. Rozzoll

CHEMISTRY

Fourth International Meeting on Radiation
Processing 1:4 V.T. Stannett

The Seventh International Symposium on Gas
Kinetics 1:9 C.E. Guosling

The 9th International Mass Spectrometry J. Campana,
Conference 2:58 J.R. Wyatt, and

F.F. Saalfield
French Colloquium on Specialized Polymers 3:92 V.T. Stannett
Metallic Polymers and Molecular Metals 4:127 V.T. Stannett
Chemical Aspects of Electrically Conducting K.J. Wynne and
Polymers 5:167 V.T. Stannett
Polymers as Controlled-Release Agents 6:202 V.T. Stannett
UK Research on Langmuir-Blodgett Films,
Liposomes, and Biocompatible Surfaces 6:204 V.T. Stannett
High Polymers as Thin Films 8:298 V.T. Stannett
Polymer-0ound Biocatalysts 9:347 V.T. Stannett
Combustion Chemistry of Polymers at City
University, London 10/11:397 V.T. Stannett
Polymer Research at the University of
Salford 12:441 V.T. Stannett

The Dynamics of Polymer Solutions 12:442 V.T. Stannett
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COMPUTER SCIENCES

Expert Systems Help Preserve Specialized F. Rothwarf and
Knowledge 1:10 G. Sokol
Robotics Research at IRISA 1:13 J.F. Blackburn
Robotics Research at Laboratoire
d'Automatique et d'Analyse des Systems 1:15 J.F. Blackburn
Computer Science at Oxford Univ. 2:61 ,.F. Blackburn
Robotics Research at LAMM 3:97 J.F. Blackburn
Industrial Robotics Research in the UK 4:128 J.F. Blackburn
Research in Photonics at Universit6
Louis Pasteur, Strasbourg 4:132 J.F. Blackburn
Robotics Research at Orsay, France 5:169 J.F. Blackburn
Citroen Evaluates Robots for Arc Welding 6:205 J.F. Blackburn
Use of Industrial Robots at Volkswagen 6:207 J.F. Blackburn
Robot Control Systems at SEPA 7:251 J.F. Blackburn
The Third International Conference on
Engineering Software 7:253 J.F. Blackburn
Robotics at ASEA 8:301 J.F. Blackburn
Software S,'stems Research at Linkoping
Institute of Technology 8:303 J.F. Blackburn

Robotics at the Univ. of Genoa 9:349 J.F. Blackburn
The Conlan Project 9:352 J.F. Blackburn
Function Points in Software Development 10/11:398 J.F. Blackburn
Imperial College Builds Multiprocessor
Reduction Machine 10/11:400 J.F. Blackburn

A General Operator Processor for Image
Processing 12:444 J.F. Blackburn

The Alvey Program: Update and AFsessment 12:447 J.F. Blackburn

FRTH SCIENCE

Earthquake Prediction 10/11:403 R.L. Carovillano
The Assessment of Natural Geophysical
Hazards 10/11:406 Robert Dolan
Engineering Geology of Tidal Rivers 12:450 Robert Dolan
The 18th IUGG: Oceanography, Geodesy, D. Conlon and
and Geophysics 12:452 John G. Heacock

EDUCATION

Computer Aided Instruction 6:208 D.R. Barr

ELECTRONICS

European MYIC Ie.eders Corv,ne 1:17 M.N. Yoder
The 1982 French Meetinq on
Ferroelectricity 1:19 L.L. Boyer

Plessey !,eids UY GaAs Effort 2:63 M.N. Yoder
Scientists Meet To Improve, Smiconductor
Surfaces and Interfaces 2:66 M.N. Yoder

International Conferenrc on Higher
Performance. El#-ctronic Devices 3:99 M.N. Yoder

Research in Navinat ion Techniques 3:102 M.N. Yoder and
M.D. Schroeder

New Electrorraqnetic Systems Design 4:133 M.N. Yoder
Semiconduct r rRelated R&D at STI, 4:138 M.N. Yoder
Microscopy -,f S-mi conductinq Materials 5:172 M.N. 'der
The Spectrum Broadens at Sheffield 5:174 M.N. der
Delft Univ. of Technoloqy Excels in
Precision Measuring Techniques 6:210 M.N. Yoder
Insulating Films on Semiconductors 6:214 M.N. Yoder
Massive New Investment at Hirst Research
Centre Pays Dividends 7:257 M.N. Yoder
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Sensing by Fiber Optics Comes of Age 7:260 M.N. Yoder
European Microwave Semiconductor Devices
Conference 8:307 M.N. Yoder
Thompson-CSF Aggressively Pursues III-V
Semiconductor R&D 9:355 M.N. Yoder

Transient Thermal Processing of
Semiconductors 9:357 M.N. Yoder

ENERGY

Egypt's Energy Crisis 12:453 Robert Dolan

ENGINEEi(ING

Leeds-Lyon Tribolocy Conference 12:454 Harold G. Elrod

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES

Conference on Ecology and Engineering 8:312 Robert Dolan

GENERAL

Toward a European Research -Pd Scinct.,
Strategy 12:455 Thomas C. Rozzell

MANAGEMENT SCIENCE

The Institute d'Administratjon der
Enterprises 4:140 D.R. Barr

MATERIAL SCIENCES

High Temperature Alloys for Gas Turbines
1982 1:1 R.W. Armstrong

Metal Physics at Gbttinqen ?:q R.W. Armstrong
Metallurgy and Materials at Oxferd 3:105 R.W. Armstrong
Fiber Composite Materials in the u'K 4:142 T.-W. Chou
Materials Research at Liverpco] Univ. 4:146 R.W. Armstrong
Fiber Composite Materials in the UK:
Loughborough and Bath 5:176 T.-W. Chou
Fiber Composite Materials in the UK:
Univ. of Oxford and ICI 6:217 T.-W. Chou
Materials at the UK Defense Components
Expo 83 6:219 R.W. Armstrong

Materials-Related Developments in Ireland 6:222 R.W. Armstrong
Fiber Composite Materials in the UK:
National Physical Laboratory and Univ.
of Liverpool 7:263 T.-W. Chou
INCO MAP Conference: Frontiers of High
Temperature Materials II 7:266 R.W. Armstrong

Fiber Composite Materials in the UK:
Univ. of Nottingham and Fulmer Research
Laboratories 8:318 T.-W. Chou
Science of Ceramics 12 8:32] R.W. Armstrong
Fiber Composite Materials in the UK:
AERE and Imperial College 9:360 T.-W. Chou
Metallurgy at BBC Brown Boveri, Baden,
and the Swiss ETH-Zurich 9:363 P.W. Armstrong

Fiber Composite Materials in the UK:
Rolls-Royce Limited and Queen Mary
College 10/11:408 T.-W. Chou

Ni 3Mo in Ni-Al-Mo Superalloy Materials 10/11:410 R.W. Armstrong
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Thermomechanical Properties of Explosivef
Materials 10/11:412 R.W. Armstrong

Fiber Composite Materials in the UK:
Royal Aircraft Establishment 12:456 T.-W. Chou

First International Symposium on Struc-
tural Crashworthiness 12:458 R.W. Armstrong
Research on Ultrahard Materials at Exetcr 12:459 R.W. Armstrong
The Sixth European Sea Horse Institute
Meetinq: Materials in Marine Environ-
ments 12:461 James F. Jenkins

MATHEMATICS
Medium-Ranqe Numerical Weather Predictor 9:365 james W. Daniel
Numerical Computation Conference Honors
Peter lhenrici 10/11 :415 James W. Daniel

OCFAN SCIENCFS

New Techniques for Analyzing Organic
Materials 1:24 A. Zsolnay

The li tce Colloquium on Ocean flydrodynamics 7:271 C.M. Gordon
Dynamic Processes in the Chemistry of the
Upper Ocean 9:367 T.D. Foster

North Sea Oil and the Scottish Coast 9:368 Robert Dolan
Marine Science in Iceland 10/11:416 F.A. Richards
A Perspective on the Oceanography of
Straits 12:464 D. Co, lon

Marine Science of the Northwest Indian
Ocean 12:466 Robert Dolan
Whitecap Workshop He ld in Ireland 12:470 Chester McKinnev

OPERATIONS PESFARCH

A Systems Approach to Defense Analysis 1:25 D.R. Barr
Thai'. o 0i Irl it r hcoms Ope rat ional 1:27 D.R. Barr
Mana, -r, nt S. ienct, Pts .arch at Odense Univ. 2:71 D.P. Barr
C()mputdtt ierai C1 r 1. :t Re search 3:111 D.R. Barr
I at st tcs at the Tfch ical Univ. of Dt,nmark 3:113 D.R. Barr
'Ih iih C 1,d:t, Sir fer,.rc., 5:180 D.R. Barr
Nort, i r1 it t, .P. C, !i r tnr t, 5:182 D.R. Barr

P 1!. 1:7" r , : : 1 1,( lic t l(o n
D), 7 2 Fr 72 3 D.P. Barr

1r :; , , , , r i t 1r. - ,. t,, ich 9: 3 70 D.R. Barr

h:}YS i .s

n. or} to 1 L [l,; t'I tc fir hllt (>: i -n t2

t'.: 1,, r-nt 1:30 David Mosher
N,-w Concett 11, Pitt icl A,-c,lo 0 rn 1:32 David Mosher
t-1,-ct r,,,..,t T1'rrr, lr' I 1!;slv- 2:73 David Mosher

.,ser Prooct ion Video 2:7 David Mosher
YovI Plkrsma Annul r for Imtlor o:- Fx[,.' :t s 3: 115 David Mosher

] hlo rat or 4:148 David Mosher
'the Physics, of Trans-poI IC .t' . :184 D.1. Peebles
A S7itinq Proposa I fI ir FSE : 2 6 David Mosher
Nw Di rect ions for Phvs i c , P ri ,: .. . ,: David Mosher

wtiF't Elrctri ficatioin H ec,.,,, it -:2-6 David Mosher
. Ree-P, I.vant Research a t th1.- r 1
I rpew i :'80 David Mosher

N" 1nt rIm Prims Probe Cot('d'rtsd d M. i I , I
At>PE 8: I.Iq David Mosher

A N'w can -DPu f f Pl a srm,i Sun vi i ,r X-R,9,t i, . 0: 17 David Mosher
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St atic Chayq ino of Aircraft by Col I is ionis
With T-te Part icles 9 :37 6 David Moshier

Underwater* Acoust ics Research at Ptat h Univ. 9:378 Chester McKjnnev
Acoustics In Lyon, Fr'anlc 10/11 :417 G.L. Wilson
A UKE Free Elect ron Laser 1(0/1 1:419 David Mosher
Fast Dense,-Plasmla-Focus Experiments 10/1 1:4,"3 J.D. evt h ia n
I nf ro red At mospheiic Tra nsm it ta nce 10/1 1:4 24 David Mosher
INTERNOISE '83 10/11:4?6 Alan Powell
A New Diagnost ic Technique fo,.- Col I oct i y

Ion Acceleration I ': 4 7 2 David N'osher-
Eniergy-Trans fer Processes in Conidensetd IA. Di 1Pait ole,
Matter 12':47) P.1 . Car-ovi 1lanec

The Physics of Electironic ind Atomiic
Collis ions I : :4 78 Il.P. Junker

Thermal Sputterinri in Me.tals 12:.48 1 1 . 1. T. Tsong
The 1 1th I nt ernat ion il Cenqross Oi

Acoustics 11":483 Chr t st; Mc~inney

PS YCIIO XIY

The 20th I nterznational Conaress 01Appl ied
Psycheology 1:38 S. wh ite

SPACE PHYSICS

Solar Physics at St. Andrews Univ. :.'h 3 P.1I. Ca rov i 1i 1

SPACE SCIENCE

Aqqre ss i ye Euriopea n Pos, u r in X-Yay
As t ro nomy, P .I_ Cal-( vIlIlarno

Trihute to Marcel Nico(le-t 1:4. P .1 Ca Iox i Ilalo
AtmosFpheric Phis i 1 heluens .1: - 1.1I. Carey; I,! ar C
Ma, l\1)lanck Ins;t it at,' for A-rovom%* 4' P.. Ca r- % i a nor

FS A ApI I S Ic i ictd( S I aIce " 0 h! It or P. I 1 1 TO
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